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Gandhi Announces Unconditional
Surrender Of W. Pakistan Forces
Dr. Mofield Is
Panelist For
Association

'Shrine Club Party
Here On Saturday

,Cease-Fire On Western
Front Is Also Announced

Members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club and
their ladies will have their
regular meeting and Christmas
party on Saturday, December 18,
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
A potluck dinner will be served
preceding the dance with the
usic to be by Glen Kirk and the
untry Gentlemen. Gifts will he
exchanged and each Noble and
his lady is asked to bring a gift
not to exceed one dollar in value.
The meeting is scheduled to
begin at 630 p.m MI members
and their ladies are urged In
attend this last meeting of the
year 1971.

region because she wanted "to
By ROBERT ,RAYLOR
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
NEW DELHI (UPI)—Prime stop further bloodshed and
he commun.cations department
Minister Indira Gandhi an- unnecessary loss of life."
St Murray State University, has
nounced today West Pakistan
Only hours before India had
been chosen as a panelist for a
forces had surrendered uncondi- announced a major tank victory
program during the 1972 annual
tionally in East Pakistan and on the Pakistan-Kashmir borSpeech
Southern
said she was declaring a der.
Communications Association
not
did
apparently
unilateral cease-fire on the
She
meeting in San Antonio, Texas.
western front.
consult with Pakistan before
His selection was made by the
She said she was calling a declaring a cease-fire on the
chairman of the basic speech
cease-fire
on the western front western front. Moments before
association,
interest group of the
where Indians and Pakistanis Pakistani President Agha MoDr. Randy Capps, who is head of
have battled in the Kashmir hammad Yahya Khan anthe department of speech and
"- kro-natan would
Kentucky
theatre zit
University.
fight on until total victory'
Scheduled April 6-7 of next
Mrs. Gandhi went before the
year, the meeting will also
lower house of parliament and
include interest group sessions
told the cheering legislators
for rhetoric and public address,
that West Pakistan forces had
oral interpretation, theatre,
unconditionally surrendered in
•
speech science, and radioEast Pakistan and that 'dame
Mrs Betty Wager's Class of the Murray Middle School
Childress, shepherd, Lemuel Blanton, King Herod, Diane
television-film.
The annual Christmas Party is now a free capital of a free
presented a play entitled "The Christmas Story" for the Council
Whited, Darlene Kightlinger, and Patty Thompson, angels. At
The discussion topic of the
for
American Legion, Legion country."
for Exceptional Children at Murray State University on WedBefore
Night
the conclusion Patty Thompson recited "The
basic speech panel, according to
Her cease-fire announcement
Auxiliary and their families will
nesday night The students made the scenery out of plywood
Christmas" by memory. Refreshments were served by the
Mofield, will be "What Should the
came shortly afterward.
be
held
at
the
American
Legion
• designed their own costumes and programs. Pictured
students. Special thanks go to Miss Bonnie Denson, teacher
Include"
Course
Basic Speech
Students in the first six grades
led, tett to right are James Benson, John Romeo,shepherds.
Mrs. Gandhi, wearing a
aide, Clayton Hargrove, student teacher, and to the parents for
Interest in the basic speech of the Murray State University Hall on Monday, December 20, at
-1( Wrye, Mary. Gary Pace, Joseph, Pat Paschall, Gerald
their help in the production of the play, Mrs. Wagar said.
program at Murray State has School will present their annual 6:30 p.m. All Legionaires are yellow shawl over a white sari,
Bobby Andrews. wise men; standing, Ricky
Staff Photo by David Hill grown rapidly since Mofield program of Christmas music urged to ittend.
stood in the place of her father,
joined the faculty in 1964. The Thursday, January 16, at 7 p.m. The meat, bread, and drinks the late Prime Minister Jawaaverage number of sections of in
the
University
School will be furnished by the Post and harlal Nehru, in the Lok Sabha,
the women are asked to bring a India's lower house of Parlibasic speech taught per semester Auditorium.
has risen from 10 to 26 during that
The program, which will covered dish or dessert. Also ament, and told of the great
period of time.
feature the singing of carols and please bring your own silver- victory in precise, patrician
Mofield noted that the basic special Christmas numbers, will ware.
English.
speech prograrnsat Murray State be tinder the direction of Mrs. Each woman is to bring a
"We have hailed the new
now reaches a higher percentage Margie Shown.
lady's gift and each man a man's nation
at
this
historic'
of students than almost any
Although the program will take gift to exchange under the moment," she said. " .. We
school in the nation that does not the place of a regular meeting of Christmas tree. If you have hail the people of
Bangla
The Murray Lions Club today have a speech requirement for the school's Parent-Teachers children and wish them to receive
Desh." Bangle Desh, meaning
Thefts of two tractors from a Christ, but her mother, Mrs. expressed appreciation
to graduation.
Association, no business will be a gift you may bring it and pla
l'here are business place and a breakin at a
Bengal homeland, is the name
residents and
"Demand for basic speech has discussed during the evening,
Flora Thomas, was home alone community
IOSE WHO private home were investigated at the time sitting in the living business men for the support and been on the upswing across the according to Vernon Shown, it under the tree, a spokesman chosen by the rebels who rise
said.
THEIR by officers of the Calloway
against
the
Yahyra
Khan
cooperation that has made the
added, "but, director of the school.
JOSE WHO County Sheriff's office this room. It is thought that the club's moat recant pcoiect such a United States," he
with the exception of Murray "A "rola,' invitation is Following the meal slides taken government.
persona breaktrui into the home
in the Holy Land by Jack Wilcox
morning and last night.
assumed that no one was home success. The announcement w,a3 State and Western, Kentucky extended
to
the
parents,
War Not Over
Deputy Sheriff Curt Willoughby during the mid-week church made by project chairman John colleges have not kept pace with grandparents and friends of all will be shown. These should be
The surrender of the Pakistan
win half the
very
interesting,
according
to
J.
Belt.
called to the home of Mrs. hour.
was
trend."
the
the children and their families to
forces in the east—once esti'take up our
R. Jones, Post Commander.
Belt made the announcement
for attend," Shown said
Mofield
worked
mated as high as 80,000 men—
world as we Edith Barrett about eight p.m. This morning Deputy Sheriff
Wednesday when it was reported Maurice Wilson investigated the following the Lions Club radio commercial radio and television
did not end the war
the thorns'
a person or persons broke the theft of a Ford riding lawn mower auction which had sales totalling stations for 14 years and taught at
$2943.37. Id date 82428.92 .'has Southern Illinois University five
(Continued on Page Twelvel
to the latter door to the home, went inside the with 7 h.p. motor and a Ford
been collected on the merchadisa years before joining the faculty
one trouble many house, but left without taking lawn and garden tractoor with 8
have
not
Purchasers
who
sold.
at Murray State.
-ire is that they expect anything.
h.p. motor and hydrostatic at the
The deputy sheriff said in his Billington-Forcee Tractor paid for their merchandise and
.to be full of pleasantness
picked up their certificates are
4anqui1ity with no obstacles report that the telephone wires to Company, Inc., on Highway 94
asked to do so at their earliest
Actually life is the house had been cut prior to
surmount
East of Murray.
homes, health camps and spas
convenience. Buyers should go to
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAR
filled with obstacles and we must entry to the house. It is thought
Richardsonoffice
of
WASHINGTON (UPI) —That They will be allowed to
manufacture the pleasantness that the thief or thieves were Deputy Wilson said both the
Trevathan at the corner of Third
$10 doctor or dentist bill may increase their fees only to
arid tranquility along the way.
scared away by the barking of tractors had electric starters and and Maple Streets to pick up their
go up to $10.25 shortly. But if it reflect increases in their cost of
were stolen from the porch on the
the dog.
certificates.
gets higher than that, the doing business, and if they want
So many young people refuse
The Chancel Choir of the First
outside
of
the
building
attending
sometime
Mrs. Barrett was
doctor may find himself con- a hike larger than 2.5 per cent, United Methodist Church will
to conform to the establishment, church at Green Plain Chruch of during the night. Marks on the President Joe Pat Ward joined
for
the
in
expressing
thanks
Belt
sulting with a curious govern- will have to go first to the present the Christmas parts of
but they refuse to conform in the
l'norch floor and the grounds support the project received.
same way. therefore they are
An increasingly important ment agent instead of an ailing Internal Revenue Service for a George Frederic Handel's "The
nearby looked as though the thief Ward stated that the
funds aspect of ROTC training at patient.
conforming
special ruling or "exception" to Messiah" in the church sancor thieves had dragged the derived from the sale would be
State University has
The Price Commission an- the guidelines.
tuary on Sunday, December 19,
mowers to be loaded on a truck, used in local service activities of Murray
been community service. By nounced Wednesday it has The IRS also will be in at 7:00
p.m.
the deputy sheriff said.
the club
Next Tuesday is the shortest
using their military leadership adopted a 2.5 per cent price charge of enforcing the conGuest soloists will be Miss
Bake sales will be held in front
ROTC increase "guideline"—which is trols, but it will inquire into
day in the year, December 21.
Advanced
skills,
The days will stay about the same of Big K and Roses on Saturday,
Leadership classes have been Phase II language for limit—on doctors' prices only in spot Elizabeth Newman, soprano;
lenght for several days after that, December 18, starting at 9:30
cooperating with civic and the charges of "non-institutional checks or in response to Mr. Jeffrey Foote, bass; and Dr.
Other
then they will start getting a.m., sponsored by the Murrayuniversity officials to help serve providers" of health services. complaints. Doctors and other Joe N. Prince, tenor.
longer.
Calloway County Jaycettes.
the community. "It provides a What it adds up to is the first non-institutional providers are guests will be Miss Debbie Duke,
flute soloist and Miss Debbie
practical application of training,
Proceeds from the sales will be
government effort
in
the supposed to keep a schedule of Tabor, celeste.
Wife tells us that it rained used for community projects
and for today's socially-conscous
fees and charges in force
-The Messiah," Handel's most
Tuesday night. We really don't starting after the first of the new
ROTC cadets, a morale-boost as nation's history to control
before Nov. 14, and to let successful and best-known
Bob Billington spoke to the years. Certain coverages now well,- said Cadet John De Witt, doctors' fees.
know since we were sleeping at year.
Non-institutional
providers patients who think they may be oratorio, was composed in the
Murray-Calloway County In- applicable to atuomobile in- commanding officer of the ROTC
the time.
are doctors, dentists, surgeons, getting gouged see it on year 1741 in twenty-four
surance Agents Association at surance are, in effect, no-fault cadets.
days,
Ed Overbey looks more and
their quarterly meeting held last coverages. But as we use this Recently an environmentally- osteopaths, chiropractors, medi- demand.
from August 22 to September 14.
cal
and
dental
laboratories,
rest
The
commission
established
a
more like his father George. A
and
planned
was
week
at
the
Southside concept now, in relation to
project
oriented
It was first performed at a
different set of guidelines for concert given for
very accomplished young man.
Restaurant. In attendance were automobile insurance, it is new. conducted by the cadets at
charitable
hospitals, nursing homes and purposes at Dublin, Ireland, on
Murray State. The cadet corp
Senator Carroll Hubbard and
"Under
no-fault,
one's
own
Granddaughter Cathy by the The intersection of East Main State Representative, Ken Imes.
five groups of
other "institutional health pro- April 13, 1742. Handel
insurance company would pay was divided into
conducted
house Tuesday night and looked and Industrial Road was the
viders." They may increase the performance in person.
Blllington spoke on the new for the medical expense incurred approximately 30 men each;
in wonderment at the lights. scene of a two car collision in- concept in automobile insurance
specific
assigned
a
was
group
prices up to 2.5 per cent to
The Christmas excerpts to be
vestigated by the officers of the now appearing on the scene. The and wages lost resulting from area of Murray to clean.
make up for higher costs presented aro;
(Continued on Page Twelve)
injuries
sustained
in
an
accident.
"Comfort Ye My
Approximately 24 city blocks
Murray Police Department at concept is "No-Fault."
without getting approval from People", "Every
The
Valley Shall Be
4:15 p.m. Wednesday. No in- following are Billington's com- These payments would be made were covered in the course of an
•
Exalted","And The Glory Of The
Two well qualified out of town (Continued on Page Twelve)
filling
a
minutes,
thrity
hour
and
juries were listed on the report. ments:
(Continued on Page Twelve
Lord", "Thus Saith The Lord",
University provided dump truck. judges will be assisting the
Cars involved were a 1963 "Acutally, no-fault is now new
"But Who May Abide", "Beholdl
the members of the Garden
aided
project
The
Dodge two door sedan owned by in so far as insurance is conA Virgin Shall Conceive, "There
community, gave practical Department of the Murray
Franklin Tabers and driven by 'C'erned. This concept has been
By United Press International
cadet officers Woman's Club in the judging of
Were Shepherds Abiding In The
the
to
experience
Aron B. Tabers of Murray Route
and helped develop goodwill and the entries in the Christmas
Fields", "And Lo! The Angel Of
Kentucky: Cloudy east today Two, and a 1968 Chevrolet Four applied to the handling of work-connected injuries for some
a clearer public image for the Home Decoration contest for the
and tonight with scattered
The Lord Came Upon Them",
door sedan driven by Wilbur
Reuben Moody of 707 Goodman "And The Angel
Mrs. Livie Fennell of 1008 Military Science-ROTC program city of Murray and a one mile
showers over rest of state. InSaid Unto
Herman Weston
of Murray
Sharpe Street, Murray, reported at Murray State University. The radius outside the city limits, Street, Murray, underwent open Them", "And Suddenly There
creasing cloudiness today with
Route Six.
heart
surgery this morning at the Was With The Angel", "Glory To
the theft of her purse to the cadet corps wishes to extend according to Mrs. James M.
widely scattered showers this
Police said Weston was going
Baptist Memorial Hospital, God",
Murray Police Department on their sincere thanks to Mr. Alvis Byrn, committee chairman.
afternoon and tonight. Becoming
"And Behold Darkness
south on Industrial Road, stopped
Jones of the University Physical
Wednesday at 2:09 p.m
mostly fair and colder on Friday.
Judging for the contest will be Memphis, Tenn.
Shall Cover The F,arth", "The
at Main, and was making a left
cooperation.
They
his
Plant
for
Moody, an employee of the People That
The purse, handmade in the
Highs today mostly in 60s. Lows
held from six to nine p.m. on
Walked In
turn onto Main Street when his The Twin lake Coon Club will colors of
like to thank Jim
South Central Bell Telephone, Darkness","For Unto Us A Child
green, orange, and would also
tonight upper 30s and lower 40s.
have
a
"meat"
hunt
Saturday
Friday,
Saturday,
and
Sunday,
their
assistance
car collided with the Tabers car
brown, was reported stolen at the Adams IGA for
Highs Friday in 50s.
December 17-19. Entries will tie Company,entered the hospital on is Born" and "The Hallelujah
going north across Main Street. night, December 18, at the club National Stores,Inc., on the north in providing trash liners.
near
taken
Hardin.
until four p.m. on Friday. Monday. He is in Room 991 U., thorus".
Damage to the Tabers car was
The
side
square
of
the
court
EXTENDED FORECAST
Persons may start signing up
A large number of homes have Baptist Memorial Hospital, The Spoken Word will be by
on the left front, and to the
her driver's
purse contained
Kentucky:
The extended
at
five
p.m.
and
leave
anytime
been
entered in the contest. Memphis, Tenn., for those who Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. with
Weston car on the right front.
license, social security card, one
outlook for Kentucky, Saturday
after signing.
Judging will be on the basis of would like to send him cards and Mrs. R. W. Farrell and Mrs.
letters.
through Monday is for mostly fair
Lawrence Clark at the organ.
Four trophies will be given, two payroll check, and one Christmas
originality,
design,
and
weather Saturday and Sunday
The choir is directed by Prof.
for the bast having the most bonus check, both on the National The Murray Fire Department proportion in the categories of
with a chance of precipitation in
GROGAN INITIATED
Paul W. Shahan.
coons and two for the cast having Stores, according to the police answered a call Wednesday night door, window, outdoor tree,
the middle and east portions
Allan Grogan, Murray,is one of
at ten o'clock to the Clark Hall whole yard, and children's
the largest coon. No score report.
12 pledges initiated into memMonday. Cold ,laturday and
Dormitory for girls at Murray Christmas.
keeping will be held in this hunt,
STUART ELECTED
FREE PUPPIES
warmer Sunday and Monday.
State University located at
and there can be as many perMembers of the committee for bership of Sigma Chi social Gerry Stuart, Murray, has
Highs Saturday in the mid 30s to
sons as desired to go in one cast, a Six cute puppies will be given Chestnut and North 15th Streets. Me Garden Department are Mrs. fraternity at Murray State been elected chaplain of Sigma
Grogan, 1715 Nu social fraternity at Murray
low 40s, rising
to the 50s
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said Byrn, Mrs. Harold Douglas, Mrs. University.
spokesman said. Also persons away free to anyone who will give
Monday. Lows ranging from
can hunt as many dogs as they them a good home. They are six the fire was in a trash can on the Humphrey Key, Mrs. Vandal Magnolia Dr., is a sophomore State University. Stuart, No. 68
SHOPPING OATS
near 20 Saturday to the mid 30s
desire, the club spokesman ad- weeks old and will make good second floor, but that no damage Wrather, and Mrs. Gene Bran- He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Shady Oaks, is a sophomore at
TOL CHRISTMAS
Christmas gifts. Phone 753-6309. was reported
Grogan.
Monday
MSU.
ded.
don.

Students Will
Give Program
In Auditorium

eard Sheriff's Department
Investigates Breakin,
Theft Of Two Tractors

Party Planned Fnr
Legion Families

Here On Monday

Lions Thank
'Community For

Cooperation

Price Increase Guideline
Set For Health Services

Service To The

Community Is
Aim Of ROTC

Bake Sales Planned
By The Jaycettes

No-Fault Insurance
Discussed By Agents

Two Car Collision
Occurs Wednesday

Judging For Home
Decoration Contest
Starts On Friday

The Weather

Reuben Moody Has
Open Heart Surgery

Purse Stolen Here
At National Stores

'Meat' Hunt Will
Be Held Saturday

Firemen Called To
The Clark Hall

Presentation
OfM ess a h
Planned Here

own, and Harry
GOVERNING RIFLE—Col. James VanDivier, left, of Elizabetht
en, present Gov.
Longriflem
of
Corps
Kentucky
the
of
-members
,
Scottsville
Read,
Inaugural Parade in
Wendell H. Ford with a longrifle of his own during the
and welcoming
parade
the
in
Frankfort. The group has been participating
Photo)
Mitchell
(Steve
1963.
since
longrifles
with
'Kentucky's new governors

EDUCATION NOTEBOOK

Student protests bring
few major changes

MUNICH — As construction
here on facilities for the 1972
Summer Olympic Games enters its final phase, Munich's
citizens are taking a close look
at what lies ahead, and not
everyone likes what they see.
The skeletal construction on
the $500 million building project has been completed, and
the finishing work is expected
tube done ahead of schedule in
January, according to Hansjorg Maus of the Olympic (kganization Committee. The
Olympics begin Atg. 26 and end
Sept. 10.
Munich's city and Olympic
officials have distributed enthusiastic advertising for the
20th Olympiad throughout the
world, but it has not impressed
everyone here. The prospect of
an expected two or three million visitors squeezing into an
already tightly packed city of
1.3 million is even frightening
to some.
"I don't know what's going to
happen," lamented Ernst
Appetsha user, 62, a surveyor.
"During busy bears, 6ie to?reetcars are so full that we can't
even get in now,let alone with a
hoard of Olympic tottists. The
traffic is going to break down
completely."
The city expects to handle
traffic in and around Munich
with a new subway and
suburban transit railway, and
existing tramway and road networks. The combined system

minority-group students. This legitimate forms of protest,"
dropped to 30 per cent this last Bayer explains.
Some investigators believe
academic year.
protests have been very
ethnic
gained
have
Students
College protests have focused
studies courses, programs or beneficial because most have
attention on campus inequities,
will handle 100,000 persons per
nts; honors been peaceful and legitimate.
departme
but most student demands
hour in either direction.
work-study They also have been very
programs;
either have not been met or
"We intend to encourage
programs; deferred tuition destructive and disruptive to
would have been resolved
the general mission of higher
not to drive in the city
people
admissions
special
payments;
without demonstrations or
but to use public transportacriteria for certain minority or education, Bayer notes.
violence.
tion," Maus said "We expect
disadvantaged students;
These are some conclusions
admissions
2)0,000 persons a day at the
standard
cirawn from a recent American
Olympics, and I don't know a
requirements regardless of sex
Council on Education study
sucmote
a
origin,
city in the world that can hanethnic
or
showing that the 1970-71
dle that amount of cars "
cessful demand where protest
academic year was not as quiet
The people themselves, howwas less severe; compensatory
as some claim. The stereotype
ever, will have to be accommoeducation for disadvantaged
of the local campus on the
dated, and Munichers are
students; voting representation
rampage generally is false.
comcringing at the thought.
curriculum
on
major
Violent protests decreased last
They feel pressured enough
mittees and voting represenNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
year, but the total number of
policy-making
tation on
Baby Boy Glubizzi (Mrs. Mary by a critical day-to-day housing
demonstrations decreased only
shortage, an annual population
committees other than student Glubizzi), 526 Broad, Murray.
slightly compared to last year
increase of 20,000 to 50,000, and
government.
DISMISSALS
and the more typical 1968-69
the dubious status of being
important,
are
gains
Hargrove,
These
Alegre
Cheryl
Mrs.
academic year.
West Germany's fastest growBayer,
E.
Alan
Dr.
emphasizes
Shirley
Mrs.
Mayfield,
Route 2,
A rough scorecard of results
city.
ing
research
assistant
the
council's
7,
of Student protest is provided
Ann Rule and Baby Girl, Route
The Olympic Committee
director who worked on the Box 109, Mayfield, Lynn Dale
by the study's list of major
admits that the destudy, but many would have Burkeen, Route 3, Murray, Mrs. frankly
reasons students give for
mand for beds exceeds the supwithout
or
with
1,
achieved
Route
been
of
protest and the percentage
Floreda Jane Eldridge,
ply in the city, but it said that
protests.
demanded reforms achieved.
Dexter,-Mrs. Laura Ann Bland, an appeal for private quarters
at
Surprisingly, the point
This table also dispels the
500 North 5th, Murray, Noel Lee and dormitory accornmodawhich students began to reject Melugin, 710 Olive, Murray, Mrs
notion of orgiastic campuses
is being made in the surviolent protest was not reached Sandra Carol Holcomb, 1509 ticns
because of coeducational
rounding Bavarian region.
but
State,
Jackson
or
Kent
at
and
the
of
myth
dormitories
Mrs. Maus said a combination of
Sycamore, Murray,
with the death of a graduate
lower academic and ' moral
Ruby Dunn and Baby hotels, pensions, private homes
Ftomona
a
of
student, destruction
standards. Only 25 per cent of
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. and camping grounds will prolaboratory and a professor's Boy,
the '2,362 higher education
Williams, vide 130,000 beds. He did not exElizabeth
Maggie
life-work at the University of
'restitutions studied offer coed
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Ruby Edith plain how the additional 70,000
Wisconsin later.
living, although such acMrs.
"Students have become Miller, Route 1, Dexter,
commodations are offered at 43
ConTo
Kyle
Mae
Lula
with
d
disenchante
more
much
per cent of the institutions
more severe forms of campus valescent), 118 North 14th,
protests.
violent
experiencing
unrest arid a number of things Murray, Mrs. Frances Miles
Seventeen mayor demands *Count farlhis. One is the hard Baits, Route 6, Murray, William
were made at institutions
line taken by some ad- Alvie Taylor, Route 3, Murray.
pressured by protest Only six
ministrators. Students also
CIVILIAN DISPATCHERS
demands have been met in
have had the opportunity to
DALLAS (AP — Ever since
more than half at all stuobed. observe that they can bring
Eight demands have been met rieath and destruction, that the police radio was put into
in about had w more than half members of their own group use, there have been policemen
the iraintimons ezpenencing I can get hurt. Wisconsin was a to operate them._ but now the
any forT:. A protest and the I very important turning point, Dallas police department is
same rawness' home been met more so than Kent State. changing that.
The department will recruit
vrtiere ssevere incidenta took
Students have seen that change
civilian men and women to be
Ow*
is not necessarily brought
as early
In 1%8-69, 57 per cent of the about more rapidly with dispatchers, possibly
of next year
protests were related to violence than through more as the middle
By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service

expected daily visitors will be
housed.
Residents here are also cornpaining about the disruptive
effects of a seerrungly neverending urban development
boom, a factor only intensified
by the city's preparations for
the Olympics. Construction, repair, remodeling and restoration seem to have become a
way of life in Munich, and
108,000 foreign workers are
needed to keep up the pace.
•'Munich may be more important now, but it is not beautiful anymore," a middle-aged
native said. "Everywhere you
go.the streets are being torn up
and some kind of construction
is going on. The city is no
longer pleasant or friendly. It
has become a Chicago."
Two principal city projects
are the subway line and a portion of the suburban transit
railway. Construction on the
first nine-mile line of the city
subway began in February,
1965, and is expected to be completed soon at a cost of $208
million. A 2"s-mile branch
line, costing $51 million, is
being built to carry traffic directly to the Olympic grounds.
The suburban transit system
is a federal construction project designed to provide faster
city service and connection to
Munich for all localities within
mile radius. When it is competed early next year, 13 rail
Imes converge on the center of
the city from the environs, and
special trains will be ready to
service the Olympic grounds
every three to 10 minutes.
The Olympic grounds are the
pinnacle of Munich's present
construction efforts. The
former square-mile meadow
24 miles from the center of
town looks like a modern city in
itself. It is already an impressive tourist attraction, drawing
travelers and technicians alike
from around the world.
To many residents here,
however, it is only a preview of
the coming attractions of
Frankenstein, and many are
planning a boycott.
"I'm going to rent my room
and get out of town," a young
university student said. "It's
IT STARTED IN 1843
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Calcott Horsley. 19th century
British artist, really started
something in 1843 when he designed the first Christmas card
for Sir Henry Cole. founder of
the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Before the year is out Americans will have bought more
than seven billion greeting
cards. says Irving Cohen. president of a card shop chain.

CANDIED ORANGE PEEL — Great to have on hand as a treat for company.
between layers of transparent
er dish )
By Cecily Brownstone
or 4-quart saucepot plastic wrap and store-TA-a
3a
Into
Associated Press Food Editor
turn the peel; cover with cold tightly covered tin box. Makes about 1 1/4 pounds.
If you're interested in a water, add salt. Bring to a boil
Note: The syrup (about 1 to
streamlined recipe for Candied and boil 20 minutes. Drain.
Orange Peel, this one — tried in With a sharp knife or kitchen 1 1/4 cups) left after draining
our kitchen — should appeal to scissors cut peel into 1/4-inch the orange peel may be stored,
in a tightly covered jar, in the
you.
wide lengthwise strips.
Other recipes usually call for
In the clean empty saucepot refrigerator and be used over
boiling the orange peel several stir together the 2 cups sugar, pancakes and waffles.
Chocolate Tipped Candied
times before it is candied; here corn syrup and 1 cup water.
ft-is given just one precooking Cook over moderate heat, stir- Orange Peel: Line cookie
and the results are delightful
ring constantly, until sugar is sheets with wax paper. to the
top of a double boiler placed
CANDIED ORANGE PEEL
dissolved Add orange peel
6 medium or large seedless or- vosise, ? boil., reduce heat and over, hot i not boiling) water,
anges with thick blemish-tree boil gently for 45 minutes. Turn melt a 6-ounce package 11 cup)
skin
orange peel and syrup into a of semi-sweet chocolate pieces
Water
coarse-mesh wire strainer or a Remove from heat and water
1 teaspoon salt
colander set over a bowl and Dip ends of dried candied orange peel in chocolate. Place on
2 cups sugar
drain
Generously sprinkle wax pa- prepared cookie sheets, refrig1/2 cup light corn syrup
Extra sugar
per with extra sugar. roll erate until chocolate sets — 5
Wash and dry oranges; cut drained peel, a few strips at a minutes or so,
Chocolate-mint Tipped Canoff a thin slice from the ends of time, in sugar. Arrange peel in
each Make 4 equidistant single layers on cookie sheets. died Oranges Peel: Follow dilengthwise cuts through peel. Dry in a 150-degree oven for 1 rections for Chocolate Tipped
With the tip of a knife, gently hour. Remove peel to wire Candied Orange Peel but use 1
loosen peel at ends, then with racks and let stand at room package 16 ounces) mint-flavor
fingers pull off orange-peel temperature to dry for 3 to 4 semi-sweet chocolate pieces instead of the regular semi-sweet
quarters. (Use peeled oranges hours.
in a fruit compote or some othPlace candied orange peel chocolate.

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

Gravy,
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sirs Betty Wager's class of the Murray Middle School
presented a *ay entitled 'The Christmas Story" for the Council
for Exceptional Children at Murray State University on Wednesday night The students made the scenery out of plywood
and designed their own costumes and programs. Pictured
seated, left to right are James Henson, John Romeo,shepherds,
Kathy Wrye, Mary, Gary Pace, Joseph, Pat Paschall, Gerald
Sheridan, Bobby Andrews. wise men; standing, Ricky
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Gandhi Announces Unconditional
Surrender Of W. Pakistan Forces
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Childress. shepherd, Lemuel Blanton, King Herod, Diane
Whited, Darlene Kightlinger, and Patty Thompson, angels. At
the conclusion Patty Thompson recited "The Night Before
Christmas" by memory Refreshments were served by the
students. ilpecial thanks go to Miss Bonnie Denson, teacher
aide, Clayton Hargrove, student teacher, and to the parents for
their help in the production of the play, Mrs. Wagar said.
StaffPhoto by David Hill

Seen&Heard Sheriff's Department
Investigates Breakin,
Around
Theft Of Two Tractors
Murray

Lions Thank
Community For
Cooperation

Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
he commun. cations department
it Murray State University, has
been chosen as a panelist for a
program during the 1972 annual
Speec
Southern
Communications Association
meeting in San Antonio, Texas.
His selection was made by the
chairman of the basic speech
interest group of the association,
Dr. Randy Capps, who is head, of
the department of speech and
theatre at Western Kentucky
University.
Scheduled April 6-7 of next
year, the meeting will also
include interest group sessions
for rhetoric and public address,
oral interpretation, theatre,
speech science, and radio-

Shrine Club Party
Here On Saturday
Members of the MurrayCalloway County Shrine Club and
their ladies will have their
regular meeting and Christmas
party on Saturday, December 18,
at the Woodmen of the World
Hall.
A potluck dinner will be served
preceding the dance with the
music to be by Glen Kirk and the
Country Gentlemen. Gifts will be
exchanged and each Noble and
his lady is asked to bring a gift
not to exceed one dollar in value.
The meeting is scheduled to
begin at 6:30 p.m. All members
4t-e'e 'sieges %re urged to
attend this last meeting of the
year 1971

Students Will
Give Program
In Auditorium

Cease-Fire On Western
Front Is Also Announced
By ROBERT KAYLOR
NEW DELHI (UPI)—Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi announced today West Pakistan
forces had surrendered unconditionally in East Pakistan and
said she was declaring a
unilateral cease-fire on the
western front.
She said she was calling a
cease-fire on the western front
where Indians and Pakistanis
have battledoin the Kashmir

Party Planned Fnr
Legion Families
Here On Monday

The annual Christmas Party
The discussfon topic of the
for American Legion, Legion
basic speech panel, according to
Auxiliary and their families will
Mofield, will be "What Should the
be held at the American Legion
Include?"
Course
Speech
Basic
Students in the first six grades
Interest in the basic speech of the Murray State University Hall on Monday, December 20, at
program at Murray State has School will present their annual 6:30 p.m. All Legionaires are
grown rapidly singe Mofield program of Christmas music urged to attend.
joined the faculty in 1964. The Thursday, January 16, at 7 p.m. The meat, bread, and drinks
average number of sections of in
the
University
School will be furnished by the Post and
the women are asked to bring a
basic speech taught per semester Auditorium.
has risen from 10 to 26 during that
The program, which will covered dish or dessert. Also
period of time.
feature the singing of carols and please bring your own silverMofield noted that the basic special Christmas numbers, will ware.
speech program at Murray Sta
he under the - direction of Mrs. Each woman is to bring a
now reaches a higher percentage Margie Shown.
lady's gift and each man a man's
of students than almost any
Although the program will take gift to exchange under the
school in the nation that does not the place of a regular meeting of Christmas tree. If you have
have a speech requirement for the school's Parent-Teachers children and wish them ko receive
graduation.
Association, no business will be a gift you may bring it and place
"Demand for basic speech has discussed during the evening, it under the tree, a spokesman
been on the upswing across the according to Vernon Shown, said.
United States,- he added. "but, director of the school.
Following the meal slides taken
with the exception of Murray "A eikecial invitation is
in the Holy Land by Jack Wilcox
State and Western, Kentucky extended
to
the 'parents,
colleges have not kept pace with grandparents and friends of all will be shown. These should be
the trend."
the children and their families to very interesting, according to J.
R. Jones, Post Commander.
for attend," Shown said.
worked
Mofield
commercial radio and television
stations for 14 years and taught at
Southern Illinois University five
years before joining the faculty
at Murray State.

region because she wanted "to
stop further bloodshed and
unnecessary loss of life."
Only hours before India had
announced a major tank victory
on the Pakistan-Kashmir border.
not
did
apparently
She
consult with Pakistan before
declaring a cease-fire on the
western front. Moments before
Pakistani President Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan anwould
nounced that
fight on until total victory
Mrs. Gandhi went before the
lower house of parliament and
told the cheering legislators
that West Pakistan forces had
unconditionally surrendered in
East Pakistan and that -dacca
is now a free capital of a free
country.Her etase-fire announcement
came shortly afterward.
Mrs. Gandhi, wearing a
yellow shawl over a white sari,
stood in the place of her father,
the late Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, in the Lok Sabha,
India's lower house of Parliament, and told of the great
victory in precise, patrician
English.
-We have hailed the new
nation
at
this
historic
moment," she said. " ... We
hail the people of Bangle
Desh." Bangle Desh, meaning
Bengal homeland, is the name
chosen by the rebels who rose
against
the
Yahya
Khan
government.
War Not Over
The surrender of the Pakistan
forces in the east--once estimated as high as 80,000 men—
did not end the war

The Murray Lions Club today
Thefts of two tractors from a Christ, but her mother, Mrs. expressed appreciation to
George Jessel says "There are business place and a breakin at a
and
community residents
two kinds of fools THOSE WHO private home were investigated Flora Thomas, was home alone
business men for the support and
CHANGE
THEIR by officers of the Calloway at the time sitting in the living
CAN'T
cooperation that has made the
OPINIONS AND THOSE WHO County Sheriff's office this room. It is thought that the club's moat recent prokect such a
breaking! into the home
WON'T."
morning and last night.
eel that no one was home success. The announcement vet
Deputy Sheriff Curt Willoughby during the mid-week church made by project chairman John
He also said "We win half the
Belt.
was called to the home of Mrs. hour.
battle when we make up our
Belt made the announcement
Edith
Barrett
about
eight
p.m.
Sheriff
morning
Deputy
This
minds to take the world as we
following the Lions Club radio
it
was
reported
Wednesday
when
Maurice Wilson investigated the
find it, including the thorns."
a person or persons broke the theft of a Ford riding lawn mower auction which had sales totalling
$2943.37. To date $2428.92 has
(Continued on Page Twelve)
In regard to the latter door to the home, went inside the with 7 h.p. motor and a Ford
been collected on the merchadise
statement one trouble many house, but left without taking lawn and garden tractoor with 8
have
not
Purchasers
who
sold.
people have is that they expect anything.
h.p. motor and hydrostatic at the
The deputy sheriff said in his Billington-Forcee Tractor paid for their merchandise and
this life to be full of pleasantness
picked up their certificates are
and tranquility with no obstacles report that the telephone wires to Company, Inc., on Highway 94
asked to do so at their earliest
to surmount. Actually life is the house had been cut prior to East of Murray.
homes, health camps and spas
By ARNOLD B. SAWISLAK
convenience. Buyers should go to
filled with obstacles and we must entry to the house. It is thought
Richardsonof
WASHINGTON (UPI) —That : They will be allowed to
manufacture the pleasantness that the thief or thieves were Deputy Wilson said both the office
Trevathan at the corner of Third
$10 doctor or dentist bill may increase their fees only to
and tranquility along the way.
scared away by the barking of tractors had electric starters and and Maple Streets to pick up their
go up to $10.25 shortly. But if it reflect increases in their cost of
were stolen from the porch on the
the dog.
certificates.
'
gets higher than that, the doing business, and if they want
So many young people refuse
The Chancel Choir of the First
outside
of
the
building
sometime President Joe Pat Ward joined
Mrs. Barrett was attending
doctor may find himself con- a hike larger than 2.5 per cent, United Methodist Church will
to conform to the establishment, church at Green Plain Chruch of during the night. Marks on the
for
the
thanks
Belt
in
expressing
sulting with a curious govern- will have to go first to the present the Christmas parts of
but they refuse to conform in the
I-porch floor and the grounds support the project received.
An increasingly important ment agent instead of an ailing Internal Revenue Service for a George Frederic Handel's "The
same way, therefore they are
nearby looked as though the thief Ward stated that the
funds aspect of ROTC training at patient.
special ruling or "exception" to Messiah" in the church sancconforming.
or thieves had dragged the derived from the sale would be Murray State University has
the guidelines.
Commission
anThe
Price
tuary on Sunday, December 19,
mowers to be loaded on a truck, used in local service activities of
been community service. By nounced Wednesday it has The IRS also will be in at 7:00 p.m.
the
deputy
sheriff
said.
the
club
using their military leadership adopted a 2.5 per cent price charge of enforcing the conNext Tuesday is the shortest
Guest soloists will be Miss
Bake sales will be held in front
ROTC increase "guideline"—which is trols, but it will inquire into
Advanced
day in the year, December 21.
skills,
Elizabeth Newman, soprano;
Leadership classes have been Phase II language for limit—on doctors' prices only in spot
The days will stay about the same of Big K and Roses on Saturday,
lenght for several days after that, December 18, starting at 9:30
cooperating with civic and the charges of "non-institutional checks or in response to Mr. Jeffrey Foote, bass; and Dr.
then they will start getting a.m., sponsored by the Murrayuniversity officials to help serve providers" of health services. complaints. Doctors and other Joe N. Prince, tenor. Other
longer.
Calloway County Jaycettes.
the community. "It provides a What it adds up to is the first non-institutional providers are guests will be Miss Debbie Duke,
flute soloist and Miss Debbie
practical application of training,
Proceeds from the sales will be
government effort
in
the supposed to keep a schedule of Tabor, celeste.
Wife tells us that it rained used for community projects
and for today's socially-conscous
fees
and
charges in force
nation's history to control
"The Messiah," Handel's most
Tuesday night. We really don't starting after the first of the new
ROTC cadets, a morale-boost as
before Nov. 14, and to let successful and best-known
Bob billuigton spoke to the years. Certain coverages now well," said Cadet John De Witt, doctors' fees.
know since we were sleeping at year.
Non-institutional
providers patients who think they may be oratorio, was composed in
Murray-Calloway County In- applicable to atuomobile in- commanding officer of the ROTC
the time.
are doctors, dentists, surgeons, getting gouged see it on year 1741 in twenty-four day,
surance Agents Association at surance are, in effect, no-fault cadets.
Ed Overbey looks more and
their quarterly meeting held last coverages. But as we use this Recently an environmentally- osteopaths, chiropractors, medi- demand.
from August 22 to September 1
The commission established a It was first performed
more like his father George. A
week
at
the
Southside concept now, in relation to
oriented project was planned and cal and dental laboratories, rest
at
different set of guidelines for concert givee for charita,ble
very accomplished young man.
Restaurant. In attendance were automobile insurance, it is new. conducted by the cadets at
hospitals, nursing homes and purposes at
cadet corp
Senator Carroll Hubbard and
Dsiblin.Ire1aa1, on
"Under no-fault, one's own Murray State. The
Granddaughter Cathy by the The intersection of East Main State Representative, Ken Imes.
other "institutional health pro- April 13, 1742. Handel
was divided into five groups of
pay
conducted
insurance
company
would
house Tuesday night and looked and Industrial Road was the
each;
men
30
viders."
They
approximately
may
increase
Billington spoke on the new for the medical expense incurred
the performance in person.
in wonderment at the lights. scene of a two car collision in- concept in automobile insurance
group was assigned a specific
prices up to 2.5 per cent to
The Christmas excerpts to be
vestigated by the officers of the now appearing on the scene. The and wages lost resulting from area of Murray to clean.
make up for higher costs presented are;
(Continued on Page Twelve)
"Comfort Ye My
injuries
sustained
in
an
accident.
Approximately 24 city blocks
Murray Police Department at concept is "No-Fault."
without getting approval from People", "Every
The
Valley Shall Be
4:15 p.m. Wednesday. No in- following are Billington's com- These payments would be made were covered in the course of an
Exalted","And The Glory Of The
Two well qualified out of town (Continued on Page Twelve)
filling
a
minutes,
thrity
and
hour
juries were listed on the report. ments:
Coptinued on Page Twelve)
Lora, "Thus Saith The Lord",
University provided dump truck. judges will be assisting the
Cars involved were a 1963 "Acutally, no-fault is now new
"But Who May Abide", "Behold!
the members of the Garden
aided
project
The
Dodge two door sedan owned by in so far as insurance is con.44
z.
A Virgin Shall Conceive, "There
community, gave practical Department of the Murray
Franklin Tabers and driven by cerned. This concept has been
Were Shepherds Abiding In The
By United Press International
experience to the cadet officers Woman's Club in the judging of
Aron B. Tabers of Murray Route
Fields", "And Lo! The Angel Of
and helped develop goodwill and the entries in the Christmas
Kentucky: Cloudy east today Two, and a 1968 Chevrolet Four applied to the handling of work—
connected injuries for some
The Lord Came Upon Them",
a clearer public image for the Home Decoration contest for the
and tonight with scattered
door sedan driven by Wilbur4
Reuben Moody of 707 Goodman "And The Angel
Mrs. Livie Fennell of 1008 Military Science-ROTC program city of Murray and a one mile
showers over rest of state. InSaid Unto
Herman Weston
of Murray
Sharpe Street, Murray, reported at Murray State University. The radius outside the city limits, Street, Murray, underwent open Them", "And Suddenly There
creasing cloudiness today with
Route Six.
heart
surgery
to
extend
this
morning at the Was With The Angel", "Glory To
the theft of her purse to the cadet corps wishes
according to Mrs. James M.
widely scattered showers this
Police said Weston was going
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Murray Police Department on their sincere thanks to Mr. Alvis Byrn, committee chairman.
afternoon and tonight. Becoming
God", "And Behold Darkness
south on Industrial Road, stopped
Jones of the University Physical Judging for the contest
Memphis, Tenn.
Wednesday at 2.09 p.m.
mostly fair and colder on Friday.
Shall Cover The Earth", —The
will be
cooperation.
They
at Main, and was making a left
his
Plant
for
Moody,
an
employee of the People That
The purse, handmade in the
held from six to nine p.m. on
Walked In
Highs today mostly in 60s. Lows
Club will
thank
Jim
also
like
to
would
turn onto Main Street when his The Twin Lake Coon
South Central Bell Telephone, Darkness","For Unto Us A Child
colors of green, orange, and
Friday,
tonight upper 30s and lower 4(s.
Saturday,
have
a
"meat"
hunt
Saturday
and
Sunday,
assistance
for
their
Adams IGA
car collided with the Tabers car
brown, was reported stolen at the
Highs Friday in 50s.
December 17-19. Entries will be Company,entered the hospital on is Born" and "The Hallelujah
going north across Main Street. night, December 18, at the club National Stores, Inc., on the north in providing trash liners.
taken
until four p.m. on Friday. Monday. He is in Room 991 U., Chorus".
near
Hardin.
Damage to the Tabers car was
The
square
side
of
the
court
EXTENDED FORECAST
A large number of homes have Baptist Memorial Hospital, The Spoken Word will be by
Persons may start signing up
on the left front, and to the
Memphis, Tenn., for those who Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. with
her driver's
purse contained
been entered in the contest
Kentucky:
The extended
and
leave
at
five
p.m.
anytime
Weston car on the right front.
license, social security card, one
outlook for Kentucky, Saturday
Judging will be on the basis of would like to send him cards and Mrs. R. W. Farrell and Mrs.
after signing.
letters.
through Monday is for mostly fair
Lawrence Clark at the organ.
originality,
Four trophies will be given, two payroll check, and one Christmas
design,
and
The choir is directed by Prof.
weather Saturday and Sunday
for the bast having the most bonus check, both on the National The Murray Fire Department proportion in the categories of
GROGAN INfrIATED
with a chance of precipitation in
Paul W. Shahan.
coons and two for the cast having Stores, according to the police answered a call Wednesday night door, window, outdoor tree,
Allan Grogan, Murray, is one of
at ten o'clock to the Clark Hall whole yard, and children's
the middle and east portions
the largest coon No score report.
12 pledges initiated into memDormitory for girls at Muthay Christmas.
Monday. Cold aaturday and
STUART ELECTED
keeping will be held in this hunt,
FREE PUPPIES
State University located at
warmer Sunday and Monday.
Members of the committee for bership of Sigma Chi social Gerry Stuart, Murray, has
and there can be as many perHighs Saturday in the mid 30s to
sons as desired to go in one cast, a Six cute puppies will be given Chestnut and North 15th Streets. the Garden Department are Mrs. fraternity at Murray State been elected chaplain of Sigma
Grogan, 1715 Nu social fraternity at Murray
low els, rising
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said Byrn, Mrs. Harold Douglas, Mrs. University.
to the 50s
spokesman said. Also persons away free to anyone who will give
Monday
Lows ranging from
can hunt as many dogs as they them a good home. They are six the fire was in a trash can on the Humphrey Key, Mrs. Yandal Magnolia Dr., is a sophomore State University. Stuart, No 68
SHOPPING DAYS
near 20 Saturday to the mid 30s
desire, the club:spokesman ad- weeks old and will make good second floor, but that no damage Wrather, and Mrs. Gene Bran- He is the son of Mr. and Mrs- Ben Shady Oakewaiseaseophomore at
CHRISTMAS
Christmas gifts. Phone 753-6309. was reported.
Grogan.
Monday.
MSU.
don.
ded.

Mri

Price Increase Guideline
Set For Health Services

Service To The
Community Is
Aim Of ROTC

Bake Sales Planned
By The Jaycettes

No-Fault Insurance
Discussed By Agents

Two Car Collision
Occurs Wednesday

Judging For Home
Decoration Contest
Starts On Friday

The Weather

Reuben Moody Has
Open Heart surgery

Purse Stolen Here
At National Stores

'Meat' Hunt Will
Be Held Saturday

Firemen Called To
The Clark Hall

Presentation
Of 'Messiah'
Planned Here
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Old Project To Become Refuge For Waterfowl
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Ten Years Ago Today
121)G101. a 113012 FILE
Duane Lowry, Jimmy Olila, and Phillip Sparks, students at
Murray High School,- presented a debate program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Mosteller, missionaries from Thailand,
will present the program at the Training Union of the First
Baptist Church on Sunday.
Miss Mn Herron presented the program, "A Christmas
Card" at the meeting of the Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Hazel Methodist Church.
Katherine Lax had the high individual single game, 194, in the
bowling standings for the Magic Tri League this week.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a Times YUJI

Mrs. Onie Elkins, age 79, died yesterday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Ray Hamlin.
Pfc. Carl E. Tomme, son of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Tomme,
was recently transferred to the McCellan Air Force Base,
McCellan, California.
An intense cold settled over the nation with a low of 16 above
zero recorded here yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A.(Pleas) Jones will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on December 23 at their home at 401 South
8th Street.
Miss Fay Nell Anderson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Anderson, was married to Wayne Flora, son of Mrs. Toy McCuiston on December 14 at the First Baptist Church;

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Greater love bath no man than this, that a man lay down his life
7 for his friends.—John 15:13.
Fnendship is best understood when demonstrated: Being
friendly is showing by word and action that we really are.

Isn't It The Truth!
bY Carl Riblet Jr.
Those of us who have even half a brain will agree
that George Meany could earn the everlasting
gratitude of every American and call down upon
himself the blessing of a kindly nod from Mr. Nixon
if be would use his high office to end inflation. All he
has to do is persuade the workers of the land to sweat
up a dollar's worth of labor for every dollar paid in
wages.
"Fairy tale: a story that never comes true."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Travel Shows
Planned By
Waterland

improving conditions in the
economy and other areas will
mean a great deal for outdoor
recreation in 1972," Hamilton
added.
Kentucky's Western
Waterland, Inc., is a non-profit
of
comprised
corporation
businessmen in the eight counties
surrounding Kentucky Lake and
Lake Barkley. The organization
is the largest of its kind in
Kentucky.

Western
Kentucky's
Waterland, Inc., announced
Way that it will be represented
al thirteen outdoor and travel
shows during the coining months.
KWW President Carl Hamilton
Dr. Robert E. Switier, diadded that members of the rector of the Children's Hospital
tourist promotion association will at the Menninger Foundation,
be distributing more than Iso,soo Topeka, Kan., and his associate
copies of the organization's director, Dr. J. Cotter Hirschannual promotional booklet at the bed, have put together a series
slate of travel shows.
of creative, problem-solving
Kentucky's books written for children and
year
"Each
Western Waterland goes to the adults.
people who are interested in
The titles: Sometimes I Get
taking a vacation, and in turn Angry, My Friend the Baby
tries to lure them to come to Sitter, Sometimes I'm Afraid,
western Kentucky for their and I,00k at Me Now. All are
summer's relaxation," Hamilton designed as shared problem.
said.
solving experiences. Each begins
This January, February and with explanatory "Notes to
March, KWW members will be Parents, (telling how parents
working with representatives should be sensitive to their
from the Department of Public child's emotional patterns and
Iniormation at the nation's problems, how they can cope,
largest tourist-related shows in aid and maqf eady anxieties
the area served by Kentucky by simple soothing communiLake and Lake Barkley.
cation.
, Beginning in early January and
(Children's BookCpmmitter.
continuing through late March, Menninger Foundation, 790
KWW members will he selling Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.).
western Kentucky to people in
City,
Cincinnati, ,Kansas
Louisville, Columhus, Chicago, RUSSIAN HOCKEY TEAM
St. Louis, Indianapolis, Memphis,
YORK (UPI)—The
Detroit, Dallas, Milwaukee, NEW
Atlanta
Cleveland,
and Russian National hockey team
will make its first appearance
Evansville.
"The schedule of shows the In New York in 10 years when
of
Public it meets the United States
Department
Information has put together this Nationals in Madison Square
year will give those of us in the Garden on Thursday, Jan 6, to
tourist serving business a real wind up a seven-game tour of
opportunity to get more people to the US.
the
part
of
this
visit
The US. squad, coached by
Commonwealth," Hamilton said.
Murray Williamson, has won 18
"We see the 1972 season as a
better year for west Kentucky's and tied three of its first 25
As you are games and is basically the
tourist business.
proGably aware, summer 1971 team that will participate in the
was not a record year. There Winter Olympic Games at
were several reasons, but we feel Sapporo, Japan, in February
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Plans to create a waterfowl across east Tennessee in their visits by some groups. There Ls
sanctuary and nature study area annual migration. Water level also an opportunity to attract
in
interested
from one of east Tennessee's management and waterfowl food tourists
Kinzer Park,
oldest electric power projects plantings will provide green conservation.
were announced today by the browse and fall-flooded grains for operated by Greenville and
thousands of wild ducks.
Greene County on shoreland
Tennessee Valley Authority,
TVA also plans to stock the leased from TVA, is located
began
Dam
Nolichucky
generating electricity in 1913— shoreline with wild geese and upstream from the dam.
The dam is just off Tennessee
the year Woodrow Wilson was "imprinted" wood ducks raised
a
game
farm
in
at
a
Tennessee
70, leading from
Highway
President.
Built
by
inaugurated
Tennessee Eastern Electric program to establish a year- Greeneville into Cherokee
Company, it was sold in 1929 to a round population of resident National Forest. Cost of the dam
rehabilitation and other aspects
power company that sold it in waterfowl.
Continuous water releases of the project is estimated at
turn to TVA in 1945.
Because
/
2 million.
This small dam is south of from the dam will be maintained about 821
Greeneville on the Nolichucky to help protect downstream Nolichucky is a single-purpose
power project, the cost will come
River. Only one of its four fishing.
includes keeping from TVA power funds.
The plan
generating units is now operating
TVA is submitting a draft
and the cost of repairing these old some 500 acres of land around the
statement on the
obtaining
environmental
state
and
a
wild
lake
in
small
by
units—which are very
rehabilitation project to various
standards—is
not no-waterfowl-shooting
today's
prohibitions on adciitonal lands to Federal and other agencies for
justified.
review. Copies are available
needs protect the sanctuary.
dam
itself
The
education from the TVA Information Office,
Another Environmental
substantial repairs.
Tennessee 37902
problem is that tailings from past features of the project are Knoxville,
mica and feldspar mining expected to serve an ultimate
upstream in North Carolina filled 25,000 visits annually by school
much of the lake behind children, in addition to longer
Nolichucky Dam with sediment.
North Carolina took steps in the
1950's to control the operations
that produced this siltation, but
Adults 1.50-Children 75
removing the old dam would
release sediment already
Tonite thru Tue.
accumulated.
Ali litac6raw • Ryan O'Neal
Instead, TVA proposes to
strengthen and repair the old
darn, retire the generating units, This new Yearbook outlines
Tel Yaws
and turn the small lake into a how rural America and U.S.
PAK\
PA
Ilast Sailor
stopping point for some of the agriculture can help make living
vast waterfowl flocks that fly good for all Americans of the next
century.
It cites_ programs
encolirage
designed
to
John Marley &Ray Milland
redistribution of the population
ri C0.0. PM4110011 PICTURE
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
over the next 30 years and take
some of the pressure off the
December U, 1971
metropolitan centers through the
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
OS
ADULTS
Children's Movie
creation of new growth centers
National Institute of Mental Health
NURSERY I
around the smaller cities and
Sot )0 am -5 pm
towns of rural America.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
winner
Nobel
Prize
Norman
E.
chapters
in
the
416-page,
The
80
Alcoholism Prograins
some 5 percent of the Nation s
Baby Girl Newton (Mrs. Borlaug, father of agriculture's clothbound publication are
,SID
l'UT
work lone,. but experience
In the past, alcoholism has
Marilyn Sue. Newton), Rt. 9, Green Revolution, has "splendid grouped in four major sectionsshows that more than 50 perbeen considered mainly as a
Benton.
achievements" to his credit, but "Space for Living","Services for
cent of these can be .rehabilimoral or criminal problem. In
tehen it comes to the effect of Living", "Production Resources
tated. The NIAAA, therefore;
recent years, however, alcoholDISMISSALS
A LIN/VERSAL PICTLFE
DDT on the environment„ "his for Living", and "Issues for the
is actively encouraging emism and alcohol abuse have
4Z.
-D3
TECHNICOLOR'
Dale Heath Willis, 218 White expertise is either nonexistent or Future". This well-illustrated
ployee alcoholism programs in
been recognized as a massive
Hall MSU, Murray, Steven Hoyt 25 years out of date," charge two Yearbook includes a 16-page
cooperation with state and local
public and individual health
governments and private indusMoore, 1201 Vine, Fulton, Mrs. scientists in the forthcoming photo section in two colors.
Adm. 50' or FREE
problem.
try. It also provides consultaMary Beth Valentine, 1605 January issue of Audubon Copies of A Good Life for More
Now programs are being
tion and assistance to employwith Ticket from
Magnolia, Murray, Miss Sheila magazine of the
National People can be purchased from
planned and mounted to seek
ers interested in developing
Dianne Sprawls, Box 203 Rt. 1, Audubon Society.
adequate solutions to this probSuperintendent
of
the
such programs.
Dwntn. Stores,
Greenburg, Jerry Wayne Stone, Dr.
lem. To work with states, cornBorlaug,
at
an Documents, U.S. Government
munities, and organizations conAnother group of special con307 Irvan St., Murray, Mrs. Janie international conference in Rome Printing Office, Washington,
W•••••••••••••••.•••••
cern is the chronic drunkenness
cerned, the National Institute
Bell Dunn, Rt. 1 Box 10, Murray, last
attacked D.C. 20402 by sending a check or
month,
LATE SHOW
on Alcohol Abuse and Alcooffender. From this group come
Mrs. Alta Virginia Presson, Rt. 6, "hysterical" conservationists for money order for $3.50 made
40 percent of all arrests each
holism has been established by
Murray, Miss Beverly Ann their efforts to curb the payable to the Superintendent of
& Sat. 1 1 :30
Act of Congress within the
year for non-traffic offenses.
Blakely, Rt. 4, Murray, Miss insecticide. But the fact is that Documents. Stock Number is
National Institute of Mental
Handling this group within the
Tammy Orene Garland, Box 275, "excessive use of pesticides 0100-1459. Also, copies may be seeseeniisti
Health
criminal justice system has
Puryear, Tenn., Miss Media could
Green purchased at the 'same price
the
destroy
As the primary focal point
proved both costly and ineffecPauline Hall, 215 S. 12th $t., Revolution Dr. Borlaug himself direct from the GPO. S.
for Federal activities in alcoholtive; and the NIAAA is workLax,
Houston
Edgar
Murray,
ing with agencies of the crimhelped to develop," according to in Atlanta, Georgia; Boston,
ism, the new Institute (NIAAA)
11302 Overby, Murray, Mrs. the article by Dr. Charles Massachusetts; Chicago,
inal justice system and others
has projected two principal
709
S.
Hudspeth,
Dunbar
Carrie
to find practical and effective
goals in its programs to reduce
Wurster, air environmental Illinois; Dallas, Texas; Kansas
alternatives to meeting probthe enormous toll taken by al3rd St., Murray, Mrs. Maggie Orr scient st, and Dr. Robert van den City, Missouri; Los Angeles,
lems posed by these drinkers.
coholism and alcohol abuse.
(expired),
Bosch, an entomologist.
California; Denver, Colorado;
The most immediate goal k
Requests for more informa"In two regions of Mexico, near New
York
City;
Pueblo, nlocks
to assist in making the best
tion on programs or for a free
Dr.
Borlaug's
own
and
Colorado;
Washington,
laboratories,"
D.C.
BOOZE THIEVES
treatment
and
rehabilitation
single copy of a new leaflet
says the article, "severe insect
services available at the COMiNational Institute on Alcohol
SAN FRANCISCO ( UPI)— problems created by insecticides
mcnity level.
Abuse and Alcoholism, PubliThieves stole 250 cases of caused abandonment of the
The longer range goal is to
adults only II II II
72-90791
can
No.
cation
(HSM)
bourbon, or enough to serve cotton industry and collapse of
develop effective methods of
be addressed to: National Infrom
a
about
40,000
drinks,
the
associated economies."
tri.1:03lJJ
preventing alcoholism and probstitute on Alcohol Abuse and
railroad boxcar, police reported Broadly toxic insecticides like
lem drinking. To achieve these
Alcoholism, 5600 Fishers Lane,
objectives, the NIAAA fosters
Tuesday.
DDT also kill insect predators
Rockville, Maryland 20852.
and carries on broad programs
and destroy other natural
NEW YORK ; UPI —Even
of research, training, public
controls,so the plant-eating pests
THEATRE
education, and development of
often come back stronger after though there still is a major
community services. NIAAA is
the sraying than before, it was bear market. James Dines & Adults 1.50 -Children 75'
also collaborating with other
explained; furthermore, Co. says, there is a ray of hope
Federal, state and local agencies
Tonite thru Tue.
pesticide-resistant strains of pest an important bottom may be
to develop programs targeted
reached within the next few
insects
have
developed.
So
what
at reducing and preventing
Dr. Borlaug advocates is "poor months. So far, however, the
alcohol-related problems in speNEW YORK (UPI) —
cial population groups.
writing brief messages on them. advice for a starving world," major trend still is down, the
firm says. The firm believes
ation Christmas Cords 194 I" Just a few words of affection,an according to the article.
Drinking drivers are one of
"No responsible scientist stocks have gone up too far too
soon,
day
can
be
a
fun
project
visit
one
with
just
a
invitation
to
major
colthese groups and a
little planning and knowledge of or any news ota Mend)
,nature stands against all pesticides and fast and need a rest.
laborative program is being
etiquette.
dose fertilizers, as Dr. Borlaug
card
proper.
To
perfectly
is
aimed at reducing the number
Despite some initial difficulHere are helpful hints from friends, you might also send asserts," the two scientists
of deaths and injuries caused
business
"nor
have ties in
planning
by drinking drivers.
the National Association of along a recent family snapshot. continue,
Greeting Card Publishers:
--Address cards clearly and conservationists through anti- stemming from continuing unAlcoholic employees number
—On cards for your closest legibly, putting on flap your DDT legilsation attempted to certainties in the nation',
friends and relatives, your return address and zip code. stop the export of DDT to 'economic policies, 1972 show':
The Almanac
sipiatures should be as informal This helps friends to keep their developing nations that canno be a good year—though not a
afford alternatives for malari great one—for business and foo
as possible with no "Mr." no card fist up to date.
By United Press International "Miss" no "Ms."(the women's
—The Post Office Depart- control." Rather, they say, the the economy generally, accord
VIRtS:0 PRODUCTION COMPAlit presenh
Today is Thursday, Dec. 16, liberation designation for a ment says that Christmas seals, Issue is a question of what ing to Standard and Poor's
Major
world
currency realignthe 350th day of 1971.
woman who chooses not to when used, belong on the pesticides should be used for
The moon is between its last signify.her marital status) and reverse side of the envelope. what purposes: "excessive ments and the reinstitution of
quarter aod new phase.
no "Mr. and Mrs." Only when This is to avoid conflict with the dependence on pesticides for the investment tax credit,
A WALTER MINCH PRODUCTION
The
morning
stars
are cards are addressed to formal postage stamp on'the face of the Insect control is an ineffective, among other things, should
bolster
the
costly
and
destructive
method
international
compeMercury and Jupiter.
acquaintances Or business envelope.
- Mail early enough to assure that is rapidly being replaced by titive position of American
The evening stars are Venus, friends should you use the full
by firistmas. For sophisticated and effective manufacturers and aid capital
delivery
name.
Mars and Saturn.
These tips apply to both
Integrated control techniques. capital goods producers, the
Those born on this day are cards signed personally and nearby and local destinations,
OP •:_ 010 United Art
Also in the January Audubon, firm says, adding this should
those which carry imprinted cards should go not later than a
under the sign of Sagittarius.
lead
to
some
opportunities
in
an
article
entitled
"The
good
week before Christmas. For
Composer-actor Noel Coward name or family signature.
Awful ORVS", for alert investors.
more distant ploys,they should Invasion of the
was born Dec. 16, 1899.
--The husband's name al- be mailed by Dec. 15. Use the Field Editor Jack Hope charges
On this day in history:
A new, pro-speculator attiways comes first and also, when
town delivery" and that "we can tolerate off-road
In 1773 the Boston Tea Party children's names are adde-I, "for out of
tude of Washington coincides
local delivery" wrappers vehicles (ORVS) only if we are
"for
took place. American rebels father's name still comes first. A
with an important shift in
the Post Office when prepared to accept a rapid
Open 6:00-Start 6:45
dressed as Indians boarded a widow or a married woman uses from
decline in the quality and size of leadership within the investbundling your cards.
ment
British vessel in Boston Harbor her husband's first' name and a
environment;"
our
recreational
community,
according to
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
--If you are mailing gifts by
and threw 342 chests of tea divorced woman would use her parcel post, includ- an extra conservation leader Gary Soucie Hoppin, Watson Inc. That shift
reveals the frightening facts is from mutual funds to the
overboard in a protest against own first name.
••
Label or slip .4 pa periiiside each
--Among married couples, package containing. both the about the dangers of oil shale banks "whose huge resources
taxation.
In 1835 property loss was the person signing the card is addressee's full name and ad- development in, "Oil Shale, make them ideally competent
oz;"/l
and players in the new blue-chip
placed at $20 million dollars expected to sign his or her name dress and your return address. Pandora's New
after a fire broke out in New last, as a gesture of courtesy. This will help in delivery if the environmental author-poet game which is just beginning
YOU can
York City. The blaze got out of But if the signatures have been wrapper is damaged or removed. Edwin Way Teale in "Glaze and which minds still frozen in
meet
Storm" looks at the beauty of ice the mold of the 1960s do not yet
control and firemen had to be imprinted or engraved, it is then
storms
and
tells
how
they
them
happen
fully
grasp,"
proper
for
the
wife's
the
name
to
CHARGED
firm
says.
EXTORTION
called all the way from
appear first.
for a
RIESI, Sicily (UPI)—Police (photography by Ruth Smiley).
Philadelphia.
An important factor in the
—If there are children in the arrested cemetery caretaker
price,
In 1444 the Nazi's launched
family, include their names.. Giuseppe La Monaca Tuesday
market's recent about-face has
their last major World War II
been the almost unanimous
Indicate the relationship this on charges of collecting protec- SMITH'S GOAL
••11M1111•1
offensive with the "Battle of way - "Paul and Alice Judy,
PARIS (UPI( — American
tion money from tomb builders. Stan Smith can provide himself agreement 1972 will bring a
the Bulge" in Belgium.
and
56,
Pat and Tom" or, "The Four
Monaca,
healthier
economy, according to
They said La
In 1965 some 15,000 persons Masons -- John and Mary, Dick
with the best birthday present the Alexander Hamilton Institwo gravediggers made tens of
were killed when a cyclone and Polly."
of
all
if
he
beats
Romanian
'lie
tute Inc. Increased spending on
thousands of dollars by chargstruck Pakistan
In sending cards to some- ing 10 per cent on the cost of Nastase Sunday in the key new plants and equipment is
PHIS
match of the Pepsi Masters expected to prod things along,
one in mourning, you can each tomb.
A thought for today: Ameri- whoose Terra' title Christmas
Grand Prix
the firm says, and stimulative
can writer Henry Louis Menck- greetings
Smith celebrates his 25th fiscal measures and general
with message* of
Alcoholism affects more
en said, "Injustice is relatively sympathy created just for this than 700,000 women in the birthday on Tuesday, and a optimism are projected 1,
easy to bear; what stings is purpose.
United States, according to victory on Sunday will be worth unloosen consumers' pursi,
Make your cards special by authorities.
strings.
justice."
$15,000
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Delta Department
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Harris Grove Club
Has Regular Meet
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Hostess For Meet
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Bray Anniversary Celebration

A group from the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and two members
of the Readers Theater of Murray
State University gave the
program
for
the
Delta
Department Tuesday evening.
Miss Hazel Tarry made the
introduction.
Singing and acting popular
Christmas music, 13 members of
the music entertained. They
were Mesdames Rob Ray, Max
Brandon, Don Burchfield, 0. B.
Boone, Jr., Don Story, Keith
Hays, Tommy D. Taylor, James
Carlin, John Thompson, J. D.
Rayburn, Joe Price, Wayne
Keller and Glenn Doran. The
"Fruit Cake" number proved to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bray, Sr.
be
the
most
humorous
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred L. Bray,Sr., of Hazel celebrated their 50th
presentation.
The audience
joined the musicians in singing wedding anniversary on Thanksgiving Day with their son, Paul
three favorite Yule songs -Joy to Bray. They were married on November 24, 1921, in Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Bray is the son of the late Frank and Julia Banner Bray.
The World", "Silent Night", and
Mrs. Bray is the daughter of the late William Louis Kelley and
"White Christmas."
Two students of Mrs. Richard Willie Mae Shipley Kelley. Their wedding attendants were Bray
Zanetta, director of the Readers Erwin and Pauline Erwin of Paris, Tenn.
Theater,
The couple has two sons, Fred Bray, Jr., of Hazel and Paul Bray
Miss
Ka thy
Stubblefield, Murray, and of St. Petersburg, Fla. They have eight grandchildren and three
Raymond Goodwin, Paducah, great grandchildren.
read "0 Christmas Tree".
Mr. and Mrs. Bray are making their home in St. Petersburg,
Mrs.
Ewen
Allbritten, Fla., this winter where Mr. Bray is in a nursing home. Mrs. Bray
chairman, opened the meeting is also visiting her sister, Mrs. Jack Healy of St. Petersburg.
following the entertainment.
Mrs. Eugene Tarry gave the
devotion, Mrs. Hugh Oakley read
es;),1/014.4ZrAt
the minutes. Mrs. John Fortin
was introduced as a new member
of the department.
Thursday, December II
Judging for the homes entered
Mrs. Allbritten read the poem,. The Magazine Club will meet at
n the Christmas Decoration
"A Rose Beyond The Wall" by A. the home of Mrs. Ralph Woods at
ntest in Murray and within one
D. Fink, and quoted from
2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Charles M.
e of the city limits will be held
Abraham Lincoln," I always
Baker as guest speaker.
from six to nine p.m. on today
pluck a thistle and plant a flower
where a flower will grow" in Temple Hill Chapter No. 511- and December 18 and 19. Homes
lip memory of Mrs. Graves Sledd, a OES is scheduled to meet at the ay be entered by calling
Mesdames James Byrn, Harold
member of the group, who died Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Douglas, Humphrey, or Vandal
this week. Mrs. Sledd has served
Wrather.
as treasurer for the Cancer fund
The
Calloway
County
since the department took the
Association of Retarded Children
Saturday, December 18
sponsorship of the cancer drive
will
meet
at
Robertson
School
at
The
Murray-Calloway
years ago. Mrs. Sledd and Miss
Kathleen Patterson who died this 7:30 p.m. for a Christmas Jaycettes will have bake sales in
by Mrs. Susan front of Big K and Roses starting
summer, are the only members program
Hargrove's class. Note change in at 9:30 a.m.
lost in death.
Hostesses were Mrs. Jim date.
The Murray -Calloway
Mouser, Mrs. Helen Bennett,
Jaycettes will have bake sales in
Friday, December 17
Mrs. William Britton, Miss Clara
front of Big K and Roses starting
Eagle, Miss Rubie Smith, Mrs. The Eidells Sunday School
of the First Baptist Church at 9:30 a.m.
Harry Sledd, Mrs. A. H.
have a potluck luncheon at
Kopperud and Mrs. E. B.
Murray-Calloway Shrine Club
home of Mrs. Mina Waters at
Howton.
will have its regular meeting and
1:30 am.
Christmas party at the WOW Hall
starting with a potluck dinner at
The Business and Professional 6:30 p.m.
Women's Club will meet at the
unity Room of the Murray
Sunday, December 19
and Savings Loan at
The Choir of the Hazel Baptist
Harris
Greve
• The
will
present
the
Homemakers Club met at the seven p.m. Each one is to bring a Church
lovely home of Mrs. Ozzie Lewis fifty cent gift. Special guest will Christmas cantata, "The Prince
be Mrs. Marshall Jones, wife of a of Peace" at six p.m at the
for their December meeting.
A potluck dinner was served at retired U. S. Ambassador. church.
the noon hour. The Christmas Members are urged to bring
The Choirs of the First United
gift guests and to note change in
a
included
program
Methodist Church will present
exchange with Miss Ende Osmus regular meeting date.
their annual Christmas musical
filling in for Santa Claus.
Members present included The Friendship Sunday School program at seven p.m.
Mrs. Lewis, Mrs. Clifton L. Class of the First United
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd T. RatJones, Mrs. Estelle Heuer, Mrs.
Methodist Church will have a terree of Hazel Route Two will be
Don Osmus, Mrs. Marvin Parks,
at
the
dinner
potluck
honored at an open house in
Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Bun Christmas
meat celebration of their 50th wedding
Wilkerson, Mrs. Bill Wrather, social hall at six p.m. The
will be furnished.
anniversary at the Community
and Mrs. Maxine Nance.
Room at the First Federal
Savings and Loan Copany from
two to five p.m.
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Wife questions hubby's
criteria for promotions
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My nusband is the head of a large corporation. He does not drink hard liquor, but very few people
know this because at cocktail parties he takes one drink
and pretends to sip it all evening
Now he watches his junior executives' drinking habits
very carefully, and they are promoted or fired accordingly.
Anyone who takes more than two drinks is dropped or
passed over for promotion no matter how good a job he
does.
I feel that my husband should have a talk with the man
and give him a chance to cut down. He says: "No, once a
drunk, always a drunk." He says it takes guts not to drink
in today's 'society, and he needs men with guts to run the
business right. What is your opinion,
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: If everyone who takes more than
two drinks is [as your husband states! a "drunk"—there
are a lot of drunks effectively running a lot of businesses.
I agree, it takes guts not to drink in today's society, but
a man who takes a drink pleb:Hely and "pretends" to sip it
so no one will know he doesn't [drink, is lacking in guts
himself. If gu's,,Is the Issue, the alcohoLic who said: "No
thanks, I'm an alcoholic" has tar more guts than your
holier-than-Um abstainer.
DEAR ABBY: I have a very good friend I have known
for a long time, and I woukin't intentionally hurt her for the
world She and her husband are about 15 years older than
my husband and I, but we went around together and were
all good friends.
The whole mess started When her husband started making advances and trying to paw me. I slapped his face once
Ireal hard] in the kitchen when he tried to get fresh, but
that didn't stop him. He came over to my house one night
knowing my husband wasn't there. I wouldn't let him in, so
he climbed in Ulm the window, and I ran him off with a
hroom.
In desperation, I told his wife, and do you know what
she said to me? "I know his faults, but I love him anyway.
You were very cruel to tell me and I will never forgive you
for it!"
Our friendship has cooled off a lot since then, but at
least it did put a stop to all his funny business. Was I wrong
in telling my friend about her husband?
—BROKEN FRIENDSHIP
DEAR BROKEN: Yes. You did it the hard way. You
should have told your husband.
DEAR ABBY: A reader wrote to tel! you that he [or
she] had read somewhere that when a couple becomes engaged and the boy doesn't give the girl an engagement ring,
but buys her a fancy wedding ring instead, she can wear it
as her "engagement" ring. The reader asked if that was
proper.
You replied, -Not in MY book. A wedding ring should
not be worn until AFTER the wedding."
Well, Abby, in Switzerland, when the couple hscomes
engaged, the boy gives the girl a plain gold wedding ring
which she wears on her RIGHT hand. After the wedding
she wears the ring on her LEFT hand. Sincerely yours,
MRS. S. W.
DEAR MRS. S. W.: Live and learn! I appreciate your
setting me straight. You and I have learned from different
"books" . . each is correct, so when In Rome I or Switzerland] do what the natives do.

Calloway 4-H Teen
Club Holds Party

Mr., Mrs. English
Plan Reception
For Anniversary

The Calloway County 4-H Teen
Club met Thursday, December 9,
at seven o'clock in the evening at Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
the County Extension Office for English will celebrate their
the Christmas party.
golden wedding anniversary with
Jimmy Burkeen, president, a reception at the Bank of Benton
presided at the meeting. Robin Lounge on Sunday, December 19,
Rowland led the pledge to the between the hours of two and four
American flag and Danny o'clock in the afternoon. All
Alexander the pledge to the 4-H friends and relatives are invited
flag.
to attend.
The devotion, taken from Luke
2, was read by Carolyn Scott.
The couple was married on
Three get-acquainted games December 24, 1921 at the
were led by Nancy Kursave. Also Methodist Parsonage in Benton
‘laney led the group in with Rev. W. G. Nall officiating.
several games. - :Their attendants were Mrs. W. G.
Mrs. Arlie Scott baked cookies Nall and Mrs. Minnie Kykenciall.
for the party which were served
along with punch, nuts, and mints Mrs. English is the former
by Mrs. Alvin Usrey and Pauline Stone, daughter of the
daughter, Janet, from the late Bill ansi Cora Cole Stone of
decorated Benton Route Three. A retired
beautifully
State Highway Department
refreshment table.
The party was for members employee, Mr. English is the son
and their parents. Present were of the late Thomas and Sallie
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Higgins, Mr. Myers English.
and Mrs. James Harrison, Mr. They are the parents of two
and Mrs. Joe Sledd, Mr.and Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Edd Cathey of
Hugh Benton, and the late Virginia Lou
Usrey,
Mrs.
Alvin
have three
Alexander, Glen Kelso, Fred English. They
Gillum, county extension agent, grandchildren, Mike Cathey of
Renee Sledd, Janey Kelso, Nancy Murray, Joel and Spencer Cathey
Kursave, Janet Usrey, Danny of Benton.
Alexander, Jimmy Burkeen,
Harrison,
Robin
Dianne
Rowland, Penny Higgins, and
Carolyn Scott.

FBIRTHSJ
MCDILL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jim McDill, 101
South 8th Street, Murray, are the
parents of a baby girl, Jennifer
Ann, weighing seven pounds one,
ounce, burn on Friday, December
10, at ten a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

How do some furnituremakers create an antique
patina? They physically distress
the finish by hitting it with a
piece of chain attached to a
short broom 4handIe! Color
distressing uses six .or. seven
strings of an ordinary household
mop, dipped in glaze and wiped
almost dry.

Mademoiselle
Shop
presents

The Latest Fashions

They have two sons, John, age
five, and Paul, age 2s2. The
father is an associate professor in
the Department of Speech and
Hearing at
Murray
State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
S.C. McDill of By Minette, Ala.,
and Mr. and Mrs. J.C.
McElhaney of Atmore, Ala.

Newspaper makes a fine
drying "cloth" at wind..w
washing time. Take orce sheet.
bunch it up and wipe away.

Friday - 12:00-1:00
Holiday inn
Dining Room

Shoes from
Ryan's

Coffee Cup Chatter

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Wright
By UNIVERSITY OF
siderable pressure to form a
of Murray Route Five will be
KENTUCKY
depression, or does your hand
honored with a tea in celebration
of their 25 wedding anniversary COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS sink right in? If the mattress is
FOR HOME ECONOMICS tufted, does the padding resist
at the home of their daughter,
If the mattress is
shifting?
Mrs. Dan Kelly, 1604 Miller
Avenue, from two to four p.m. . Sediment is soil, sand, rock and tufted, do you see any loose or
such that the water transports missing buttons? Check the box
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith of from one area to another. As the spring—any broken coils or
Alm° will be honored with a Mississippi River flows to the projecting lumps' Is the box
reception at the Southside Gulf, it carries 500 million tons of spring firm and sag-free over its
Restaurant, Murray, from two to sediment annually. This is equal entire surface? Are the top and
four p.m. in celebration of their to the topsoil from approximately bottom surfaces of the box spring
500,000 acres. —Maxine Griffin, smooth and even?
Is your
50th wedding anniversary.
Federal Bldg., Clinton, Ky. 42031 mattress a different size than
your box spring? If your matMr. and Mrs. Bob Cook of Hazel Phone 653-2231
tress is goo good—pleasant
will be honored with an open
house in celebration of their 25th
In time of power failure, fully dreams; if not—happy shopping!
wedding anniversary from two to loaded freezers may stay frozen —Mrs. Mildred Potts, La Center,
four p.m. at their home.
longer, if you are prepared to do Ky, 42056
something about it.
Paste a check list somewhere
When sewing cuddly dolls and
on or near your freezer with the
1,1344040.4\
following information: 1. In case animals for bazaars, your own
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamilton of power failure, do not open. 2. children or grandchildren, be
ice is available from sure to make them all washable
and children, Christine and Dry
Charles Andrew, Of Winter Park, ( name). 25 pounds is needed for outer fabric, trims and stuffing.
Fla.. and Mrs. Sarah Rhodes 10 cu. foot,50 pounds needed for a In the course of being well loved,
Hinman and sons, Andy, Charles, large unit. In handling dry ice, these playmates get dirty and
and Kelly, of Columbus, Miss., use gloves. Place on a board in need frequent tubbing to be
will spend the holidays with their the top of the freezer. Don't put sanitary for the young owners. —
mother, Mrs. Christine Rhodes, dry ice on food packages. Dry ice Dean
Roper, Courthouse,
and their aunt, Miss Mayme will keep temperatures below Mayfield, Ky. 42066
VVhitnell.
zero in a half-filled freezer about
CONSUMER
RIGHTS
tir
two days: in a full freezer about
Mrs..J. C. Dunn of Murray has
RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE
repair
four
Freezer
days.
3.
been dismissed from the Western
home MARKET PLACE —The clothing
service—name
and
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
number. 4. For a long period of manufacturer should test their
products, conduct wear trials and
Mrs. Patricia K. Armstrong of breakdown, take food to comprovide informative hangtags.
Murray Route Five has been a mercial freezer-locker at -name
patient at the Western Baptist and place. —Barletta Wrather, The consumer has the responsibility of reading the hangtag
209 Maple St., Murray, K)
Hospital, Paducah.
before buying, following care
recommendations given and to
You can get away without
If you can answer "yes" to the
using padding under carpeting, following questions, your bed has write the manufacturer if
satisfaction is not received due to
but you 11 be much more
the "sags." Does the surface faulty performance. —Catherine
comfortable with padding. In
or
show any bumps, rises,
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
addition, padding helps to
feel any
42050
cushion the shock of walking by depressions? Can you
boruneven
broken
stitching,
absorbing crushing forces on the
wile.Thus it can lengthen carpet ders, or broken springs' Press
Store warm weather clothing
your the mattress surface to see if it is in r dark area. Winter light can
protect
and
life
the
Press
firm
and
resilient.
investment.
cause fabrics to fade.
surface—does it require con-

‘"k

Calloway County 4-H Teen Club members attending the recent
Christmas party were, left to right, Renee Sledd, Janey Kelso,
Nancy Kursave, Janet Usrey, Danny Alexander, Jimmy
Burkeen, Dianne Harrison, Robin Rowland, Penny Higgins, and
Carolyn Scott.

Mrs. Nida Puckett opened her
home for the meeting of the
Dexter Homemakers Club held
on Wednesday, December 8, at
the
in
o'clock
nine-thirty
morning.
The vice-president, Mrs. Irene
Mitchuson, presided at the
The devotion from
meeting.
Luke 2:11 followed by prayer was
given by Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett.
Members answered the roll call
favorite
their
giving
by
Christmas decorations. Plans
were made to send fruit to the
senior citizens of Dexter, and for
the members and their families
to have a Christmas supper on
Thursday, December 23, at six
p.m.
A skit from the play, "Let Your
Light Shine", was presented by
Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett, Mrs.
June Higgins, and Mrs. Pansy
Pritchett.
Announcement was made that
the bazaar netted $210 for the
Rescue Squad and the country
musical $172 for the telethon.
Those present were Mrs. Dollie
Colson, Mrs. Irene Mitchuson,
Mrs. Jine Higgins, Mrs. Jine
Pritchett, Mrs. Aline Pritchett,
Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett, Mrs.
Pansy Pritchett, and the hostess,
Mrs. Nida Puckett.
The next meeting will be held
at
home of Mr& Lula Parrish.

4"1
;
--liVedx4tr-

SALE
SHOE
Ladies Fall and Winter
SHOES
* STARTS TOMORROW *
NAME BRAND

FIRST QUALITY

1/
2

Already
Discounted
Price

JIM'S SHOE OUTLET
'3uuttlAie 3hopping 1,etitcr

All Sales Final
No Exchanges No Refunds
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College Basketball Results

Calloway County High
Cheistmas Tournament

By United Pres:, International

uPA.7:

New Concord Places Three
On County All Star Team

King's 65
Long Island
Union 77 Pace 71
squad. Tommy Futrell averaged
Hunter 59 Kings Point 51
BY MIKE BRANDON
21.2 points per game and finished
St. Francis (NY) 66 New
basketball
high
junior
Ten
ll
Basketba
College
Hampshire 64
players were voted to the second in the county scoring race
Philadelphia Textile 95 Cheyney Calloway County All-Star team behind New Concord's Steve
scored 38
St 77
last week by the coaches of the Cunningham. Futrell
points in a losing cause during his
Stevens Inst. 83 Pratt 79
six county schools.
Mansfield 73 West Chester 61
The players were named in team's 66-64. loss to New ConJeffrey Gymnasium, Calloway Co. High School
East Stroudsburg 63 Shippens- alphabetical order as no first five 2ord for the county crown. The
other Eagle to make the team
bur g 57
or second five was named.
Joseph
Nevada128
Pa.)
(
was Barry Joseph.
Joseph's
'St.
averaged
Hazel
Murray
Greg Byars of
averaged 17 points for Kirkse,
66
Reno
regular
points
21
over
game
had
per
Flyer
points
19.5
BZIllie
l
Internationa
By United Press
BYU St. Bonaventure 80 DePaul 66 seasonn play and led his team to during the course of the seasor
Ohio University is playing and Kresimir Cosic 20 as
Faxon had two of their starter
Siena 106 Scranton 81
Oklahoma
a third place finish in the county
David to the Big Ten Goliaths downed stubborn
Lance on the squad also. David Rudopt,
Greg Kohls' Yale 73 Brown 70
Teammate
Elsewhere,
tournament.
Dec. 17, 7:30 p.m.
State.
again.
unbeaten Harvard 96 Holy Cross 87
Hooks averaged 12.7 points for scored at a 16.4 point pace while
The Bobcats pulled off their 24 points helped
77
St.
Plymouth
90
St.
Salem
73-70
State
Penn
the Lions and was the second Danny Brittain tossed in 11.8
second upset of an unbeaten Syracuse stop
Hickman Co.
Syracuse 73 Penn St. 70
Price
Glenn
soph
member of the Hazel team to be points per game. Lynn Grove 's
-foot-9
6
and
team
Ten
Big
and ranked
1 55 added to the squad.
(Conn.
Trinity
75
Alvis Calhoun averaged 171
Amherst
early
shots
consecutive
five
Wednesday night by knocking hit
Dec. 18, 8:28 p.m.
60
Springfield
per game and was the only
62
points
Bridgeport
Kirksey
Bonaventure
finishers
St.
place
Second
off 12th-ranked Indiana 79-70. in the game as
Salem St. 90 Plymouth St. 77 had two starters on the ten man Wildcat to make the squad.
80-66.
DePaul
last
beat
State
Ohio
stunned
Ohio U.
68
Champions
New Concord placed three men
Jun McC,olloum and Bob Union (1'4_1.1.( 104 Monmouth
'Consolation Game
week for its first big upset.
M a yfield
the all star squad. Steve
on
lead
to
each
points
at 7:30 p.m.)
Tom Ricciardi scored 18 Sabol had 20
Midwest
Cunningham won the county
Nevadaover
Pa.)
t
Joseph's
hit
St.
17
as
Corde
NationTom
and
Australian
points
Wisconsin 90
scoring race by holding a 24.7
the Bobcats overcame a 35- Reno 128-66 and Jeff Pete als 78
point average for the season and
boost
to
points
20
point effort by Joby Wright to scored
Ohio U. 79 Indiana 70
leading the Redbirds to a perfect
Dec. 17, 8:20 p.m.
win their third of four games unbeaten San Diego State to its Ashland 95 Ohio Dominican 79
Cunningham
county record.
seventh victory, 86-69 over Eau Claire 119 Lacrosse 87
this season. Indiana is 4-1.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Dwight
the chamin
points
43
scored
State.
Dakota
The Hoosiers pulled to within North
Calloway Co
Plateville 75 Stevens Point 73 I...smar doesn't let the big time pionship win over Kirksey
Weber State whipped Evans- Aquinas 100 Albion 85
four points of Ohio early in the
bother him.
versatile
1 small college
nation's Saturday night. The
the
Lamar led
on Friday and second half but two crucial ville, the No.
Hope 79 Adrian 69
20 from
of
13
in
fired
Curulingham
Calloway County High School will hold its tenth annual Christmas Tournament
Richard
behind
97-79
turnovers gave the Bobcats team,
Illinois St. 86 Northeast Missou- college division scorers last
the field and hit on 17 of 19 free
Saturday night of this week.
and -21
points
26
Cooper's
margin.
a
as
safe
a
and
average
36.0
points
a
with
four
season
ri 75
School and liicluhan
to provide the spark for
Participating in the tournament will be Murray High School,Mayfield High
In othergames involving rebounds and John Gianelli's 22 Principia 94 Illinois Caz:11.
„Amore. Things were expect- throws
win. Cunningham
the
Redbird
County High School '^ - idition to thethost Lakers.
boosted
rebounds
18
Tabor 102 Kansas Wesleyan ed to be a little more difficult
Calloway will take on ranked teams, Brigham Young points and
came through in flying colors by
Murray and Hickman County will meet in the first game Friday night.
84-64.
Portland
over
84Pacific
State
school,
Oklahoma
his
since
beat
season
4)
this
(No.
as
the losers of Friday's
pulling down 21 rebounds in the
Mayfield in the second game. The consolation) game Saturday will feature
Southwestern Louisiana, has
74, Arizona State, ranked 14th, In other action, Yale beat
Cunningham's 43
big game.
games with the second game deciding the championship.
downed
Harvard
South
73-70,
96-71
Brown
topped Northern Arizona
been elevated to major college
points eclipse the old record of 37.
AdMission for both nights will be $1.25 for adults and 8.75 for students:
status.
and No. 16 Long Beach State Holy Cross 96-87, and Virginia Morgan St. 67 Towson St. 58
ripped William and Mary 82-62. Southeastern Louisiana 93 But Lamar is right back at Bobby Futrell, the Redbirds
downed Loyola Cal.) 73-67.
speedy little guard, tossed in 15.4
Troy St. 59
the top, leading the nation in
Nicholls St 83 West Florida 82 scoring with a 34.8 average for points per game and led his team'
Norfolk St 89 Fayetteville St. games through Dec. 11, accord- in assits. The other Redbird to
the squad was Roger
78
ing to official statistics released make
Carolina-Asheville 81 today by National Collegiate Hendon. Hendon scored 10 points
North
per game was one of the leading
Guilford 79
Sports Services.
rebounders for the Redbirds.
Virginia Tech 92 Appalachian
team
Lamar, who has fed his
The Braves, going to a zone following a near-steal by the
With five seconds remaining in
All of the all star squad with the
St. 80
highly ranked
of
upsets
to
of New Concord's
a pressure-packed contest, Les. defense for the first time, out- Braves.
exception
de Mary 62
William
82
Virginia
State,
Beach
Long
g
and
a
Houston
Green Bay holds commandin
Using his last time out, Coach
NEW YORK (UPI)-A tight
were members of
Taylor ripped the cords for a six- scored the Racers 17-5, during the
Hendon
Roger
Western
helped, and
also
lead in the rushing race with
foot jump shot to give Murray firstisix minutes of the second Cal Luther sent senior guard Ron end will lead the National
the top ten scorers The only top
Southwest
winning
home
of
ahead
well
Kentucky's
yards,
1,032
Charles
State a 75-74 squeaker over host half. The host quint ripped off 13 Williams outside the line for the Football Conference in pass
of Los Brigham Young 84 Oklahoma streak at 43 games. Lamar, a ten member left out was
straight at one point to pull to toss inbounds. Going first to receiving for the first time this runnerup Willie Ellison
Bradley University.
Esker
New
Concord.
of
Eaker
74
St:
against
6-foot-1 guard, had 41
Starks and then to Mancini, season. The only question is Angeles, who has 977.
16 points within one 49-48.
Taylor was held
averaged 13 points per game but
Arizona St 96 Northern Arizona Houston.
Knight,
Curt
's
Washington
At that point, Bradley switched Taylor got the ball just to the left which one.
below his average by the Bradley
in the balloting.
Bob Fullarton of Xavier is was overlooked
with 107 points, will try to hold 71
defense, but he made it when it back to its man-to-man defense of the key. His jumper finally put Bob Tucker of the New York
West
leader
the field goal percentage
off Bruce Gossett of San
was most needed to give the and Murray came back to life. an end to it all.
Giants holds the lead with 51
Weber St. 97 Evansville 79
of Utah
The Racers hit 55 per cent from receptions and San Francisco's Francisco and Errol Mann of San Diego St. 86 North Dakota at .781 and Jeff Tebbs
FOX TABBED
Racers their fourth win in five The score was knotted seven
both with 94, for the
State is tops in free throw
Detroit,
50
of
30
converting
the
floor,
to
an
the
before
duel
times
year.
came
pursuit
in
this
hot
is
starts
Ted Kwalick
69
St.
all
hitting
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Charlie
percentage at 1.000,
fielders, while Bradley managed with 49 as they enter Sunday's scoring title.
The Racers threw away a 13 end.
Long Beach St. 73 Loyola (Cal.) 20 shots attempted. Larve Fox, manager of the San
point halftime lead as the hot Taylor had given Murray its 32 of 62 for 52 per cent. Murray hit regular season finales, accord- SUPER WAVE RETIRED
67
Martin of Loyola (Ill.) leads in Francisco Giants, winners of
15 of 20 from the stripe and the ing to official statistics released
shooting Braves put on a last
NEW YORK ( UPI)-Super Pacific 84 Portland 64
tie with 35 seconds
the Western Division tale in the
with 25.3 a game.
rebounding
16.
of
10
nearly
collected
that
Braves
comeback exhibition
by the league today.
Wave, the aged pacing cham- Fresno Pacific 55 Sacramento
on a driving looper,
remaining
National League, was named
top
the
as
ranks
UCLA
stole the game from the but the Braves pulled ahead by Starks, 6-8 sophomore from
Tucker has gained 675 yards pion of 1971 in the United States St. 54
Wednesday as Manager of the
/09.5
hitting
club,
offensive
Chicago, controlled 10 rebounds with his receptions, averaging Trotting Association poll, has Boise St. 78 Idaho St. 76
scrambling 'Breds.
one on a foul shot by Brooks.
points per game and Maine is Year by She Sporting News in a
rabo
30-27
a
Murray
give
to
catch
13.2 yards ,per
whild been retired and will enter into Eastern Montana 124 Eastern
.19imloe forward Bill ManciSii
the defensive leader, allowing poll of the 24 major league
NBA standings
edge for the game.
Kwalick has picked up 632, at stud at Lana Lobel] Farms in Washington 93
managers.
I
only 52.8.
By United Press International mimed the first of a bonus throw
The Racers return to the Sports average of 12.9 a reception.
Hanover, Pa.
that would have tied or given
Eastern Conference
night to take on Gene Washington of Sari
Saturday
Arena
Murray the lead with 21 seconds
Atlantic Division
Oral Roberts.
Francisco and Roy Jefferson of I
W. L. Pct. GB remaining. Sophomore center
Washington, both wide reMarcelous Starks, however, Murray State
20 12 .625
44 31-75
Boston
ceivers, are tied for third at 43
31 43-74
but
was
Bradley University
rebound,
the
down
pulled
.552
13
1"
New York
receptions each.
MURRAY STATE
14 16 .467 5 tied up under the goal.
Philadelphia
fersy• ftrisns ft Se
Player
Roger Staubach of Dallas has
6-8
4-4
0 16
12 17 .414 61-2 Seven seconds later after Ste,. Barrett
Buffalo
9-19
4-5
1 23
Yillhants
the passing title wrapped up. In
Starks had tipped the ball back to Ron
10
10
44
2-3
Central Division
Starke
Marcelous
the ratings system used by the
8 14
6-12 23
Taylor
W. L. Pct. GB sophomore guard Steve Barrett, Les
5-8
1-3
8 11
Bill Mancini
league based on percentage,
2
2-2
1
0-2
Brown
sidecourt
at
Steve
ball
the
had
Murray
11 18 .379
Baltimore
2 0
0-0
01
Mark House
percentage of interceptions,
30-55 15-20 30 75
Totals
11 20 .355 1
Cleveland
and average yards
BRADLEY WeIVERSITY
touchdowns
fern-a Ito,. rb t•
10 19 .345 1
ABA Standings
Player
Uincinnati
6
1
Staubach has seven
2-2
2-4
gained,
Doug Shank
l
7 27
3-3
8 21 .276 3
12 24
By United Press Internationa
Atlanta
Sam Simmons
points compared to 1811 for
0 2
14
13-0
S4011 Allen
East
4
Western Conference
00
4-7
Rich Schultz
Greg Landry of
runnerup
7
39
7
2-8
i'mour Reed
W. L. Pct. GB Se
Midwest Division
8 20
2-8
9-11
ScolIfBr.ok•
Detroit.
3
0
0.0
1-1
..
724
GB
8
Thorn.",
Henry
Pet.
21
Kentucky
W. L.
2
0
04
1.2
Rookie John Brockington of
Mike Harrell
3242 10-16 27 74
875
20 13 606 3
28
Totals
Virginia
Milwaukee
16 16
20 9 690 6'-2 Pittsburgh
Chicago
13 19
17 13 567 10 Floridians
Phoenix
12 18
11 18 379 15,1 New York
Detroit
544 ° 16991:: I
11 20 1
Carolina
Pacific Division
West
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct. GB
28 3 .903
Los Angeles
22 9 710 ..
20 13 .606 9 Utah
Seattle
18 12 600 311
Golden State 16 15 .516 12 Indiana
UPI)-The a 10-point rating and Dawson
YORK
13 17 433 811 NEW
10 23 .303 19 Memphis
Houston
12 17 414 9 battle for the American Foot- ranks second at 1012 points.
6 24 200 2142 Denver
Portland
ball Conference passing title Ratings are based on percen11 20 355 11
Dallas
Wednesday's Results
will be between youth and age tage, percentage of intercepResults
s
Wednesday'
100
Seattle
Boston 112
tions, touchdowns and average
this Sunday. 4:
Washington, D.C.-The Revenue Act of 1971 provides real
New York 109 Memphis 100
PhDenix 127 Cincinnati 108
The youth belongs to Bob yards gained.
Floridians 119 Virginia 105
Houston 117 Atlanta 115 ((it)
benefits for car and truck buyers. Here are the provisions of
Griese of the Miami Dolphins Griese holds the edge in the
Kentucky 137 Carolina 93
Milwaukee 122 Buffalo 108
the law with respect to motor vehicle excise taxes and what
and the age to Len Dawson of I'D department with 19 ,to
Indiana 124 Dallas 110
Only games scheduled)
intercepin
and
15
Dawson's
Only games scheduled 4- • the Kansas City Chiefs. AccordThursday's Games
they mean to Ford car and truck buyers:
ing to official league statistics tions, throwing only nine as
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia at Golden State
released today, Griese is the compared to Dawson's 13. But
iPatsburgh at Floridians
ncinnati at Detroit
conference's No. 1 passer with Dawson has thrown for 2,504
(Only game scheduled )
Qnly games scheduled )
The 10°/c. excise tax on certain light-duty trucks
••agleto Griese's 1,967.
title which goes down
is repealed. This means reductions in the
vitionmana:TiFeirilaing .thother
ilkill101111061E WM VIUN VOW re:
the wire in Sunday's regular
•
manufacturer's suggested list price of more
cason finale will be for
of
••ceiving. Fred Biletnikoff
than $195 on Ford pickups, $209 on Econoline
;Iltland leads with 59 catches
Vans, and $215 on Rancheros.
-id Otis Taylor of the Chiefs
.inks second with 53. Rookie
-andy Vataha of New England
4 Miles North of Murray on Highway 641
/
21
The 7% excise tax on passenger cars is repealed.
a distant third with 47.
This means reductions in the manufacturer's
Floyd Little will try to hold
IQ WILL BE OPEN
ft former college teammate
suggested list price of more than $107 on
,irry Csonka for rushing
Pintos(more on other series cars) and at least
,()nors. Little has 1,054 for
Denver while C,sonka has 983
$191 on Bronco Wagons. and $183 on
for the Dolphins.
8-passenger Club Wagons.
Garo Yepremian of Miami
the
in
lead
comfortable
a
holds
* 10%
scoring race with 108 points.
4
Runnerup Jan Stenerud of
Manufacturer's suggested list prices
Kansas City has 94.

Friday 8 Saturday, Dec. 17 8 18

Ohio Pulls 2nd Upset
With Win Over Indiana

Lamar Is At
The Top Again

•

Les Taylor Basket In Final
Seconds Lifts Racers To Win

Tucker Leads NFC
With 51 Receptions
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SPECIAL NOTICE FROM PARKER FORD

Griese, Dawson
Battle For Title

NEW TAX LAW MEANS
ES
IC
PR
ON NEW
LOWER
FORD CARS & TRUCKS

;Wiggins Furniture:

2.

Friday Night,Dec. 17
1
A
:Until 9:00 P.M. AN EXTR
Oil

The Sale Price of Everything in The
OFF Store
This Sale will be on Friday,

Dec. 17, sales only, from 8 a.m. to 9 p m

This Is A One Day Sale Only
Rush to . . .

..Wiggins Furniture
X

2 Miles North of Murray on Highway 641
1
2/
Phone 753-8836

LIMItilliirinfilifil.10101101011(Wilf mistCOid/ or.wr.re MIMICS'.ma

ADAIR TO COACH
OAKLAND (UPI) - Jerry
Adair, a 35-year-old former
infielder with four American
League clubs, was hired by the
Oakland Athletics Wednesday to
serve as their first base coach
for the 1972 Season.
Quarterback Maurie
Daigneau of Northwestern led
the Big Ten in passing last sea
son by gaining 1.733 yards via
•ho' air

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

AT PARKER FORD
Corner

of 7th & Main

Phone: 753,-5273
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Sports Parade
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Three
ream

ABA Roundup

Rozelle Concerned About OT's
Connection With Pro Football
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By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW -YORK (UPI)—Pete
Rozelle is a highly sensitive
man, sensitive in this case
having to do with that super
quick capacity of his for
picking up impressions rather
than any noticeable tendency
toward being thin-skinned.
One of the things he's
particularly sensitive about is
gambling. Especially in connection with pro football.
This is rather understandable
inasmuch as Pete Rozelle
makes his living by being
commissioner of the National
Football League, and it is
equally understandable why he
would be, and is, highly
sensitive about Howard Samuels' operation.
Howard SamueLs heads New
York's Off-Track Betting Corp.,
or OTB as it's generally called.
OTB Expanding
()TB has made it possible to
place bets on horse races
legally without going out to the
track. Until Last Monday OTB's
principal revenue resulted from
bets covering Dal and harness
races taking place on New York
tracks. Tropical Park was
added Monday by OTB and
Laurel is due to get its first
play today.
Howard Samuels, who has
done a fine job with all this,
would like to do much more. He
says he'd like OTB to take bets
on pro football, baseball, jai
alai, tiddledewinks or whatever.
Now
that's
where
Pete
Rozelle becomes a little sensitive.
Could Involve Football
He's not disturbed about any
future legalized gambling on
baseball, jai alai or tiddledewinks but he is upset about any
such operation that would
involve pro football games.
-Do you think OTB has a
chance with pro football?"
Rozelle was asked Wednesday
during an exclusive questionand-answer session with the
CPI editorial board.
"Certainly," he said. "That's
why I'm so concerned."
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games already and because he one of the boys, .1.4.sik, you're
also felt "this thing can only sitting in my seats, and I don't
chip away at the integrity of mind, but I don't care for the
our sport ..."
general tone of your conversation about teams doing this and
"Naive"
Samuels said Rozelle Was doing that, and I'd appreciate if
being "naive."
you didn't continue that sort of
"If I'm naive, then I'm talk.—
spending $200,000 of the owners' Both youngsters were quiet
money every year fruitlessly," for some time.
says Rozelle now. "Sure, some Until the gun went off ending
enforcement officials are for the ball game. Then one of the
legalized gambling on pro boys tapped the commissioner
football games. They say on the shoulder and went ...
'legalize it.' I don't blame pow!
them. It gets them off the hook. "Right here," Pete Rozelle
Now they don't have to worry laughs, pointing to his jaw.
themselves about illegal gambling. But we don't want to be NBA Roundup
the fall guys,"
Pete Rozelle's awareness is
forever evident, the same way
it was some time back when he
had reason to believe he was
going to enjoy a game at
Yankee Stadium in ore or less
anonymity.
The
Boston
Celtics
are
Sat By Himself
demonstrating that strength in
One of the Mara family, numbers is still a vital factor in
which owns the New York playing winning basketball in
Giants, felt Rozelle would like the National Basketball Associto sit off by himself, so he ation.
arranged for a special box on The Celtics have a super star
the, other side of the field. The in John Havlicek but showed
box had four seats in it and again Wednesday night they
since Rozelle came with a can win without an outstanding
friend of his, two of the seats performance from him when
they defeated
the
Seattle
were empty.
Only for a while though. Two SuperSonics, 112-100, and took a
youngsters eventually drifted 242 game lead over idle New
into them and from their York in the Atlantic Division,
general conversation it became Don Chaney 4nd Jo Jo White
obvious they had bet $5 or $10 scored 22 points each and Dave
on some of the games.
Cowens added 21 plus 14
rebounds for
the
Celtics.
Didn't Like Talk
"They'd see the scores being Havlicek wound up with 20
Posted on the board and make points but made only one
certain rernargs," Rozelle re- basket in the first period.
lates. "Pittsburgh would be Spencer Haywood led Seattle
down, 7-0, and one would say to with 20 points and Don Smith
the other, 'Look, they're going and Dick Snyder had 15 each.
into the tank already.' I took Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored
about as much of this as I 35 points and John Block had 24
could, then turned and said to to lead the Milwaukee Bucks to
a 122-108 triumph over the
LUNCHEON SET
YORK (UPI i—The Buffalo Braves. It was the
NEW
consecutive
AAU will sponsor a luncheon Bucks' seventh
featuring Olympic Gold Medal victory and gave them a 6 z
winners during the American gamelead over Chicago in the
football and basketball conference to be held March 23-26
the University of Notre Darn,

Gilmorit May Soon Rival Lew Alcindor
By United Press International
Would you believe that Artis
Gilmore could soon become a
better-known name in pro
basketball than Kareem AbdulJabbar?
Maybe it already is.
Abdul-Jabbar is the former
1..ew Alcindor, of course, and he
is dominating the National
Basketball Association in the
same fashion as did Wilt
Chamberlain in his prime.
Gilmore is only a rookie in
the American Basketball Association but he is displaying tilt.
same talents as Abdul-Jabb:i
and it could be that he soon w.
be a box-office rival to tr,
former UCLA star.
Gilmore, who stands 7 feet, 2

Celtics Stretch Lead
With Win Over Seattle

Rondon Keeps
Boxing Title

on the bench while it will get
them in motion ... I'm tired of
going out and whipping Kentucky and Indiana and Utah
more points and could turn the 110, in other Wednesday night and then coming in here
race
ABA's Eastern Division
games.
(Tampa, Fla.) and playing in a
into a runaway.
Ira Harge scored 19 points
The victory enabled the for the Floridians, who took an
Bill Melchionni scored 25
Colonels to take a three-game 84-81 lead after three periods.
points and John Roche 22 to
first-place lead over the Virgi- The Squires' performance so
lead the Nets to their victory
nia Squires, who bowed to the disgusted Coach Al Bianchi that
over Memphis while Roger
York
Floridians, 119-105, New
he benched his regulars for the Brown's 25 points paced Indiabeat Memphis, „ 109-100, and last 18 minutes with the
na to its triumph over Dallas.
Indiana trounced Dallas 124- comment: "Maybe if they sit

Midwest Division. Bob Kaufmann was high for the Braves
with 29 points.
Dick Van Arsdale scored 31
points as the Phoenix Suns
defeated the Cincinnati liloyals,
127-108, and Elvin Hayes and
Stu Lantz had 28 each as the
Houston Rockets downed the
Atlanta Hawks, 117-115, In
overtime in the other Wednesday night games.
The Suns clinched their
victory when Otto Moore and
Connie Hawkins led them on a
13-point tear that gave them a
98-78 lead at the end of the
third period.
Houston's victory was its
fourth in five games while the
loss was Atlanta's fourth in
row.

inches, scored 34 points,
grabbed
25 rebounds and
blocked rune shots Wednesday
night to lead the Kentucky
Colonels to a 137-93 rout of the
Carolina Cougars. Gilmore, whc
concentrated on defense in the
Colonels' early games, has
suddenly started to pump in
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Compact FM
Companion

410 F M • AM PORTABLE RADIOS
(DNAL SIZE
,
)
r E95.
P977
Light Brown with Silver
Color Grille
Built-in Two-way Power

Model P1791
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This miniature FM/AM
:,ortable travels lightly, takes
ip just a handful of space, yet
ielivers rich, full-fidelity Fivi,
'3Parkling AM entertainment.

Tiger's Death
Mourned Today
NEW
YORK (UPII—The
boxing world today mourned
the death of Dick Tiger, the
former world middleweight and
lightheasorweight champion.
Tiger, born in Nigeria as
Richard Ihetu, was 42. His
death from cancer of the liver

Roselle originally obiected , to TORRV'HOOD'
Samuels plan because he felt it DAYTON, Ohio ( UPI)—Joe
would "enlarge the scope" of Torre, the hard-hitting third
Vicente
bets being made on pro football baseman of the St. Louis Rondon of Venezuela knocked
Cardinals and the Most Valua- bout challenger Doyle Baird of
ble Player in the National Akron, Ohio, in the eighth
League, is the winner of the round Wednesday night to
1971 "Hutch Award" and will retain his World Boxing Associcollect it at the annual Dapper ation light heavyweight title.
Dan sports dinner in Pittsburgh Using short left and right
on Feb. 6.
hops to the head, Rondon
Improve both production and
The "Hutch Award" is given opened up multiple cuts on
cooperaat
herd
—
type in your
annually to the major league Baird's face. At 2:10 of the
tive prices. Call your KABA
player who best exemplifies the eighth round in the scheduled
technician
competitive spirit of the late 5-rounder a solid left hook
Fred Hutchinson.
flattened Baird and he did not
revive for several minutes.
M&R TEAM
"He's a good tough middleKABA Technician
NEW YORK (UPI)—Martini weight but the best thing for
Murray
& Rossi announced Wednesday him to do is retire," Rondon
that it will sponsor a Formula said of the Akron foundry
Phone 753-2984
One auto racing team in 1972. worker. Baird 33, was two and
Complete. Derek Bell of England and one-half inches shorter -and five
Nanni Gall of Italy will be pounds lighter than the chamBreeding
team drivers, while David pion.
Service
Yorke of England has been "The light heavyweight class
Dick Tiger
— JP' Telew6010
chosen team manager.
is just too much for Baird,"
his was announced Wednesday by
said
through
Rondon
..111119111111. .40119111a.
manager and interpreter Felix the Nigerian mission to the
Zabala. "He is a game fighter United Nations. Nigerian representatives said Tiger died
but he cuts too easily."
Baird had come out fast, Monday in Aba, Nigeria.
Tiger earned more than a
trying for a quick knockout in
the
million dollars in twice
But
while
first
round.
half
the
I
170-pound challenger threw a winning the middleweight title
lot of punches in the first three and then taking the lightheavy
Shop with these Downtown Merchants and
minutes, he landed only one crown. He lost his wealth in the
solid blow, on the side of Biafran war and died virtually
they will entertain your children at The
penniless. Tiger, who was a
Rondon's head.
I Capri Theatre.
Rondon slowed down Baird in Biafran army lieutenant during
Ev•ry Saturday b•tw••n Thanksgiving and Christmas a I the sixth and seventh rounds that war, last fought on July 15,
whol•som• movi• and cartoons will b• shown from
before belting him at will in the 1970, when he lost an unanimous 10-round decision to
eighth.
10 A.M. til 5 P. M. each Saturday.
A right chop to the head Emile Griffith in New York. He
I
Get Your FREE Tickets At
i dropped Baird in a neutral was unable to set up any big
corner for an eight count at paydays after that and refused
These Stores
1:14 and he was sent across to become a "trial horse" or
St PF RI
PARA,. li ,
the ropes for another eight journeyman fighter.
HOME & ul T1. T A 1 LOR WYTORN IN(
MARKET
Funeral arrangements were
count at 1:49 in the eighth.
BOONE'S At
TMF. Y01.111 SHOP
With blood flowing from his not announced for Tiger, the
PARKER Ft/RD
facial cuts, Baird staggered to son of an African chicken
NATIONAL STORE
RUDY'S RESTA1 RANT
THY PFI/PIES RAMS
his feet and Rondon floored him farmer who learned to fight
Sir
PRE.Y'S
FRA.9S Fl RNM RE
LJTT1.ETONS
for the last time with a solid from British troops in Africa
OSELLE CHI 4'
MAD!.
ANS ROOF STORE
MILANO DRUG
left hook.
before going to England to
flU
RMANS
PIANITI RE
"He kept hitting me with that launch his pro career.
sr.rriz.vrosur MAN
F1'aC/W.11 .171IELAY
right chop," Baird said later.
He finished with a record of
WARD-F.1ANS
PI RDDM & TH1 RMAN NS
ARARAT SUPPLY
"Every time I tried to counter 61 victories, 17 losses and drew
LINDSEY'S JEW/El AY
RADOM'S NI
EF.MION & HODAIE
with the left ... bang, there he three times. He ••won the
!ERMAN'S
DEPT
AY
PR
'RR
OF
RANK
ADAMS SWF. STORE
was again with that hard right middleweight title from Gene
to the head."
Fullmer in 1962 before losing it
It was Rondon's 23rd straight to Joey Giardello the following
These Tickets Good Only at The Capri Theatre
victory. He is now hoping to year in a controversial decision.
* THIS SATURDAY'S PROGRAM * AP
fltI
ILL
n, "k ,
Color Corto
meet Bob Foster. A bout in San He regained it by beating
Juan, Puerto Rico, has been Griffith in 1965 but lost it to
Brand NIA/ full-1ength featuire
entertainment .
submitted to the WBA for same fighter a year later H
Of family
approval.
won the lightheavyweight cro
..
,SI 'PsURTYKrfil,
"We have talked with Foster from Jose Torres but lost it
for the past three weeks and the current champion, Bo
have sent the offer to the Foster, in the only knockout o
WBA," said Zabala. "We will his career.
2.40
&
12.3S
10:30,
of
Shows
fight
anywhere and hope to
Tiger is survived by hi wif
411111101. 41111.1* •4111111w. 41111M1111w -441M1114. sanlios
meet Foster on Feb. 18."
and five children.
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SAW fefficies,p easing on many occasions
PETITS FOURS
ts cup butter or margarine
"2 cup sugar
2 egg yolks
1 egg
I cup sifted cake flour
I Li tsps, baking powder
ke tsp. salt
'a cup milk
tsp. vanilla extract

STRAWBERRY-TEA
FILLING
Two-thirds cup
strawberry jam
2 tbsps. lemon-flavorki
instant tea powder

sugar, milk and butter. Stir until smooth, then add almond extract; transfer to top of double
boiler. Heat to consistency of
thin icing. Add food coloring, if
desired.
Spoon icing over each cake
square, covering tops and sides
evenly. Scrape drippings from
cookie sheet, heat and reuse.
Allow iced petits fours to dry,
uncovered, several hours.
Decorate as desired. Makes
petits fours.
about five do

. Ls() 1..diutig powder
t. tsp. soda
1 package 8 oz
chopped dates
cup chopped walnuts
1 package
vanilla glaze mix
Heat oven to 400 degrees. Mix
butter, sugar, egg, vanilla and
sour cream thoroughly. Blend
in flour, baking powder and
soda. Stir in dates and nuts.
Drop dough by teaspoonfuls onto lightly greased baking sheet.
Bake about 10 minutes. Cool.
Prepare glaze mix as directed
on package; spread over
cookies. Makes about four
dozen.

SATIN DATE DROPS
4 cup butter or
margarine,softened
'a cup brown sugar( packed)
1 egg
"2 tsp. vanilla
u2 cup dairy sour cream
owe)-ff
1 14 cups all-purpose
flour, omit bang
flour (Note)
soda.

=-IirmE

By SUSAN DELIGHT
Copley News Service
Sweet fancies are a manyfaceted food. They can be
served for receptions, teas,
showers and committee meetings - to name just a few.
Among the many picturepretty fancies are petits fours
and deeorated cookies.
Petits fours were originally
lipped in fondant icing and
were so beautifully decorated
they were real works of art.
The simple-to-make version

given today calls for a confectioners' icing which can be
heated again and reused if it
gets too hard. The little squares
are cut from a sheet cake which
is split and filled with a melted
jam and lemon-flavored instant
tea powder.. The decorations
can be as simple or elaborate
as the maker desires.
The cookies featured today,
satin date drops, also are covered with a glaze - this one
made with a packaged mix.
These sweet treats are rich
with (-hooped nuts and dates.

NEW YORK (UPI)- A safe
holiday hoinefront will be more
likely if you follow there tips
from the Consumers Information Bureau.
- If children are among
guests at party time, make
provisions for them to play out
of the way. And make a quick
safety inspection of the entire
house. If it's "childproof"these
things will be out of sight: medicines, scissors, {knives,
sharp tools, paints, turpentine,
solvents, soaps, detergents,
bleaches, matches.
- When cleaning the kitchen
prior to party or holiday meal
time, make sure the exhaust fan
is cleared of any accumulations
of grease which can catch
fire. On the day of the pio
meal ban children from the
work area in the kitchen. Keep
them away from the hot dove.
pots and knives.
- Don't overload electrical
circuits. Try to spread the load
from the blender, mixer, fry
pan, coffee maker, toaster
among two or three circuits.
- Don't leave pots on the
stove or electrical appliances
untended.
- Ask guests to set the
handbrakes and lock their car.
This will keep youngsteiffrom
.playing and getting hurt in
them.
• After the feast is over, a
walk around the block would
probably be best for all but
some form of activity of any
kind helps.

ICING
2 boxes(1 pound each)
powder and
confectioners sugar
cup milk
"2 cup butter or
margarine, melted
1 tsp. almond extract
Food coloring
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
In medium bowl, blend butter
It would appear that while the
Caraway seeds as remedy against
and sugar until creamy. Add
oldest generation had benefited by
yolks and egg, mix thoroughly. hysterics? A lemon juice cure for
the past decade's health relief legStir in flour, baltheg powt:er, diphtheria? Raisin diets WI dia- islation such' aa-Mecticare,.sAeir
pepper-a remedy
and salt alternately with milk; betics? .Black
grandchildren were somewhat more
for earaches?
add vanilla, mix well.
All these are folk superstitions vulnerable to financial losses due
Pour into greased and of course. -Does anyone still be- to illness. Unlike the grandparents,
floured 11 x 7 x Pa baking pan. lieve Mallen? Maybe. Some myths who often owned their home and
Bake 25 minutes or until cake about health practices, it would had fewer responsibilities, the
tests done. Remove from pan seem, still persist, according to a youngest group had many obligaand cool on rack.
recently published University of tions-like housing, mortgages,
new furnishings and children's med- LIBERATIONIST TABBED
Trim crust from top and Minnesota study.
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)The researchers who studied the ical bills, as well as higher taxes.
sides of cake, split to make two
In the best position to cope with The Berkeley City Council, in a
health care attitudes of three-genlayers.
costs of illness, observes the*Health
In small saucepan, heat eration families in the Minneapolis- Insurance Institute, are those who surprise move, has appointed a
the
level
found
that
Paul
area
St.
woman's liberationist active in
strawberry jam until softened;
sophistication as generally low, have protection-and 170 million the Democratic party as its
stir in lemon-flavored instant of
group
insurance
now
do-through
reports the gealth Insurance Inninth member.
tea powder.
stitute. -Among families consisting where they work or health policjs
Mrs. Susan Hone, mother of
Spread bottom layer of cake of grandparents, parents and mar- Individually obtained. with jam-tea mixture; add top -tied children those alio scored the
Despite varying financial re- two and a personnel manager,
layer and cut cake into 1-inch lowest marks in health care prac- sources, all three generations dis- was named to the post Tuesday
squares. Place onracks over tice were the oldsters. Many relied played wide gaps in their knowl- night after months of wrangling
on ancient tanards about health as edge of proper health care. For to fill the empty seat in the
cookie sheet.
example, when asked to name an University of California comIn medium bowl, combine well as a belief in folk fatalism.
The study also notes that few ideal health regimen, only 1 per munity.
knew how to use a thermometer, cent of all families mentioned a
take a pulse, stop bleeding or other periodic health checkup. The beneAn uncolored synthetic braid
rudimentary health care procedures. fits of general exercise and fresh
Also, the seniors in the group be- air were suggested by 14 per cent, approximately 34 inches long
lieved that a hospitak was the best while.I I per cent cited the thera- can be dyed in any color or
place for health care: whereas the peutie value of good nutrition. An- combination of Colors. The
tyo younger generations felt that other l0 ,per cent mentioned vita- braid is long enough to wrap
whenever possible a sick person mins as an effective way of keeping around- the' head in Arabian
healthy. Other health formulas
should be cared foe at home.
fashion or hang in loops or
The generation gap in approach ranged from retigious devotions,
to health care was even more evi- abstinence from smoking and drink- pigtails.
(Leon Buchheit).
dent in. the selection of doctors. ing to the Puritan Ethic: "Work
keep busy."
bite gigw,JourOss of all families
_siskaasair
niter v
e4 had a family physician,
The parents and married child families were also likely to consult specialists. The grandparent group,
however, leaned almost exclusively
on a general practitioner.
The older generation's problems
in health care, the study notes,
were not essentially tied to their
economic circumstances. While it
is true that inflationary rises are
usually felt most keenly by the
elderly-those on fixed incomethe grandparents interviewed were
in some respects more economically stable than the youngest generation. This despite heavy reliance
by the oldsters on Social Security.

Some folks still rely
On old health canards

TEA
TREATS—These- dainty petits four, sandwiched
with a strawberry jam and lemon-flavored instant tea powdermixture, make elegant tea-time treats.

That writing on wall
may add to history

RX for safe
yule homefront

COOKING CORNER

We Are Open Till 8:30
Every Night Until Christmas

CHICAGO' (UPI) - That
Graffiti are important to the
crude fellowt writing on the paleographer since they illuswall may be'making a cultural trate the forms and corruptions
contribution, for today's graf- of the various alphabets and
fiti sometimes is tomottow's may guide the archaeologist to
archaeological treasure.
the date of certain buildings.
Graffiti is the plural of They also provide information
graffito which, according to about the spoken language of
Encyclopaedia Britannica, is the period.
from the Italian word meaning
A good example of the
"scribbling" or "scratching,ij. 'cultural contribution of graffiti
and you're likely to find it:
ia offered by the names and
anywhere in the world where other reCords scratched by
there is a wall.
Greek mercenaries in the bth
For example, graffiti century B. C. on the legs of the
either scratched on stone or
colossal statues at Abu Simbel
plaster by a sharp instrument
in Egypt. These provide one of
or written in red chalk or black
the earliest examples of the use
charcoal - are found in great
of the Greek alphabet.
abundance on the monuments
of ancient Egypt.
Graffiti also proved of considerable worth to linguists
The subject matter of tittle
tracing the source of--original
scribblings by boys, street
Latin.
idlers and passersby includes
scrawls, rude caricatures, electBut graffiti perhaps have
ion speeches and lines of been of greatest
value to the
poetry.
historian, for these scribblings
In ancient Rome owners of throw light on the everyday
private property tried to solve life of a particular time and
the graffiti problem in the place. Graffiti found at Pomsame manner that is employed peii, for instance, provided
today - a request written on clues to the attitude of the
the wall to please refrainofrom man on the street toward his
writing on the viall Such- alittea contemporary institutions and
was found in Rome near. the customs, such as gladiatorial
displays..
Ports Portuensis.

-
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N-POWER ANNIVERSARY
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho UPI)
-Four bulbs were lighted here
by nuclear power to celebrate
the first production of electricity by a breeder reactor 20
years ago.
The ceremonies were held
Monday at the national reactor
testing station. They were a
week early. The actual birth of
nuclear power was Dec. 20,
1951.
IT WAS TOO LONELY
FOSSANO, Italy (UPI) -The
prison of Fassano was empty
today.
The warden said his only
inmate, Alberto Vissio, 24,
serving a 21-month term fOr
"exploiting prostitution," used
a pile of boxes to climb a wall
and escape during exercise
time Monday two days after he
was jailed there.

Just In Time For Christmas!!
Reg. 1243"

NOW

$ 18995
-mom

-walk

i4

Reg. '232"

$34

NOW $ 17995

NAMES CONDUCTORs
NEW YORK (AP) - Akira
F.ndo. 32. of Japan. has been
lamed principal conductor of
American Ballet Theater
Endo, an accomplished violinist. has been a conductor of
the company since he won the
Dimitri Mitropoulos Competition for Young Conductors
in 1969
He has been music director
of the Long Beach. Calif.. Symphony and conductor of the
Westside Symphony in Los Angeles
David Gilbert, 35. also was
named a conductor of the company. He is a flutist. has taught
at Yale and Illinois and been
assistant conductor of the New
York Philharmonic
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v Easy Terms
v Open Every Night Until Christmas
208 E. Main

China's former summer palace of the Manchu emperors in
a Peking suburb has reverted to
its old name of Yi Ho Yuan iYi
Ho Park I
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ers rush to assemble from
scratch the custom-designed
displays which incorporate
thousands of lights, miles of
wiring and tons of aluminum
LC.
estimates
operation, but
illiams and three other firms and plastic.
The 40,000-square-foot
share about equally in the S12
has its own electrical,
million spent annually on giant plant
welding,
fiberglass and foam
put
help
to
displays
Christmas
shops,
a staff of artists
plastic
holiday
holiday shoppers in the
and a photography department.
spirit.
k squad of60salesmen searches
From July through early out new customers.
employabout
120
December,
The firm offers fantasy,

traditional and contemporary
themes in dozens of colors and

Yule trimming for the streets
By EDMUND GLEN JOHNSON
HOUSTON (UPI) - When
Eulas "Tex" Hale talks about
Christmas decorations, he's not
concerned with the dimestore
bulbs and tinsel that hang on
family trees. He's referring to a
multimillion dollar business
where 15-foot snowmen and

Santas go for $1,000 each.
"What 'we're selling is a sales
stimulant that has become such
a tradition that very few
communities go without decorations," Hale, 47, said. "When
they are missing, people object
and downtown business drops."
ass partner in a holding

company, heads the L.C.
Williams Co., which in the past
24 years has decked the malls
and streets of more than 6,000
communities in the United
States, Canada, Mexico and
South America.
He is reluctant to discuss the
dollars-and-cents side of his
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Arp, Tex., with fewer than
1,000 inhabitants, to Dallas,
which ordered a 670,000 extiavaganaa for thrse downtown
streets. The average customer is
a community of about 50,000
that purchases an $8,000 display designee( to last about five
years.
Christmas decoration preferences are influenced by geo,
graphical locations as well ad,.
budgets.
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materials, but Hale said the old
favorites are still the most
popular.
"Santa Claus and trees, in
that order, are probably our
most popular. Snowmen also.
The religious aspect has always
stayed pretty constant, but it's a
small percentage-12 percent."
Hale said communities and
shopping centers in recent years

have joined the ecology movement and shown increased
interest in natural decorations.
But, unfortunately, they also
have shown a trend to stringing
decorations earlier.
"Frankly, from a business
and personal standpoint, I hope
it doesn't continue this way,"
he said;"I hope they 11 be a little
more moderate in tryin§ to
force Christmas on people.'
Hale said his firm's customers range from small towns like
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Seafood's Their Sperialtg
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
WHEN A WOMAN who
loves to write has a friend
who loves to cook, and when
both love to eat, it's not surprising for pen and pot to join
forces and produce a cookbook.
The woman who loves to
write is Jane Chekenian; the
cook. Monica Meyer; the book,
"Shellfish Cookery, published
by Macmillan.
As Mrs Chekenian puts it,
"We left no shell unturned In
researching recipes. In California, I learned to pry abalone meat from the shell and
pound it to tenderness. I
learned how to crack and cook
whelks ( scungilli ). Monica
and I coaxed periwinkles and
snails from their shells,
stuffed crabs, scrubbed mussels by the millions, dug for
clams, dredged for oysters,
trawled for scallops, probed
for lobsters, scratched for
steamer clams and dangled for
crabs.

office, Gov. Wendell H. Ford
FIRST DAY-As one of his first official acts of
and Mrs. George Benson of
Mr.
of
daughter
named five-year-old Robin Benson,
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, left, of
Child.
Poster
Dimes
of
March
1972
Danville as the
the 1972 March of Dimes
of
n
chairma
state
Murray, was appointed honorary
e, was named State Teenage
Louisvill
of
right,
Hanley,
Keith
and
n
campaig
Ve.lf (Steve Mitchell Phnto)
Cha , r —an for 4, hP

New Year To Bring Firms Some Problems

point
It was," she said, "a
it if you
of honor never to buy It."
cold catch It or dig
St
At Mrs Chekenian's
James, N.Y home, overlookher
ing Long Island Sound, for
gucsts often wade out
chtwder clams, gather musdive in
sv:s along the shore,
and then
to spear lobsters
bring back the bounty of the
can cook
sea so their hostess
dinner for them,
Catching it, says Mrs- Chekenian. is half the fun--cooking it is the other half.
When they started work on
their cookbook, both authors
behad a stock of recipes but
they'd
fore they were done
amassed over one thousand
abroad.
from sources here and
After endless testing, they
settled on 300, which they felt
comprised a varied and comprehensive cross.- section of
shellfish. The recipes given
Ptperade,
-here for Shrimp
Shrimp Kebabs and Shrimp

New Cookbook
Proves It!

Quiche, for example, are on ;.
three of 54 in the book's chap
ter on shrimp.
A recipe collection that will
delight seafood lovers, "Shellfish Cookery" can be ordered
through your local bookshop.

SHRIMP PIPERADE
cup oil
2 medium green peppers,
diced
3 large tomatoes, peeled,
seeded and diced
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 teaspoon dried basil
teaspoon salt
6 eggs, slightly beaten
14 cup fresh bread crumbs
cup butter
1 pound raw, cleaned
shrimp
Juice of 1 lemon
14 teaspoon salt
Dash of pepper
Heat n41 Us saucepan and
add green peppers, tomatoes,
garlic, basil and salt. Cover
and simmer for 30 minutes,
Mash
stirring occasionally
with fork Blend eggs and
bread crumbs and stir into
vegetable mixture. Cook over
medium heat, stirring gently
until eggs are cooked.
Heat butter in skillet and
saute shrimp for 4 to 5 minutes. Sprinkle with lemon
juice and season with salt and
PePPer.
Transfer vegetable mixture
to heated platter and top with
shrimp.
Serves 4.
SHRIMP KEBABS
1 pound large raw
shrimp, cleaned
and deveined
2 medium green peppers,
parboiled and cut into
large dice
12 cherry tomatoes or
3 medium tomatoes
quartered
1 -2 teaspoon salt
Dash pepper
cup melted butter
seasoned with salt
. and pepper
Thread skewers with
shrimp, green peppers and
tomatoes. Brash with seasoned butter and broil on preheated broiler pan for about
4 minutes. Turn kebabs and
brush with melted butter
Broil 2 to 3 minutes.
Serves 8.
SHRIMP QUICHE
1 unbaked 9-inch pastry
shell
2 tablespoons butter
1 cup chopped
mushrooms
16 to 18 medium-sized
boiled,ahrimp, cut in
bite-aima places
/
brushCooker:.
Shellfish
MONICA ME LB. co-author
3 tablespoons chopped
.
tomatoes
pepper,
green
es butter over skewers of shrimp,

home, overlooking the Sound,
IN DER LONG ISLAND
Shrimp Piperade to a guest.
serves
author Jane Chekenian
Bake in 375°F oven for
about 35 minutes or until
custard is set
Serves 6 to 8.

chives
It teaspoon dried
tarragon
1 cup heavy cream
3 eggs, lightly beaten
2 dashes Tabasco sauce
11 teaspoon salt
Dash pepper

While the New Year will bring government publication of permissible Knots, pitch pockets
WHO SET RECORD
but in the wood, and many other
circulation,
many bowl games. it will also limited
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.‘'
bring problems to many business publication of regulations in this factors.
1AP — The Saratoga PerformAnd while the common wooden
fimis. According to information register immediately acquire the
ing Arts Center had the most
National force of law.
ladder comes in for a great deal
the
by
Place pastry in pie plate. attendance in 1971 since openreceived
Crimp edge and prick all over ing in 1966 Attendance was
Federation of Independent Since that publication, Labor of scrutiny, everything else that
with fork. Bake. in 400°F. 403.779, an. increase of 19 per
Business, full enforcement of the bepartment officials say that a is used in the operation of a
oven for 10 minutes.
to
subjected
is
Occupational limited inspection has so far business
Williams-Steiger
cent over 1970
Heat butter in skillet and
Health arstRafety Act of 1970 will found only 21 percent of the standards and specifications.
The summer's 37 special consaute mushrooms until tender. certs were responsible for the
inspected firms no in violation. An example is the provision
get underway.
Spread on bottom of pastry increase. drawing 270,221 The
so that hand electric tools must be
are
regulations
The
And while the title of the new
shell and cover with shrimp. house record for one night was
law may carry the connotation of specifically spelled out that it is maintained to certain standards,
Sprinkle with chives and tar- set by the Who. attended by
something applicable only to the possible many propr4etors will even including those which may
ragon.
33 652. Other leading events
big industrial complexes, the be found in violation of them be furnished by the employee,
Blend cream, eggs, Tabasco were Chicago. 27.037. -"Jesus
provisions of the regulations without knowing such violations such as wood drills, and other
sauce, and salt and pepper. Christ Superstar:. 18.000. and
The Federation is equipment usually found in the
cover the butcher, the baker and exist.
Pour over shrimp
the carpenters 17 264
Such
all
s.
In therefore recommending that
tool boxes of carpenter
the candlestick maker.
addition, the Federation has been employers write for copies of the drills must have a grounding
Labor regulations from the department. wire.
the
by
advised
Department that it intends to For example, a common piece Portable sanding belts must be
apply the regulations down to the of equipment in any business, the equipped with what is called "nip
portable wooden ladder, is guards" which protect the
smallest enterprises.
The regulations that have been covered with detailed regulations operator's finger where the
developed by the department on the size of wood that must be in sanding belt goes around the
were published in the Federal the ladder according to the type pulley. Many of the regulations
Register of May 29th, an official of wood. In other words, the require features on portable hand
lumber dimensions for a ladder tools that those sold to and used
made from rock elm are not the by the average home workshop
same as for one made of white fir. hobbyist do not have.
It is also prescribed that the There are several pages of
—
Reduced I
FinTsh
wood in the ladder shall not have regulations covering another
S7995
43,899C
more than 15 percent moisture commonly used tqol, welding,
ut pine R egg...
Knaolntty
W
content, and while black streaks equipment. These' regulative!
in ladders made of western provide that during lunch
hemlock shall not be considered periods, or any other prolonged
Custom Antiqued
irregular, they can be considered idle time, gas and oxygen must
91
so under certain circumstances. be cut off at some place outside
Special
Reg. Ur' $89
Altogether, there are several the working area, and in the case
However, force beyond their control."
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Strikes Will Hurt Soy Bean Distribution

Roy Walters Is
State Director
Retired Group

* GUN RACKS *

54.95
55•95

'10.95
19.95

PIMUS HEATER
v-vvsv-ev.ims.

Soviet Union Has Big Plans For 1972

26.95

PROPANE STOVE

'6"

SLEEPING BAGS
ARCHERY SETS

QUEEN KNIVES &
AT TIMEX WATCHES

BROWNING_
ITHACA
BROWNING
BROWNING

LITTLETON'S

10% Off

ga.

V/Rib

'145'
'145'
'165'
1185'

BILBREY'S
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Santa Claus will
be in Big K's Toy
Department Thurs
day, Friday and
Saturday, 6 p.m.
-9 p.m. This is
Santa's last appear.
once!

tS
FOREilEt(
Jade East
Foursome Set

Sound,
guest,

Make sure your man
has everything.

oven for
or until

$45°

CX126

COLOR
FILM

COLOR FILM
Type 108 for daylight and flash
pictuies with Polaroid camas.

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD AT
BIG K!

* .!
4
•1

(Limit: 2)

SKINNY
DIP
GIFT SET

.

stalled

)iece
Dries.

Reg. '3.50

BLACK
BELT SET

KA46U

MOVIE
FILM
Super 8 cartridge of
color movie film.
Use outdoors or indoors.

Norekok

APRIL SHOWERS
GIFT SET

RAZOR

Three-ounce spray cologne
and 5-ounce dusting powder.

r.kti

Manly Fragrance
in 4-oz. After Shave
and 4-oz. Cologne.
Reg. '7.00

The Tripleheader III 351

NOfft

$497

4-

$2 7

$244

'2288

Men's 4-In-Hand

Off

1145"
'145"
165"
.1185°

MENNEN SKIN
BRACER 4 PC
SET

MENNEN 'RACER'
VARIETY PACK
The four most popular
2-oz. bottle.
/
fragrances in 11

Big K's Price

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION
A quality gift of masculine
aroma he can appreciate.

1 37

Reg. '2.75

753-8777
7 56 17 °

4a.

Sold Elsewhere
for '4.00

S626

-$12"

*\\

TIES

$895

;le At

Ind

$966
Big K's Price 46.

ive
ion
hum

6.95

,
.:?!•••

4,

Reg. 4.22

$6995

Reg. '2.50

The Smart Set

$222

POLAROID

educed .1
S7995

The perfect Christmas gift!

AFTER SHAVE

$ 1 66

to a Roll

t

HAI-KARATE
COLOGNE

AQUA
VELVA

MAGICUBES

12 Exposures

Dr

$500
3.6-oz. Size

•

SYLVANIA

"
$49

PRINCE MATCHABELLI
A Joy To Get Of To Give'

by

$188"

77c

Lolor pictures in a minute, blac.
and white in seconds.

eclat conle for the
0,221. The
night was
tended by
tg events
7: -"Jesus
8,000 and

SPRAY MIST

Includes the new camera that makes
pictures inside or out without special
lights (Model XL33).

FLASH CUBES

POLAROID
420 CAMERA

WIND SONG

MOVIE OUTFIT

SYLVAN IA

)RD
ICS. N.Y.
Performthe most
rice openince was
of 19 per

95
95
95
1.95
'.95

KODAK_

* Acres of Free Parkirt *

BRUT LOTION
•

by FABERGE
Please him this Christmas
with Brut

3.2-oz.
Size

$600

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR LAY-AWAY
Bel Air Shopping Center

Open every night until Christmas 9-10
12:30-6:30 Sundays
CLOSE CHRISTMAS EVE AT 6 p.m.

Use Your
BANK AMERICARD
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Bird Count Is
Readied Over
The Nation

AuTos

FOR SALE
SEVEN REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
blood line. Also, 9' metal garage
door. Phone 753-3336 after 5:00 or
see Hewlett Cooper.
D18P

FOR SALE

AuTos

FOR SAI.F

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.

POINSETTIAS
Long Lasting Variety

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

A registration statement relating to these securities ha.s been filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission but has not yet become effective. These securities may not be sold nor may offers to buy be
accepted prior to the time the registration statement becomes effective. This advertisement shall not constitute an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy nor shall there be any sale of these
securities in any State in which such offer, solicitation or sale
would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification
under the securities laws of any such State.

Birdwatchers from Hawaii to BILL'S MOBILE Homes is ofNewfoundland,from Nome to the fering these two Christmas
Hazel Highway
Phone 753-2617
Florida Keys, are busy these specials. Two bedroom 12' wide,
November , 1971
PROPOSED NEW ISSUE
days planning their annual $3750.00. Three bedroom double
by binocular and wide, $6995.00. Plus a lot full of
assault
'a
telescope) on North America's
nice mobile homes. 3900 South
bird life, scheduled for the period
Beltine Highway, Paducah,
TO BLOOM
2.
December 13 to January
2,500,000
The seventy-second annual Kentucky. Phone 443-6150 D30C
CHRISTMAS
THRU
Chnsunae Bird C.sponsored
by the National Audubon Society, 3'x4/1* TWO BEDROOM trailer,
If for any reason it does
promises to top last year's record Two new air conditioners and *
stove.
electric.
Nice.
*
electric
Al!
SII3
local
-count
of counts n
not, just bring your plant in and it will
mew" and a total if 1.6,667 Cheap. Can be seen at Thweatts *
@
Service Station. Phone 753qualified participants.
be replaced free of charge.
DI8P *
The count, called hy some the 2731.
Capital Stock
world's largest cooperative. ailvolunteer. long-term, semiscientific endeavor, will see
Mutual of Omaha Interest Shares, Inc. is a diversitaruwatchers afield from before
fied, closed-end, management investment company
dawn al long after dark. Tying to
which will seek a higher then onerait. rate of
see and hear as many species and
return to investors, primarily from interest income,
individuals as auseable in their
and conservation of shareholders' capital through
group's designated count drall,
investment in a diversified portfolio consisting
limited to a circle exactly 15
principally of higher quality debt obligations.
miles in diameter. Some groups
our own ...
We
raise
have been counting in the same POLAROID 360 electronic flash,
areas at thirty years of more, case. Cost reduced, $195.00. Will
1971 DATSUN, 1200 coupe, dark DODGE'S BEST Golden AnNOT SHIPPED IN!
yielding an unrivaled mans of sacrifice for $85.00. Phone 753Offering Price $20 per Share
green, air conditioner and mag niversary Sedan, '64 model, air
1961
after
6
00
p.m.
D16P
data on the changes in abundance
wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753- and power. Excellent first or
except that in single transactions Involving 500 snores or more, the
Poinsettias
beautiful
Most
Offering Price Is reduced as describod in the Preliminary Prospectus.
and range of the North American
second car. Priced to sell. 7538045 after 4:00 p.m.
(Minimum number of shares is 50)
A GOOD buy..,give it a try. Blue
birds.
D18C
3202.
sizes.
ever
had!
All
we
have
Counting for each group is Lustre America's favorite carpet
limited to arm 34-how ca/endar shsmpoo. Rent new shampooer
1960 CHEVROLET 4 door hard- 1963 FORD GALAXLE 500 two
Copies of the Preliminary Prospectus may be obday, although the group may II. Western Auto, Home of "The
tained from the undersigned in any State where
top. All power. Cheap. Phone 753- door hardtop. Good tires. Phone
select any day within the Wishing Well."
the undersigned may lawfully offer these securities.
MSC
6533 after 5:00p.m.
D17C 753-7512 after 5:00 p.m.
D18C
specified count period_ Many
devoted tardwatchers thus can
753-3251
*
502 N. 4th
take part in more than ,ane local
I
F.(
OR
with box springs and mattress,
Drexel Firestone Piper, Jaffrey & Hopwood
count; often in more than one
Some
beauty
shop
$25.00;
INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED
part of the country.
Although the annual Chnstmas equipment, black, 2 years old, 1
Mall the coupon below for a copy of the Preliminary Prospectus
count is not truly competitive, hydraulic chair, I backbar vanity *
500 N. 4th
753-8944
since warm-winter states like with attached mirror and
Please send me a Preliminary Prospectus describing Mutual
Florida, Texas, and California shampoo bowl, 2 lounge dryers, ***************************0
of Omaha Interest-Shares, Inc.
always amass the longest lists, $650.00; 2 bedroom house with lot 40 IN. AVOCADO
Electric DON'T MERELY brighten
intense rivalry has developed in Hazel. $3,900. Will sell house
Range, used 10 months, like new. carpets.. Blue Lustre them...no
Name
between some adjacent counts, and beauty shop combined for
Call 741-581S6 after 3:30 pin. DISC rapid resoiling. Rent shampooer
And
and birdwatchers eagerly await°
S1,200.44APLE
Call4921isb
twin Dneti
lfIC
.
Address
$1. Murray Home & Auto
the April issue of the bimonthly
CITIZEN
BAND
radio,
amD18('
Store.
journal American Birds, wherein
City
State
plifier and antenna, one set of 15
Zip
all the results are printed.
inch Mag wheel covers. Call 753Last year Cocoa, Florida, led
lir
Best Selection in Town
M.S. Wade, Division Manager
4686 after 5 p.m.
DISC
all the groups with 205 species,
Mutual of Omaha Fund Management Company
although it didn't threaten the all- AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodle
SHIRTS AND TIES
ONE CHEST of drawers and one
time record of 224 set in 1969 by
•
1126 Commonwealth Bldg.
puppies, male and female,
by Grant, Sero,
dresser, matching pieces, $15.00
San Diego. Meanwhile, last year,
dewormed.
Will
hold
for
Louisville,
Kentucky 40202
another type of record was set by
each. Old style Buffet, Top &
Shapely and Oxford
DISC Bottom
Call
(502)
585-5131
B.C.,
which Christmas. Call 753-6379.
Vancourver,
pieces. Call 4364/401
'
40•411I
4111411r
.41I4P'.411r41,41/41/
managed to deploy 163 observers
=9.
D16NC
Good
in 42 parties, all within its 15-mile
Selection of
and
,EXPERT TYPIST desires full HARRY'S
ELECTRIC
&
24" HICKORY WOOD for sale.
circle.
,/ time or temporary work. Also Maintenance. No job is too small.
SHOES
AND
BOOTS
Call 7534997.
DISC
Home Made Ice Cream
shorthand, 60 words per minute. Reasonable
rates.
1108
GROWN FOR HOLIDAYS
$-20&$.30
Qt- 8-79
Also filing, office machines, type Sycamore, phone 753Jarman
&
by
Bostonian
NEW YORK (AP) - The RCA WHIRLPOOL Refrigerator,
Gallon $2.99
January11NC
75 words per minute. Ex- 2967.
trees that grace -America's 10.1 cubic ft. Almost new. $100.00
perienced. Phone 753-2420. DISC
TRIANGLE
INN
CALL
.
Call
753-9445.
D22C
homes at Christmas are either
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
7534953
farm-grown especially for the
BACKHOE OR dozer services. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753holidays or are young speciExpert work. Reasonable. Phone 5933.
;BLACK & WHITE Zefith '
TFC
mens which would have to be EXECUTIVE DESK,
ORDER NOW!!
753-9807.
TFC
thinned anyway from commer- practically new,Call 489- metal, television in Early American
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
DOUBLE KNIT PANTS
cabinet. $50.00. Phone 753cial forests to give their hardier =55.
D18& 3047.
CARROLL'S PLUMBING & also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Fancy and Solids
neighbors room to grow to maMaintenance, Coldwater. Phone topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
1'2 Mile on Lynn
turity.
and
TFC
489-2295.
J12C 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
The farming of Christmas
SERVICES OFFERED
Grove Highway
trees is a business for thouGREAT CHRISTMAS gift;
Double Knit
AUCTION SALE
AUCTION SALE
sands of small landowners who FOR ALL your borne additions, Zenith Circle of Sound stereo. Oze:"A.sagovie.S4A4A,*%4
plant this type of crop. which alterations, remodeling,
SUITS
COATS
&
SPORT
Three
speed,
two
speakers,
etc.
A
GOOD buy....give it a try. Blue
many of them market through Free Estimates.
stand.Phone 753-7690.
WIC
Phone 753Lustre America's favorite carpet
the National Christmas Tree 6123.
Stripes, Solids or Fancy
TFC
Growers Association
shampoo. Big K.
DISC
GOOD USED clarinet, make
Mike Perfetti of Minnesota excellent Christmas gift. Also
AFGHAN,
Dana Coin of Michigan kick- was the best Big Ten punter last want to buy good used Honda 100. CROCHETED
ed 54 extra points in 1971 Big season, averaging 41.6 yards on Phone 43615450.
D17NC 55"x611", orlon, light and dark
blue hotmdstooth check. Phone
Ten games
60 kicks.
753-8982
after 5:00 p.m.
pup
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

FOR A GOOD DEAL See ...
J. H. Nix. Mac Fitts Charlie Jenkins Guy McCuiston

GUARANTEED

Shares

Mutual vtImaha C.

ANII/aillIbt,

Interest Shares, Inc.,

WE HAVE 13 FULL SIZE WAGONS
all equipped with air, power steering,
power disc -brakes,
hydramatic transmission.

ORDER EARLY
THEY WILL LAST

THOUSANDS TO CHOOSE FROM!

Men's

SHI
2.00

permaf

& knit

Ner

SHIRLEY FLORIST

SHIRLEY GREENHOUSES *-

DOUBLE
KNITS
SHOES

N

Christmas
Trees
Flocked

Regular
Trees

753-6350

Glindel Reaves

Chel
LIMV=

CHRISTM
Shapernaki
Phone 7534

HUM

BREAM
5 a.i
TRIi

ESTATE AUCTION SALE

dryer, used short time, no chips,
or scratches. Avocado color.
Phone 753-3162 days or 753-4960
evenings.
D17C

HOMES FOR A

CHRISTMAS PUPPIES, Rat
Terrier, Toy Terrier. Indoor or
outdoor dogs. Phone 7534505
after 5:00p.m.
D17C

Take along a sack full. ,
Country Ham on a Biscuit
1.25 or 4 for $.89.

TRIANGLE INN
753 4953

60

6

P6110 --4--•,s'ss

ilf011010)
3
12'11 -.10'

favorite combining
U-SHAPED RANCH: This is a long-time
and dining room
the kitchen and family room, with both ititchen
and a hall
opening to a patio. There's a spacious living room requires
separating three bedrooms and two baths. Living areaarchitect
designed by
1,275 square feet. Plan HA794C was
New York, N.Y
Lester Cohen, Room 704, 48 West 48th Street,
is available by
blueprints
obtaining
on
Information
10036.
writing to the architect

'

North 15th Street _
Murray, Ky.
Across From MSU Library
PHONE 753-3242
Open
8:00 a.m.-8:00 P.m. Weekdays.1m,
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m Saturday

The Lynnville Shoe Store ha.,
done it again. They are ov,stocked with ladies boots. T)
have the latest suede gratc,,
boots in navy, brown and black.
They also have the latest stretch
boots. They have the latest THE IDEAL Christmas present,
holiday boot in gold and silver miniature brown AKC registered
Our Seafood platter causes
and
the little girl's granny boot in Poodles. One male, one female.
aiot of clatter. Lots of
any color. LynnvWe Shoe Store, Will be available for Christmas.
quality, lots of zingy food
D20C
Sam Perry owner.Open five days Phone 753-0283.
complete dinner-M95.
per week 8:30 till 6:00, Saturday
................
TRIANGLE INN 711 4953 8:30 t111 5:00,Sunday 1:00 p.m. till
a Winner!
Pick
6-00
D21C
with our
PUPPIES!
CHRISTMAS
Complete Fish
Miniature Schnauzers, champion
WELL KEPT carpets show the
Dinner $1.60
sired, reasonable terms. Also
results of regular Blue Lustre
Saint Bernard bathing and
spot cleaning. Rent electric
grooming services. No poodles.
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug
Melody-Ayre Kennels, 901-247BONANZA BOOK sale, huncirethi
D18C
Store.
subjects, art,
3345, Route 2, Buchanan, Tento choose from. All
nessee.
D20C
history, music, cookbooks, etc.
Wallace Book Store, 1413 Olive
No Stinkers In our onion
D20C
Blvd.
SEWING MACHINE, famous
rings. Order 45 cent double
make, original package, open,
order-85 cent substitute
OUCH, 2 chairs Spanish type,
but same as new. Original price
for french fries-20 cents
white French provincial bedroom
over $200.00 Will sacrifice $95.00.
harvest gold refrigerator, 2
suit,
Phone 753-6020 after 5:30 p.m.
Excellent condition.
lamps.
end
D16C
D20C
7534124.

RECORD SALE, large selection,
country western, pop artists, and
classics. Wallace Book Store,
D20C
1413 Olive Blvd.
WILLYS 4 wheel drive pickup
truck, 1952 model, 6 forward
weeds, fair condition. In daily
use.8490.00. Call 436-5414. MCC
LIVING ROOM furniture,
dinette, stove, refrigerator, new
box springs and mattress, and
other items. Sale will be Dec. 16,
17, 18 frorn 9 to 6 p.m. 405 Vine St.
DISC
Call 753-7505.
You don't have to scrimp'
..
on a dinner from our
thrimp!
LargeComplete-41.85 42.35

TRIANGLE INN ,

One
Im

WA

ASSUME
on Wurli
Leach's Mi
7575.
Saturday, December 18th. 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
former home of the late Mr. E.S. Diuguid, 601 West Main
treet, Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Charlotte Kirk Whitnell, Executrix of the late Mrs.
Katherine Diuguid Kirk's estate, will offer for sale, to settle
the estate, the antique furnishings, Some used pryor to and
Ance the completion of the beautiful home in 1895 which
ncluded bedroom suite, wash stand, and dresser, marble
'op, secretary, a desk Dr. Taylor (a member of the family)
.sed, gateleg table,(6 leg), small tables, book case, three
;ections, some books, hall tree, love seat matching chairs,
ocker, (all real nice) solid wood, six real large picture
,rames,some small, outstanding mirrors, wicker chair and
lock.
Following unusual as to quality and quantity, real old
-:terling silver flatware, tray, platter and cruits and wine
ups,painted china,set and odd pieces, real nice, three piece
arving set, pewter, brass and many decorative items.
Miscellaneous: Two TVs, end tables, chests, one cedar,
trunk, clock and boxes of bric brac and desirable items.

Douglas Shoemaker
In Charge of Sale
For information dial Murray, Kentucky,
753-3375.

THE Y
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OFFERf..i)
NOTICE

NOTICt.

been filed yy
et become elle.
ler to buy Lc
,ecomes effectu sell or the
sale of these
tion or sale
talificanw
tL

-ear

VALUE MART

Eti

HAS

BARGAINS, BARGAINS

mber

and

4

ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL

FOR RENT

NOTICE
PROFESSIONAL SANTA Claus
for parties, or stores. Will visit
children on Christmas Eve.
ITC
Phone 753-6503.

NICE APARTMENTS. One
bedroom furnished and twobedroom unfurnished. Phone 753D17C
5079.

ASSUME PAYMENTS OF $10.85
finish
on
Mediteeranean
Magnavox Console with AM-FM
stereo. Leach's Misuc & TV. Call
D18C
753-7575.

NICE TWO bedroom furnished
house. Has carport and storage.
685.00 per month. All utilities
paid except electric. Phone 489D17C
2595.

! 3.4
MO;E BARGAINS
MEN'S

THE YOUTH SHOP
504 Main

.
I=D
0.am.0emeollne04111.0411M..0.1Me041=001Meo.ime Omni& IMP'0,

LARGE 4-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Plainview Acres,
Has 2 bedrooms and ceramic bath downstairs, and 2
bedrooms and a ceramic bath upstairs, living room, dining
room, family room with fireplace, kitchen with all built-ins,
carpeting and hardwood floors, central heat and air, double
garage, workshop, utility room,fenced backyard. A real fine
home.

TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
for four boys or four girls. Water
imAvailable
furnished.
mediately. Phone 753-9741. D16C

Sleepwear for Boys & Girls
Robes, Gowns, PJs

a diversicompany
t rate of
;t income,
I through
onsisting
iga lions.

GLOVES/ X
ROOM WITH private entrance,
Men's
within walking distance of
HOUSE SHOE
university. Phone 753-1387. D17C
Murray
DOWNTOWN
SHOP
4
3
$
.4 SHIRTS
4
Saturday, while your children see
BILLFOLDS
the FREE movie at the Capri. TWO BEDROOM furnished
Ti 2.00-'8.00
CHILDREN'S
PAJAMAS
from par- trailer at University Heights
Tickets are Free
D17C Mobile Homes. Carpeted, color
ticipating
stores.
permapress
television, electric heat, deposit
ROBES Sizes DRESSES
required. Phone
infants thru
age 14 4423movi.

& knit

IL

CHILDRENS

GALORE!

New

Hopwood

PANTS,
SHIRTS,

SHOES,

11.1P'

TED
Prospectus

X

LADIESii

Shipment
Men's

SWEATERS

PURSESV
.
and
BOOTS

-----ribing

Niutua'

HELP WANTED

g
N

AN OHIO oil company offers
opportunity for high income plus
regular cash bonuses, convention
trips and abundant fringe
benefits to mature man in
%ga
r dicless of
;
Murrra
ii
Read,
ieynceareaaii R
Pres., American Lubricants Co.,
Box 696, Dayton,Ohio 45401. D16P

PLANNED
PROMOTIONAL
OPPORTUNITY

follnaeteA,

,"
5.00-'12.50 140

This position offers a
career opportunity through
planned advancement to
management levels and

X
a's

ALL
SHOES

,ots of assorted
colors
sizes
k 28-42
)

hiker

&
LECTRIC
o job is too small
rates.
1108
e 753JanuaryllNC

cleaning, back
) Rex Camp, 753TFC
TORE, trucking,
?.1, fill dirt and
ardin 354-8569 or
D p.m.
TFC
ki SALE

54 VALUE MART 0v
Phone 753-9640

Chestnut Street

Ft

5==tkzAVX-V:t-VMVA-vm-vx-v
CHRISTMAS? WHY not a
Shapemakers Gift Certificate.
D3ONC
Phone 753-2962.

BREAKFAST ANYTIME
5 a.m. to 11 p.m.
TRIANGLE INN

BLUE MARLIN
CLUB
Friday Night
THEISARONS
Saturday Night
THE
MEN-SAY-SHUNS

tOne Name or Set of Numbers
Imprinted FREE on Any Shirt
Purchased at

WALLACE BOOK STORE
From Now Till Christmas

(Sale Shirts Are Not Included)
ASSUME PAYMENTS OF $18.95
on Wurlitzer spinet piano.
Leach's Music and TV. Call 7537575.
DIRC
shine at the
West Main
the late Mrs
sale, to settle
pryor to and
n 1895 which
sser, marble
f the family
k case, three
ching chairs.
Large picture
ter chair and
:Ay, real old
its and wine
e, three piece
e items.
I, one cedar.
!items.

53-3375.

THE YOUTH SHOP

ELEXTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
mington, Kentucky.

ic************41.

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know :,.our route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the, above
number during the hours
listed

114:

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
I,onardo
purchase
Company, across from Post
1)17C
Office, Paris,Tennessee

SALES An SERVICE
8 Track Tape Players
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

2 BEDROOM
TRAILER
Air conditioned,
good downtown location.
Phone 753-5617 or
Phone 753-1257
After 5:00 P.M.

45 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, fenced and sowed down in
permanent pasture. Has a good stock pond and approximately 30 acres of open land. Full price $5,500.

brick home.
100 ACRE FARM with a 4-year old, 3-bedroom
Road.
Cleave
Van
off
just
Murray,
of
Located 5 miles N.E.
this
With 98 acres of cleared land, 2 stock ponds and 3 barns,
farm can bring in some good revenue.

GOOD STURDY 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME, partially
furnished, that has a large basement, gas furnace, dining
room, kitchen, living room and bath. Also has a nice garage
apartment and a 24' x 34' concrete block shop building that
would be suitable for almost any type of business. Large lot
that has acceis on both Eighth Street and Vine Street. Rental
potential should be enough to pay for this place.

Center
SIX ROOM FRAME HOME at the corner of Third and
recently
been
has
home
-bedroom
3
This
Hazel.
Street, in
1
paneled throughout. Wonderful location for a retirement
home.

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Married couple, girls or boys.
Two-bedrooms, extra nice. 280.00
plus utilities. Phone 753-8298 after
D18C
5:00p.m.

12 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with frontage on 2 blacktop
roads. Located near Locust Grove Baptist Church. Owner
will sell a lesser number of acres if desired. Partial financing
0
can be arranged.

LARGE PUBLIC BUILDING, approximately 30' x 60', full
basement with a kitchen and banquet area, 2 restrooms on
the main floor. Has 2 gas furnaces and 2 air conditioners.
Two vacant lots adjoining this property are available also.

A

OLDER 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME AND 2 acres of land,!
located L2 mile from Blood River and approximately 11 miles I
from Murray. Full price $6,000.
two
TWO-STORY(10 room) FRAME HOME,converted into
separate apartments, located at 710 Poplar Street. Has two
additional apartments in a newer concrete block building at
the rear of the property. Excellent return on your investment.
12 ACRE TRACT OF LAND,on State Line Road, less than 10
miles from Murray. Has 4 acres wooded area and the
balance in cultivation. Only $4,200.
3-BEDROOM COTTAGE on a 50' x 250' waterfront lot in Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has II-2 baths, central gas heat,
community water supply, private beach and boat dock.
Priced $14,500.

!
Is

EXTRA LARGE TWO-STORY FRAME HOME on Third
Street, in Hazel. Has gas heat, City water and sewerage,
practically new bathroom, 4 bedrooms. Priced $5,250.

TWO ACRES OF LAND and one-bedroom brick house in the
city limits of Hazel, on Calloway. Property measure approximately 240' x 360'. Priced $7,500.

ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME in New Concord. Spacious floor plan includes a living room, kitchen with
built-ins, bath, utility room and a 2-car garage. Has a gas
floor furnace, TV antenna, drapes, air conditioner and a 130'
x 180' lot.

PRIME DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY-1,158 ft. frontage =
on Mayfield Highway and 400 ft. frontage on Johnny I
r.obertson Road.

85 ACRE FARM WITH A GOOD 3-BEDROOM BRICK AND
ALUMINUM SIDING HOME,located on the Tennessee side
of the State Line Road, approximately 11 miles S.E. of
Murray. The home is in good condition and the farm has 50
acres of open land, good barn, some fencing, year-round
springs and a large pond. Owner will sell the home and 5
acres if desired.

PRICE REDUCED $1,000 FOR QUICK SALE! A nice, 2bedroom frame home with 1L2 baths, separate garage and a
new 24' x 36' shopbuilding located on First Street in Hazel.
Owners new home is almost completed and they need to sell
their present home soon.

TO BUY, see us! TO SELL, list with us!

Fulton Young Realty

WANTED: BABYSITTER, two FOR RENT or sale, 1967 Regency
days per week. Will furnish mobile home, air conditioned.
D17C
Phone 753-7410.
transportation. Phone 7538812.
D18C
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
WANTED: FEMALE to stay living room, kitchen, bathroom
with woman recuperating from with shower and bath. One or two
surgery. Phone 753-5036 or 436- bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart2433.
D18C ments, South 16th Street, phone
D21C
753-6609.

Phone 753-7333
4th & Maple Streets
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.

Amop.o.ameo

n.aemo.o ism- .4m.o

o-tase.o.aww.o ime o emeo

2 BEDROOM frame house,
electric heat, newly carpeted
WANT TO BUY; logs , and throughout. 1 car garage.
standing timber. Also have for Located at 1405 Vine. If inD16C
sale lumber and sawdust. terested, call 753-5898.
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
LOST & FOUND
TFC 4
Phone 753-4147,
WANT TO BUY

Phone /53-2617

4111Milb,

4--

FOR

WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF
VEGAS! 12 in stock,
including Wagon,Coupe Sedans.
Some with air, automatic,
some 3-speed, 4-speed, etc.
Come By and See Our Salesmen .. .
J. H. NIX - MAC FITTS CHARLIE JENKINS GUY McCUISTON

ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 519 South I
13th Street. Has wall to wall carpeting, central gas heat,
living room, dining room, kitchen, bath, utility room and
carport. Newly painted.

AT 504 OLIVE STREET, we can offer you a good, solid, 2story brick home that has a full, dry basement, living room
with fireplace, dining room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms and bath on
the main floor. The upstairs has a second kitchen, bath and
bedroom. There are two screened-in porches on the ground
level and a sun-deck upstairs. This is a quality built home but
does need redecorating. Priced accordingly.

SEVEN ROOM furnished house,
available now. Near University.
Carpeted and air conditioned.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
days or 753-5962 nights.
D22C

1

New
27 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, on Hwy. 444, between
Concord and Hamlin. Has 1,400 ft. highway frontage and
approximately 2,000 ft. boundary with TVA. Located ¼ mile
from the public boat dock.

APPROXIMATFLy 29 ACRES OF LAND, stock barn,
tobacco barn and a 2-bedroom frame home, just South of
Wiswell and only 4L2 miles from the city limits of Murray.
The property has approximately 2,000 ft. of blacktop frontage
on Ky. 783 and would be ideal for subdividing into good sized
building lots. The home has a living room, kitchen, bath, two
bedrooms downstairs and two semi-furnished rooms upstairs. We believe this is a choice piece of property..

THREE BEDROOM trailer
electric heat, near University.
Nice. Phone 753-3895 or 753D1
3482.

.

4COMPLETELY REMODELED INSIDE AND 0177'.
room frame home now has aluminum siding on the exterior,
A
with paneling and wall to wall carpeting on the interior.
the o
good comfortable home on one acre of land, just north of
city limits of Hazel.

KLINE'S GROCERY, on U.S.-641 South, approximately 3
miles from Murray. The grocery and gasoline business
provides a very good income without requiring long hours or
a seven day week. The property includes the store building,
stock,fixtures, 2 bedroom residence, plus one acre of land. Ill
health is the only reason for selling.

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment, carpeted, electric heat, air
WANTED: BUTCHER to work
conditioned. Available January
in local food store. Phone Fair4th. $100.00 per month. Phone
dealing, 354-8387.
D21P 753-6425 days or 753-5962 nightD22C
s.
ENERGETIC YOUNG man or
woman with sales experience to TRAILER, 10x50', electric heat.
sell advertising for a weekly three miles from Murray. Phone
publication in Kentucky Lakes 753-6231.
D29C
area. Top pay. Excellent opportunity for the right person. FOR BOYS; two five room
Send complete resume to Leisure furnished houses. VI miles from
Scene, P. 0. Box 4, Henderson, town. Available January. Phone
D17C
Kentucky.
D22C 753-5768 or 753-2748.

Hazel Highway

South
PRICE REDUCED on the 6 acre tract of land, 4 miles
approximately one
of Murray, on US-641. This property has
site and
acre of wooded area that would be an ideal building
of highway
ft.
662
Has
cultivation.
under
is
balance
the
frontage. .

TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- I TWO-STORY FRAME HOME IN A-1 CONDMON. Located
on Olive Street, near downtown business section. Downstairs
me t partly furnished. Call
)per
n after 5:00 p.m.
7767
portion has a living room with fireplace, separate dining
room, extra large kitchen, 3 bedrooms and bath. Upstairs
month.
portion has been converted into a 3 room and bath furnished
SMALL FURNISHED apartment I apartment with a separate entrance. Economical gas furfor girls. Located at 1614 Main St.
nace located in the half-basement. Only $17,000.
D16C I
Phone 753-3106.

TWO BEDROOM brick, located
at Almo Heights. Couple only or
*mall family. Phone 474D111F4i
2369.

0 inNI. ill=10.0

WELL BUILT 2-BEDROOM BRICK HOME, at 1700 Olive,
situated on a 100'x150' corner lot. This home has a living
room, dining room, kitchen with built-ins, family room,
enclosed garage, fenced backyard, 2 air conditioners,
draperies and carpeting.

/ 40 ACRE FARM WITH a completely remodeled 3-bedroom
frame home. The,house has wall to wall carpeting, 142 baths,
living room, dining room, kitchen, utilirq rodlo plus a large
c semi-finished attic. The farm has 36 acres cleared land, good
well, 2 stock ponds, 2 barns. Located approximately 7 miles
• S.W. of Murray.

EXTRA NICE, two bedroom
mobile home in one of the most
beautiful locations around. Phone
D20C
753-5109.

01111.11094IMII."041=1.01MM.0

at 202 N. I
NICE, COMFORTABLE 2-STORY FRAME HOME
easy walking 0
13th Street. Conveniently located within
room, A
distance of the University. The main floor has a living
and 3 9
bath
room,
utility
built-ins,
dining room, kitchen with
and an
bedrooms. The upstairs has 3 furnished bedrooms
additional bath. Must be seen to be appreciated.

JUST COMPLETED-A 3-bedroom brick home just off US641. at Pin-year, Tennessee. Has central heat and air, carpeting, ceramic bath, living room, kitchen-family room,
utility room, carport, large lot with concrete patio in
backyard. Easy terms to qualified buyer.

Employer

:THRESHOLD *
Lites*Posters
*
Blk•
*
**Patches * Belts
* Children's Posters *
.41:
Incense& much
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC * Open 11:00-8:00
;
*thruChristmas Main St *
If You
*behind the Yellow Sub.*
Miss Your Paper **************
.
Call
504 Main

Register for the Free
$100.00 to be given away
before Christmas.

Aga.

-1 MR.C. P. WILLIAMS
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Southside Shopping
Ctr. 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity

174-lip

SALE

earnings.

-ptIcants should have some
college training or a high
with
school diploma
business experience.
Applicants must have good
driving record.
We offer a good starting
salary, plus liberal employee benefits.
For an interview appointment, call or write to:

20% Off

and references
053-5191 days or 753-7358 after
TFC
5:00p.m.

FOR RENT or SALE

753 4953

LUGGAGE

Men's Knit

PANTS

t Company

TRIANGLE INN

H & R USED Furniture has loads
of antiques and furniture for sale
for Christmas specials. Phone
DISC
753-4716 or 753-6676.

GIFTS

t or more, the
r. Prospectus

Food to qo Hot and quick-1
from our cafeteria line or
cooked to order from our
kitchen.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

1

Service Station
FOR LEASE

Modern, well
equipped, good loc.obon
Contact
i
_

Roberts Oil Co.
4th & Chestnut St
Phone 753-2752

COW HAS strayed up to our
house. Owner may claim it by
paying the price of this ad and
identifying the cow. Call 753-4657
D16C
after 4 p.m

amet

Am. imeoiiiaa.oillaeo4Maeoima.01

SMALL FARM good location;
business or future investment.
One mile
East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older
7 room house,
modern. For appointment call
436-2173.
TFC

PRICED TO SELL
BY OWNER 3 Bedroom

BRICK HOUSE
LOST: SCHNAUZER dog, male,
coloring, salt and pepper gray.
Answers to name of Konig
(Kernig ). Phone 753-7931. D16C

With Large FAMILY Rpm

LOST: ONE male Irish Setter
wearing collar. Phone 753DISC
9404.

On Magnolia Drive
Phone 753-7643

('entral heat and air,
fireplace. double garage,
fenced, patio
Owner is leaving town

MOBILE HOME, available
immediately in Shady Oaks. Two
bedrooms, 10' x 50', nicely
furnished for only 22500.00.
Choice lots on Dudley. Several
residential and two for multi-unit
apartment or office buildings.
Seventy five wooded acres
joining TVA at Anderson Creek
Embayment. Owner will finance.
Numerous multiple listed
properties in Murray and
Calloway County. C. 0. Bondurant Realty, phone 753-9954 or
DI7C
53-3460.
32,1 ACRE FARM, near Taylor's
Store. Good 2 bedroom house,
with bath, new well, bases on
farm, tobacco 2.04 to 6, barn only
four years old. 10 acre corn base,
immediate possession. Call 4355432 or 492-8347.
D18P
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Seen & Heard . . .
Continued from Page Ii

Services Held For
Miss Kuykendall

Cease-Fire Announced

THURSDAY—DECEMBER 16, 1031

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Pat Lee Harrell's
Rites Incomplete

Hostages Released At Prison

Parole, who participated lib
but they were not used.
it outinued from Page 1)
Funeral arrangements for Pat YARDVILLE, N.J. ( UPI)—
"Wook, Wook,", she says, which
of grievances night-long negotiations with the
statement
Funeral services were held at 1
The
translated means "look, look". p.m. Wednesday for Miss Lena
Lee Harrell remain incomplete Two hostages held more than 21 drawn up by the inmates was rebellious prisoners along with
Bodies Pecked by Cram
Yahya Khan acknowledged
pending
the arrival of his son, hours by 100 rebellious prisoners signed by Siedl and ALbert C. other officials.
M. Kuykendall, SS, who made her
Fellow says the thing raised
the loss of East Pakistan and There were no immediate sp4-c Jimmy Harrell who is were released unharmed today
Pickup 4th pgh The prisoet
Wagner, director of the State
home with a sister, Mrs. Ida
told his nation, "But if we fall reports of casualties suffered serving with the U. S. Army in when state officials agreed to
most abundantly in the U.S. is
Correction and ners' grievances etc
of
Division
Elkins, at 704 C.aledonia St. in
make public inmate grievances
back from one front, this does by either side in the more than Germany.
taxes.
Paris, Tenn. Mrs. Kuykendall
over "fascist tactics of police
not mean that we have lost the 48 hours of fighting for the city
time
for
The
friends
to
call
will
Folks asking for trouble are died at the residence early war. We shall eventually but news correspondents told of be announced at the later date brutality."
those who stand out in the street Tuesday.
conquer ... The people of seeing bodies of "collaborators" after the son arrives in Murray.
prisoners were released
by Scott Drug waiting for the ttlirial was in the Olive Branch Pakistan will not rest until we being pecked to pieces by crows
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
light to turn green so they can Cemetery.
have thrown the enemy out of in villages lining the route to Home will have charge of the unharmed today when state
cross North Fourth Street. They
Miss Kuykendall, born July 2, our country."
officials agreed to make public
Dacca.
arrangements.
should stand on the sidewalk 1883 in Henry County, was a
inmate grievances over "fascist
Khan said Pakistan India opened the fight for
Yahya
Harrell,
age
52,
died
Tuesday
since some cars cut that corner daughter of the late DeWitt and
was prepared to accept any Dacca Tuesday after several about 4:20 p.m. He was born tactics of police brutality."
sharply.
Emma Carmack Kuykendall. suggestions that may decide the days of positioning its forces
Guard Ira Friedman, 31, was
March 24, 1919, in Calloway
She was a member of the North present conflict in the interest around the city. At the time,
released first by the prisoners
County and was the son of the late
The Post Office Department Fork Baptist Church.
of Pakistan's integrity. He officials in New Delhi said the Parker Harrell and Allie Cun- about 9:45 a.m. The inmates
was the first solicitor for the
later released prison official
other
four
to the big powers to city would be theirs within 48 ningham Harrell.
Survivors
include
appealed
was
March of Dimes when FDR
Richard Seidl, 36, after they
T. Waldrop was sisters, Mrs. Lillian Ross and act but said if they failed hours.
president.
The deceased was a disabled
Postmaster at the time and Mrs. Lila Paschall, both of Pakistan would fight on alone. A source close to Indian veteran of the U. S. Navy having heard a text of their grievances
appointed Carney Hendon to head Paris, Mrs. Ella Morris of And he said, "We will win in Defense Minister Jagjivan Ram served in World War II arid the aired by area radio stations.
Friedman said Siedl, an
the campaign. The sum of $51.00 Purvear, and Mrs. Nomie Olive the end."
said Indian troops entered the Korean conflict.
He was a
in dimes was collected.
In the Indian house of heart of the city at 12:10 a.m. member of the Kirksey United assistant superintendent of the
Of Paducah: and a brother, Coy
Yardville Adult Reception and
Kuykendall of Puryear.
. parliament members pounded EST today. "The Indian troops Methodist Church.
their desks, stood and cheered. met with no resistance," he He is survived by one daughter, Youth Correction Center, were
taken hostage about 3 p.m.
, A few threw papers into the air said.
Miss Patricia Harrell of
Wednesday by the 100 inmates
and others shouted "Jai BanMayfield, one son, Sp4-c Harrell,
who took over a south wing of
I Long Live Bengal) and
daughter-in-law,
and
Cease-fire Extended
the institution, which the state
t Caatiamed from Page I
"Long Live India." It was The Indians earlier
approved 1 Mrs. Debbie Whited Harrell of has long held up as a model to
greater than any ovation ever a 16-hour cease-fire to allow the l Murray, and one brother,
Ben the nation.
father.
given
Mrs.
Gandhi's
the government But if they Funeral services for John
Pakistanis time to consider a Harrell of Almo Route One,
After the hostages were
Forgot Her Lines
want to boost prices higher— Frank Taylor of Murray
surrender proposal.
released the prisoners filed
Route Mrs Gandhi admitted later
India said later it extended
between I-6 and 6 Per celg— Fire will be held Friday at two, she was so choked
back to their cells in an orderly
up with
they will have to submit their' p.m. at the dupe' of the Blalock-1 emou„ she skipped
some of the cease-fire by six hours to
manner, prison officials said,
give
Niazi
time
to
cost 11141ficatton t'a the IRS In Coleman Funeral
contact other
with the lines of her prepared
ending their rebellion.
Herne
pastor of . statement
announcing the stir. military commanders in the
advance. And if they want to go Rev Thomas peritins,
about 60 riotAlthough
higher than 6 Per cent- an IRS the Poplar Spring
east.
equipped state police were on
Baptist render at 4:31 p.m. (6:01 a.m.
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, Pakts- Mrs. Fannie 0. Roberts of 1302 the grounds of the institution
exception—which milli end 4)" aliarth. and Rev. John
A Jones. EST ). And her speech was
in the hands of the Price
tan's foreign minister-desig- McFadden St.,'Paris, Tenn., the
Plater
clf
the
KititseY
United continually interrupted with nate, walked
tiave
out of a U.N. mother of Mrs. Modist Key of
C°rIunissacin—wc'uld
:c 6e:)frihlakat °wen- °fficiating: cheers as MPs waved their Security Council
obtained.
meeting Wed- Crossland, died at 2:50 a.m.
i Pailbearess will be Aubrey arms and danced in the aisles.
nesday after a vigorous attack Wednesday at Chesemore Clinic
price
I
Warr,
Howard
Brandon,
J.
C.
Through
circumstance
and
fop
I
that.
the
On
on the organization for not in Paris. Mrs. McFadden's 87th
Commission is asking gemernars llarlorat 1-10Yd Wilson, VerlYn iron will, over the disapproval taking any positive action to birthday was Wednesday.
11.11intder, and Babb)" McKinneY• of the U.S. government and
Funeral services are set for 1 011ie C. Hall, well-known
.
the tough generals of stop the Indo-Pakistan War.
ill eact"ate
set .34:11:111:21
karma irdl be in the New
costs
advisory Wboar
-:... o
- ak st . caward
p.m. Friday at McElvoy Funeral Calloway County farmer was reagainst
"The
superpowers,
the
superGandhi
had
Pakistan,
the
Cemetere-with
Mrs.
plus 6 per :ant urre sioceu a
to
the
County
duper powers, the razzling, Home with the Rev. Mervyn elected
sam.ngernents by the Blalcok- pulled off hid'
,
,s most impre
,
advance.
Norwood officiating. Burial will Agricultural Stabilization and
Canaan Funeral Home where sive victory. she had spl
it East dazzling powers have imposed
their super-will — for the be in Foundry Hill Cemeterli, Conservation (ASC) Committee
Chau-man : Isv•t-nrw Gino,i!rim& may call.
Pakistan off from West Paltis-.
The body is at the funeral home. by delegates to the ASC county
son said
sper_ia. madames
Taylor.
age
52,
was tan and created a new nation to moment. Thousands were being
The daughter of the late Sol and convention, held December 15,'at
for
health
am-rmaa
were promounced dead on arrival at be called Bangla Desh, friendly killed while the council was
Josephine Foy Willoughby, Mrs. the ASCS Office.
deliberating
whether
to
postthe
Murray-Calloway
County
established bCC& IISIE pneel ta
and beholden 'to India, on
pone its meeting for three Roberts was born Dec. 15, 1884. The delegates also selected
the field bad hem inc-easeng at Hospital at one a.m. Wednesday.
India's sensitive eastern border.
She married J. C. Roberts in Hall and Glenn Y. Crawford, as
almost 13 per cent a year. and He was born in Calloway County Many details of the surrender hours or two hours. I find it December 1908 and he preceded
chairman and vice-chairman
disgraceful
to
my
person
and
to
1919,
-•111.
the COMMiSSiOn anned tO CIA Cri Januar): 18,
and was self remained to be worked out.
her in death April 72, 1957. She and 01. Cain,- Jr., as regular
that rate of inflation at least in employed. He resided on the New There was no official announce- my country to remain here a
was
a
member
of
Point
Pleasant
member
to
serve
again
on
the
minute longer than necessary,"
Concord Road.
half.
ment but fighting presumably
Baptist Church.
three member
county comSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. ceased throughout East Pakis- Bhutto said.
Other
survivors
besides
Mrs.
mittee.
Going
Back
to
Fight
Dorothy McCallon Taylor, and tan. A
formal surrender agree"Why should I waste my time Key include another daughter, Osro Butterworth and Clinton
two sons, Danny Taylor and ment
presumably would be
here? I will go back to my Mrs. Elwood Norton of Paris; Burchett were named as first and
Jimmy Taylor, all of Murray
signed later in New Delhi.
country and fight.- He said two sons, Demoy Roberts of second alternate committeeman.
Route Five; parents, Mr, and
Mrs. Conrad Taylor, 739 Nash Lt. Gen. Jagjit Aurora Singh, "under no circumstances" Detroit and Dossie Roberts of County committeemen are
(Coatinued from Page 1
Drive, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Indian troop commander in the would he be a party to a Squares, Mo.; 10 grandchildren, elected by the community
11 great-grandchildren and two committeemen
to
serve
T Truman E. f Hoyland Jones of eastern theater, flew to Dacca Pakistani surrender.
by an insurance company to its
staggered three-year terms, so
For the folks on the farm, or a son or daughter
The Soviet Union, which has great great-grandchildren.
his headquarters in
Murray and Mrs. James C. from
own policyholder and the
that ordinarily one vacancy
at college, or a loved one in the service. We will
(Jean) Mitchell of Murray Route Calcutta to accept the surren- backed India in the conflict,
members of his household
occurs each year. The county
Four) one brother, Vernon der from Lt. Gen. A. A. K. three times vetoed proposals
write a colorful gift letter saying you are the sender
promptly. There would be no
committee alternates are elected
for a cease-fire in the war.
Taylor of Glendora, California; Niazi.
expressing your wishes for a Merry Xmas and
and
fault
to
for one-year temp.
need Prove
as is the case. three grandchildren, Scott, The unconditional surrender Britain and France introduced
New Year. Subscription will start on the
Happy
a
under our present automobile Stacy,
county
and
newly
elected
The
meant the early establishment a cease-fire proposal early
and Eddie Taylor.
select. All you have to do is fill in the
reparations system.
you
date
community committeemen take
of Bangle Desh, the rebel today after Poland submitted a
Final rites for Bobby Joe office January 1, 1972
'Under true or total no-fault, 1
coupon below and riiil with your remittance. We'll
government of East Pakistan similar measure. Neither propoCausey, age 17, are being held
the right of one to sue for
do the rest.
which revolted against Pakistan sal was acted upon.
and
damages, including 'pain
The General Assembly ap- today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of
President Agha Mohammad
suffering' would be eliminated.
TWO INITIATED
proved a cease-fire proposal the Max Churchill Funeral Home
Yahya Khan last March.
with Rev. John W. DeWater and
The Ledger & Times.
Under modified no-fault, the I
Marilyn Parks and Toni
India already has recognized last week but it has no
Rev. William McKinney of- Redden, both from Murray, are
right to sue for damages in-1
PsOeBox 32
, The funeral for Rickey Lane Bangla Desh Ariengal home- authority to enforce its resolu- ficiating.
cluding 'pain and suffering
among 11 coeds to be initiated
Murray,- Ky. 42071
tions.
land)
The
and
informed
sources
in
Security
Council
is
Active pallbearers are Keith into membership of Tau Phi
would be restricted with certain Whited, age 17, was held this New Delhi said the Soviet the U.N.
for wh.ch mail my
Enclosed find S .
peacekeeping body and
morning
at
eleven
o'clock
at
the
Dowdy, Jimmy Futrell, Ricky Lambda social sorority at
exceptions applying.
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUBSCRIPTION to the followtng
Union
was
expected
to
recogcontrols
U.N.
military
forces.
chapel
of
the
Max Churchill
Scarbrough, David Barrow, Murray State University. Miss
',croon
"No-fault
is
here.
nize it too, sign a friendship
Larry Zacheretti, Frankie Parks is a freshman at MSU.
Massachusetts became the first Funeral Home with Sister treaty and give it economic aid.
NAME
Other
Implications
Brandon, Mike Eaves, and Larry Also a freshman, Miss Redden is
state to enact a no-fault Marilyn Williams and Rev.
Other
possible
international
STREET
The
Soviet
Union
supported
or ROUTE NO.
William
McKinney
officiating.
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Stylistfinds ideas fell into her lap

Chinese-born chemist, Dr. lien
Liu, has developed a new
modeling clay for Rainbow
Crafts, Cincinnati, Ohio. It can
be used to sculpt without using
heat.
Dr. Liu also has dreamed up
PROJECT `HELP' CHRISTMAS IN APPALACHIA
"Dream Drops", a color burst
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—It doesn't take snow to make Christpainting discovery for making
professional looking silk screen mas. The Saturday I stopped at the Jewel Thomas home in
posters. It also is for the Campton was a warmish one with a hint of rain mist.
Cincinnati firm.
But the moment I stepped inside the Thomas mobile home I was
The ancient Chinese game of
"GO", an intricate strategy on a magic carpet ride into Christmas. Maybe the "magic cargame newly named "Mikado", pet" cliche is not the proper term, for there was no room for a
has been adapted by E.S. Lowe flying carpet—hardly space for a visitor among boxes of dolls and
of Long Island City, New York. rows of dolls.
Ecology also influences the
Had I been a child seeing with childish eyes the place could
current crop. ,Lowe also is easily have been Santa's traditional toyshop at the North Pole,for
marketing "Wild life", an the atmosphere was one of cleaning, glueing, sewing, wiring
ecology oriented game by Peter together, and otherwise mending dozens of dolls.
By hi ner,author of"The Wildest
Then there were the additional steps to getting a doll ready for
Game". The R. Dakin & Co,has that wondrous time when it finally is nestled secure in a young
Datum"series girl's arms. Hair spray made the inside as misty as the weather
including stuffed beavers,squir- outside. Dolls ready for wrapping stood in neat rows, still with
rels, raccoons, skunks, tigers, bits of tape to hold bangs for lacquering. There they stood, ironed
lions, zebras, elephants, mon- and polished armsful of happiness.
keys, koala bears, and pandas.
Christmas for special individuals and groups has been an unWalt Disney features a series dertaking of Mrs. Thomas, library technician with the Kentucky
of pre,seeded, roll out garden Department of Libraries, for several years. This special project
mats so children can watch their
was started last year when Steve Huddleston of Elizabethtown
vegetable and flower gardens
a group of University of Kentucky students set out to see
heading
grow. Raja Toy,of Los Angeles,
impoverished men,
has a series to encourage "that a Merry Christmas does happen for the
year
gardening, too, including an women and children in Kentucky's rural Appalachia." This
herb garden, a greenhouse and a John Hartman, also of E'town, heads the group.
The student group had the energy, drive and an inordinate
mini hot house.
Sleds, standard Christmas desire to help others, but the question,was where to start. They
giveaways; now include a snow- heard about Mrs. Thomas in Wolfe County and called her. She told
mobile, designed much like the them,"We,want and need your help," and after second-thinking
ones for adults, and made by added "You ought to know that around here we don't think too
Jiffy Plastics Manufacturing, of highly of unclean, longhair, hippie types. Just thought I'd let you
Tecumseh, Mich.
know before you got here."
Another toy from this firm is
The answer was "Don't worry. We're not freaks. We're just
the rock slide, a polyethylene boys and girls who want to help.
rocking chair which can be
Not only did several of the group show to talk over plans with
turned over to become a slide Mrs. Thomas, but they in turn invited her to their "pad" in
for use indoors or out.
Lexington.
Dolls get more "activist"
Not only did several of the group show to talk over plans with
each year. Kenner products, of Mrs. Thomas, but they in turn invited her to their "pad" in
Girtenwati, has produced one Lexington. When she got there 19 students-most of the young men
who pushes a shopping cart,
with longish hair but all "clean and neat as a new house"-were
rides a scooter, glides on skis there to hear her explain how she spends every spare hour
and has an eye-catching hat for throughout the year thinking, planning and working for Christeach event. A "Baby Beans"
where there would be few gifts and no extra food.
doll (rqm Mattel, Hawthorne, mas in areas
call Mrs.'Thomas,Mrs. Santa Claus. It Mrs.Claus
people
Some
-411111.-,* plops and poses tn any
arm it is Mrs. Monna Cable of the Wolfe County
right
good
a
has
potation. Another from the
be Mrs. Pearl
same firm tells time on the pull Community Action Program. Her left arm might
who
of a talking ring, has 12 sayings, Geer, Louisa, regional librarian in the Big Sandy region,
one for each hour, and is meant helps distribute gifts and food packages in her area.
But this Jewel Thomas is an unusual woman. She has so many
to teach a small girl how to tell
right and left arms that she has trouble counting them.
good
time.
new,
on
take
toys
Building
an aunt, Miss Crystal Williams, Detroit, who is a buyer
have
"I
New
A
Toy,
from
doll
Ideal
a
in
come
abstract forms and
stores," she said. "She sends boxes of material
York,
demands
by
her
Kresge
for
dinner
multitutde of colors, the manubanging her plastic cup on the samples that I give to ladies who sew. She mailed me six dozen
facturers say.
removable highchair tray.
shirts to go in Christmas sacks for children. There are the 49'ers,
For jigsaw puzzle fans, a radio club in WWowick, Ohio, who get truckloads of clothing to
New this year is a collection
us to sort and give to needy students in our elementary schools."
of toys inspired by "Sesame there's a 500-piece ecology flag
It was through the Willowwick Club that Mrs. Thomas and Mrs.
Street." They include 38 pro- in bright green and white. Or if
Cable received one of their fringe benefits. The club paid their
ducts in all, developed by the politics is your bag, there's the
Children's Television Network Spiro Agnew jigsaw, the full
expenses by jet to Ohio for a weekend and a meeting with the
(CTW). There are Muppets, figure of the vice-president and
49'ers.
Walking Letters, Spell-A- "destined to be a collectors item
As to how she operates, Jewel Thomas said to me,"Why don't
the
says
come,"
to
years
the
in
Phones, plus books and records.
call about 10 or 15 of your friends to meet in your home one
you
maker. Both jigsaws are from
next week and make doll dresses. I still have to get dresses
night
BerkeThe Chinese influence is Gameophiles Unlimited,
50 dolls."
about
on
evident this year in toyland. A ley Heights. N.J.
Another of the "good arms" to the Thomas program-to the
Christmas in Appalachia project of concerned students at UK-is
Hugh Hunter, Louisvill -food broker, who himself brings a
truckload of food for diribution. Hunter always includes some
clothing and toys.
Then there are wrappd4 gifts that come each year from Eldred
nceburg Christian Church. These
Missionary Guild of La
packages usually are delivel by a state trooper during his offwork hours. Capt. Nat Britton didthis "labor of love" for five
TRUE VALUE
years and last year a Powell County ireoperJmade the
14K
The Wolfe County Woman's Club takes calidrand fruit ea
AT
GOLD
year to the Myrtle Little Rest Home in Campton, and Mrs.
Thomas asked if I would do this year as I did last and take gifts to
don eniarged to show dela.'
Allen's Rest Home, West Liberty.
My visit was on Christmas Eve in the home atop a Morgan
County hill I found out why Jewel Thomas tries to get a gift to
everyone who needs one. There is nothing quite like the eyes of a
young girl when she looks down on an armful of doll-baby or of a
lad with a puzzle in his hands or toy.. unless it is seeing a similar
response from weak, pale eyes of the old.
But there are more "arms"-bookmobile drivers in Johnson
County deliver gifts to Castle Fork Rest Home and Jenny Wiley
Rest Home; Mrs. Ruth Murley, bookmobile driver-librarian in
Cumberland County who will deliver gifts in her area and Mrs.
A REAL BUY
14K
Ruby Gibson in Owsley County; Mrs. John Lawson of Heidelberg
"
GOLD
AT $619
collects and delivers clothing and gifts in Lee County.
As an added help to Wolfe Countians who have a need for
CREDIT
Ring enlarged to show dela I
clothing, Mrs. Thomas urges them to come to the Community
Action Club and select from tables spread with clothing.
A TRULY BRILLIANT DIAMOND WEDDING RING
Christmas is drawing near, but if anyone finds a doll around
their house and wants to get it to Mrs. Thomas for a gift to some
little one... hurry,and please, have a dress for her.
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
nation's toy sales have been in
the billions since 1962,climbing
steadily each year, but this year
may see a levelling off.
Orders received by manufacturers in the first six months of
1971 totalled $1,331,300,000,
the Toy Manufacturers of
America, Inc. report. The figure
is 1.2 cent below their sales
from January through June last
year. The same levelling of sales
held true for the first three
quarters, about the same as last
year "but certainly no increase",said a spokesman.
He blames what may end up
as a "fractional decline" this
year to conservative buying by
mass merchandisers who were
concerned about thea4rodeim..general economy.
He said final figures on 1971
would not be available.before
next February. The 1970 total
for manufacturers was
$2,259,000,000,a record.
In trends, the manufacturers
report a strong increase in
hobby craft items, crafts that
produce wall plaques and decorative clothing, or hand work
such as crewel or macrame.
Favorites for 71,,arre activity
games which require some
manual dexterity. Puzzles of all
types are throughout the toy
departments.
There's a whole new boom
fOr the old favorite,the bicycle.
And in smaller wheeled vehicles,
most of them operated by
pushing rather than riding.
These indude dune buggies,
ATVs (all terrain vehicles), and
"funny" cars with offbeat
frames like a miniature telephone booth instead of a regular
body.
A group of cars, planes and
by
trucks operate
programming-small cards inserted in them cause them to
travel In the directioliitirliThill
owner wishes. The plane does
not get airborne; it taxis around
the floor.
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and a pair of pants which are went to Glenoit, working only including one with a dose knit
WALTER LOGAN
look on one side and a long
NEW YORK (UPI) - You worn tucked into boots just a couple of days a week "until curly "Iambic look" on the
hear a lot about men's wear below the knees. The effect is I realized if you're going to go
other; a new stretch knit with
designers these days and less more Cossack than Lapland, anywhere in the textile busingreater elasticity than
even
but
the
was
inspiration
what
about stylists. But before deess you work five days-and normal knits, in this case a
counted.
signers come up with somemore on trips." She has been
"I'm not a coat designer, working five days ever since, -deep black pile that looked like
thing really new they must fall
sealskin, and a lot of brightly
back on such stylists as Violet not a garment designer," Miss except for trips.
patterned, ScandinavianPorte
says.
are
"Designers
in%I. Porte who supply the high
designs that looked
inspired
spired
by
my
fabrics
and
I
then
style fabrics.
She displayed a lot of new
really knitted.
Her search for such fabrics am inspired by their designs to developments in knit fabrics printed but were
has taken her as far afield as do new fabrics. It works both
the frozen tundra of Lapland ways. I even study old designs
where she says if she had sometimes for new inspiraknown she would be running tion."
Scandinavian is 1.1i'
around with a lot of reindeer
The great interest in fabrics
only 600 miles from the North
Pole she might have stayed now, the says, is Scandinavian,
including Finland where Glenhome.
Corner of 4th & Elm
But she° stayed on 'and oit has one of eight mills, and
she
attributes this to a growing ,
Open 5 pm 9 pm Mon -Fri
discovered that the Lapp men
and women for the past 1,000 interest in ecology - "people
12-6 p.m Saturday
years have been wearing identi- are beginning to open their
cal long tunics lavishly embroi- eyes and see the earth around
. dered and trimmed with rein- them."
-deer fur and heavily insulated-----The,.Scandinavian patterpik,
against thr-minus - 4&-oegree of course, run to such things as
leaves, reindeer, sunsets, northtemperatures.
So she returned to her ern lights, snowflakes and the
Choose From Our Large Selection:
headquarters at Glenoit Mills like, all outdoor stuff.
• Miss Porte, an ash blonde,
armed with a load of warm
•DOG SWEATERS .DOG BASKETS
Lapland clothing, studied the was wearing huge spectacles
and
rims
with
blue
pale
thick
closely woven woolen cloth
•CAT TOYS •COLLARS •LEASHES
which resembles felt and came what she called a jersey dress
in
and
wine,
paneled
violet
up with a whole new concept
-a knitted fabric that is closdy light navy. She also wore hlue
knit on the outside and warm hose, two gold bracelets and a
star-shaped jade ring.
and fuzzy on the inside.
She was born and brought
She works 12 to 14 months
ALGAE EATERS, Reg. 89' — Now 2/'1"
ahead with such designers as up on Riverside Drive in
Bill Blass and John Weitz and Manhattan and attended New
KUHLI LOACHES, Reg. 79' Now 491
displayed a Blass design which York University where she
and
studied
art,
a
thought
for
demand
. had evolved from her
NEW 10-GAL AQUARIUM SETUP-Only 57.99
from Glenoit for "the flattest while of becoming a portrait
painter but stowed away the
pile fabric ever made."
ALL FISH FOOD - 10% off
Blass took the fabric and paint and brushes to work as
turned it into a walking suit an account executive for Stermade up of an eight button ling Advertising.
That firm folded and she
double breasted long jacket
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SHOP AT HOME
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Big cities thrive
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travels to big cities. Dp you
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Remember that local
Lbusinessmen have made
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—
our community. They know
you will be as important
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It's a lasting friendship.
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that your money returns
to you in community
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14 beach in 1941ouvil gag its face Whyd
glamorous beach, has had her 2407000 people who live on
face lifted
this three square mile ribbon of
•Zhe really needed it For the surfside real estate, things

were going from bad to worse. more people pack into less
The 1970 census showed that space. Still, new apartment
only in Alanila, Philippines, did houses were going up and the
population continued to soar.
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I FEEL WEAK!
completed. Present Guanabara
tele HEAD HURTS!
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GovernOr, Otagas Freitas, has
marleed the project's' completion for mid-1972.
The Governor's date-may be
optimistic though, as pools of
ra-re
stagnant water stand at various
BLONDIE
points along the beach because
By RICHARD WEINGARTEN
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPI) Copacabana, once Brazil's itiik4
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someone forgot to connect the has inlaid into the sidewalk
storm sewers to the main line. continuously changing designs.
A good part of the old sewage The designs might be considersystem is filling up the storm ed the world's longest mural
sewers which drain onto the because they stretch for more
sand. SURSAN says this work than two miles. Marx said they
will not be done immediately may give the stroller a sense of
for lack of funds.
"changing rhythms."
Meanwhile, the old avenue
has been converted into a•large
On the, ocean side walkway,
promenade by Rude Marx, Marx kept the traditional
Brazil's leading landscape archi- wave-like curves that were the
tect. Marx has created a very symbol of the old Avenida.
informal atmosphere by mixing
trees, benches, outdoor cafes
Now You Know
and various types of lighting
By
Press International
United
along the residential side of the
Greyiag
accept as their
geese
avenue.
mother the first living thing
Using the red, white awl
black Portuguese stone, Marx they encounter after birth.
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Asia
23 Portion
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31 Heavenly
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•loss bar and chain

EASY TO HANDLE, FUN TO USE
This 61 2 pound Mighty Mite
Remington'Chain Sow is so versatile you'll use it for:
Felling trees up to 2 feet th,c
Cutting firewood
Trimming,' pruning, cleatirc:
Camping, summer homes
Building outdoor furniture
This easy starting lightest-of-a
Remington Chain Saws comes
fully assembled and features
semi-automatic oiling, qL,e/
low-tone muffler, and cushioned hand grips. You'll like
its light weight, easy handling,
and low, low price. See lt -c.
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MURRAY

S12995

Inc.
208 E. Main 753-3361

SUPPLY CO.,

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

the Small Car Expert,
presents Doc Datsun,
the Small Car Service Expert.

THE PHANTOM

BEATLE BAILEY
SURE. HE NEED6
TIME OFF TO RIO
HIMSELF OF ALI.
HIS PENT-UP
Aft8RE4SION6,
TOO

S.

CHARGE!!
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UNLUCKY
DAY
11

NOVELTY CO
STAGE MONEY
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Lit ABNER
I'M HERE TO
RESCUE YOUR
CHILD FROM
THIS DEN OF
povERTY!!

THASS TRUE,AUNT
BESSIE. WE 1-4Ao.nGOT MOO-I
sCEPT L_CN/E-

I WILL. LIFT HIM
WE IS
1GC,ORANT,
OUT OF TI-IF.
IGNORANCE THAT AWRIGHT.
ALL WE
SURROUNPS
KNOWS 15
6-1IMP'
HOW TO ec.
HARRY-

I'LL RAISE HIM TO BE A s.
CULTURED ENTLEMAN -

Specializing in • Checkups & maintenance
• Surgery & transplants
• Intake & exhaust therapy
• Face-lifts & scar removal
• Road allergies & rejuvenation
Doc Datsun, the service manager, has a whole staff
of Datsun specialists. You'll find them in our Datsun
service center, ready and able to serve you.
They're graduates of one of Datsun's full-time
service training schools. They know everything there is
to know about every Datsun. And they go back to school
periodically to find out more.
The parts they prescribe are pure Datsun - factory
built to do the best job.

Doc Datsun's creed• Honest, courteous, considerate treatment
• Speedy, accurate diagnosis
• Road-tested repairs
• Fair prices
Give your hard-working Datsun a break. Let Doc
Datsun check it out for happier, safer driving this
season.
See the Small Car Expert today.

BATSON
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
So. 12th Street

*
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1 Horse's
headgear
2 Turns around
Track
3 Possessive
pronoun
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.yer lu Yesteiciay s Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
1 Sightless
6 Uninterested
11 Mouth of
volcano
12 Idolized
14 Part of face
15 Man's name
17 Negative
18 Paid notices
19 Later
20 Wooden pin
21 Prelni not
22 Change
23 Waste metal
24 Contagious
disease
p retesrock
2
267
28 Fissile
Perished

OOPS!!
VALLEJO, Calif. UPI)-It
was a tight squeeze, but the
submarine tender Nereus
helped by 10 tugs slid through
the causeway between Mare
Island Naval Shipyard and the
mainland with a half-inch
clearance Tuesday.
However, one of the tugs
smashed into the drawbridge
section of the causeway, ripping
out 30 feet of pilings, knocking
the bridge six inches out of line
and causing damage estimated
at $250,000.
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CHRISTMAS DECORATION
CONTEST
Sponsored by

By BILL CONLIN
Copley News Service

Murray Woman's Club Garden Department

For Details Call . .

What President Nixon hasn't
made clear to us is just what he
intends to do about Vida Blue's
salary in 1972.
The President, a card-carrying sports fanatic, must realize

753-4769 753-1220 or
753-3851

ERE!NEW
majoP TN(
YELLOW sro

WASHINGTON (UPI)—Rep.
Paul Rogers, D-Fla., has asked
the Justice Department and the
Federal Communications Commission to check whether the
National Football League may
be moving toward closed circuit
television for championship
games.
Rogers noted that championship boxing matches no longer
are on commercial television.
"I don't think the NFL would
ever try to completely go
closed circuit but I do think we
should take steps now to see
that this possibility is absolutely discouraged," he said.

Army conducting
'superdog' search
The U. S. Army has begun an
intensive training program for
dogs, mostly Alsatians which it
is hoped will product a breed of
"superdogs" for military and
non-military purposes.
The program includes a fetch
test, a rag-agitation test and a
run through a complicated
maze.
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FIRE FINDS FIREMAN
Rubbish in a dustman's cart
began to smoulder a few streets
away from a fire station at
Southampton, England, so the
dustman drove into the station
and had the blaze extinguished.

AY S12995
.Y CO., Inc.
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Area Set
Hunting

Will Vida pay rise top 5%?

VinnMirriMMILTR1414IZ
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FERN TERRACE
I For Senior L itizeie. i
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State Approved and Licensed
that a pay raise of 5.5 per cent Mays' vaunted $125,000 were
/
to be open January 1, 1972
will be highly inequitable so cut back to the figure he righto
/
a
Write to Box No. 2, Murray,Ky.for Reservation
far as the Oakland southpaw fully merits, then his money
.would go in the pot.
Ammosio.olimso-oilmosoo.someo ino.o.ama..0•Nowo•mecona -...;
phee-nom is concerned.
On the basis of the 23 games
But what a Pandora's Box
•
•
he won the last semester, Blue would be cracked if the true
is entitled to a $50,000 contract. merit system ever prevailed in
And on the customers he drew baseball. The game, as in
Frankfort, Ky., —First steps in
both at home and on the road, a Mays' case is inclined to remore realistic figure is,_ward foc...accomplishments _of tba attainment of alarge public
$100,000.
the past, rather than on a piece- hunting area within a 75 mile
During 1971, Vida was sup- work basis for present produc- radius of Louisville were taken
posed to be working for $13,000, tion.
recently by the Fish and Wildlife
although if you count the deluxe
The whole sports salary pic- Resources Commission when it
wheels that Charlie 0. Finley ture is monstrously compli- gave the go-ahead signal to plans
bestowed upon his pitcher, the cated. And utterly unrealistic. for the purchase of an initial 1,000
figure would be $20,000.
Consider that the Angels paid acres "if the price is right" and if
But if the pay ceiling applies Jim Maloney $65,000 last year, procedures can be cleared
to athletes, a point which hasn't and he didn't win a game.
through other agencies. The
been clarified, then Blue might
unanimous vote was given at the
of
raise
be confronted with a
regular quarterly meeting of the
less than $1,000.
commission in the offices of
Blue, of course, is only one of
Commissioner Arnold Mitchell.
a thousand cases. Jolly well enThe most welcome girt or all is Accutitled to a healthy pay hike is
Mitchell warned that actual
tron
by Bulova ...the watch that will
sprout
Chris Speier, the Giants'
Today, I want to talk to the attainment of the land may be
keep him on time wherever he goes.
shortstop who made the varsity
some distance away, since a
So precise is the electronically.
and helped SF win the West, al- younger worker. I am so doing
survey must be made by the
powered tuning fork movement, that
though probably operating on because time and again, we meet
the major leagues' wage mini- younger people who think of Department of Finance to
accuracy is guaranteed to within a
Social Security only in terms of determine if the land is avialable
mum of 612,500.
minute a month.•
'se
retirement benefits. But Social and for the establishment of an
Baseball general managers, Security
offers
valuable appraisal price for such available
See our full selection of
as well as the front officers in protection to the worker who is land. It is hoped, Mitchell said,
Accutron gift watches today.
all the other pro sports, are not of retirement age. Many that a portion of the money for
From $110.
well aware of the problems of people are receiving social the purchase will be available
inequity that will arise under security benefits on the records from the federal Pittmantight interpretation of the 5.5 of young workers—workers in Robertson fund.
DATE AND DAY "11"
per cent formula.
their twenties, thirties, and
Blue dial
71184A.
They have been holding
and strap.
Initial plans call for the purforties.
$175.
secretive discussions of their
Social security protects the chase of 1,000 acres "purely as a
plight, which basically is to
area."
The
young worker in two ways. First, public hunting
satisfy the deserving.
acreage may be extended to 4,000
if
he
should
become
disabled,
One suggestion that the baseacres if that much land may be
ball gee-ems have been dis- benefits can be payable to him
attained when money is
cussing concerns a 5.5 payroll and certain of his dependents.
W,
The second type of protection available.
allocation to be spread among
DATE AND
./
.
Offered
of
death.
is
that
case
in
DAY "M"
the deserving on the basis of inIn other action the commission
—
14K solid gold.
worker
Should a young
die- approved a plan for the exdividual merit.
oso.
-"ANL
For instance: If a club's certain of his dependents can be pansion of the present staff of
CALENDAR "CK"
Stainless steel,
player payroll has been eligible for social security wildlife conservation education
granite grey dial
and strap.
$850,000, a ratio of 5.5 per ceilt. benefits.
supervisors to work in the
$135.
would create $45,000 to be beIn order to qualifty for schools. It is hoped that this plan
stowed in raises.
disability payments, a worker 31 will be in operation in early June
Furthermore, if say, Willie years or older needs 5 years of when the three conservation
work in the 10 year period ending education camps open. In Sepwhen he became disabled. If he tember the new staff will begin
becomes disabled between ages teaching duties in the fifth and
24 and 31, he needs credit for only sixth grades of the state schools,
one-half the time between age 21 thereby relieving conservation
and the time he becomes unable officers of that duty.
Factory Approved
to work. If disability starts In order to protect the public
Department
Service
before age 24, he needs credit for fishing waters from undue ob11
/
2 years of work in the 3 years structions the commission, by
before dieability.
unanimous vote, barred the use
Readers may get free leaflets of cages or other apparatus used
on this. It is important that a for raising fish for commercial
disabled worker sign up promp- purposes in the public waters of
tly; this will also bring about a the state.
East Side of Square Phone 753-2835
commission
The
telephone call to Je Paducah
meeting was presided over by Dr.
DOW to this tolerance, If mcessary. Guarantee is tag tee year.
Social Security OffTu. Then his
Robert Webb, Grayson, chairclaim will be taken.
man.

The Great
Christmas
Gift

Accutron®
by Bulova

Social Security
News
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Your Happy Shopping Store
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EXCISE TAX REPEALED

NEW LOW TRUCK PRICES
PARKER FORD
It —m-PAID,
RANCHERO
EXCISE TAX CUT
MORE THAN
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F-100 PICK-UP
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MORE THAN
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MORE THAN
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$209
IN A
MAN'S
WORLD...
'Andhurst'gifts—made with Dacron'

PLUS NEW LOW PRICES ON...

DRESS SHIRTS. tory po.n1 co.lars two but
ton cuRs tapered bodwas 65% Clacton. poly
aster. 46% combed cotton Sobds, bower mope
Oooft. woven ss,..
5.00
TIES. 100% Dacron. Polyeshr in the n•vr
ender andth
3.00
RODE AND PAJAMA SET.
$14
Macho.* washable O.c'o"x'm,t. and cotto.,
Blue. gold, dent green. brown Saes ARCO
PipaflaS only
6.00
OVER-THE-CALF SOCKS.
1 25
out static nylon
STRETCH ANKLE SOCKS.
OO
F••th•rloght Donlon* nylon

CLUB WAGON

Just Arrived!
Wanted Sizes

and Colors

FARAH KNIT SLACKS
100%

Testurind Poiyest•

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

Rais I bpi/ Wed lees
r Solids r fancies ...Continuous Waistband

Parker Ford, nc.

Models ....Belt Loop Models
Sqes29.42 Waist

$1+00

to'2100

(15f YOUR Salt CREDIT CARD
ITS CONVINIENT FOR YOU

1

707Muir)

Sfreof

Phone 753-5273

Homes

It's better to have one

Fight rat menace:
ways and means
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) — The U.S. Public Health Service• says
probably there are more than 2(X) million rats in the country
right now—one rat for each of us.
While flake are a nuisanearrats ars as actual national ;itemise.
They do about a billion dollars worth of property damage each

BETTER THAN REPUTATION—This little fellow has a bad reputation but he's not a man-eater,
as implied by some reports. He's a javellna whose coarse hair bristles when he's angry or scared.
He has sharp tusks, skinny legs and dainty hooves and is very nearsighted. He's happy t* be never
encounters a human.

Javelina isn't
a man-eater
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Broadway

year and bite more than 60,000 people — many of these small
children, some of whom die as a result. They also start fires by
chewing on electrical wires, and they spread disease by
contaminating food they touch or nibble on.
For two years the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare srent 'about $15 million a year on rat control. Now, that
program is over, and even that amount of money didn't make a
very big dent in the rat population.
"It's pretty much up to cilia and towns and their citizens—all
of us," says John Uhlarik, rodenticide market manager for
Velsicol Chemical Corp., a major supplier of pest control
chemicals.
And, says Lhlarik, that includes suburbanites as well as city
dwellers. That modern kitchen convenience, the garbage disposal,
he says, creates a virtual cafeteria for rats in the sewers of
well-to-do suburbs.
He emphasized, however, the increasing food supply in the
suburbs is not creating an "exodus" of urban rats.
"When any one of rats' three vital necessities — food, water or
shelter — is in short supply, the rat population can't grow," he
explained. Since there isn't much aboveground shelter in the
suburbs, such at abandoned buildings and trash piles, rats must
stay underground, where they aren't as serious a problem as they
are in the rundown areas in the cores of large cities.
Nevertheless, it is a good ijlea for everyone to be alert to the
possibility and dangers of rat infestation. Prevention should -be
the chief role-of the homeowner, Uhlarik feels. "Rodent control,
as well as other major household pest problems, are best handled
bz. professionals, particularly in view of the environmental
Concerns felt !is most people todas," he said.
He suggested specific points be be considered in selecting a
pest control operator; if one is needed. "He will be a member of
the National Pest Control Association, or a state or local
association, or both: he will display certificates of study programs
in pest control at Purdue or Amherst Universities or other NPCA
seminars: he will display the Gold Crest symbol of industry
quality-control programs; he will offer guarantees or service
contracts; and he will give the names of neighbors for reference,"
Uhlarik said.
Suggestions
He made the following suggestions to homeowners for keeping
rats away:
—Keep garbage and refuse cans tightly closed; and food in
closed coatilliners. Farmers should keep animal feed ,in rat-proof
buildings or MOMS.
• •
—Keep basement or storage room floors free of piled boxes or
litter. Stere things 10 to 12 inches above the floor. Leave no
place you can't get to for regular cleaning.
—Outside the home, keep spaces under porches and steps open
and clean. Don't pile wood against the side of the house or
garage. Keep lumber or other stored materials off the ground,
with space underneath for cleaning.
—If necessary, screen openinp such' as windows, doors and
ventilators with 1/4-inch wire mesh. Keep doors closed when not
in use. If you have a door with a spring lock, make sure the spring
is in good condition.
—Olose holes around pipes or drains with concrete or sheet
metal. Keep floor drains tightly fastened.
For rats, Uhlarik warned, using poisons is a tricky business.
Some quick-killing poisons are persistent, and might kill a pet
which rats the bait or tries to eat a rat which was destroyed by
the poison. For rats, especially. get professional help.
But, above all, observe the precautions which will keep them
from becoming a problem.

By JACK GAYER
NEW' YORK (UPI) — It's
.•
wholeheartedly with Knipe.
too early to come out with one
.
By LEO MOORE
Harley Shaw was filling a of those'flat statements that a
Copley News Service
sow new trend is being established
Until recently there was a feeder for an experimental
at the University of Arizona in the theater, but it is worth
postcard in circulation with a
got too close to the wooden
noting that two current Broadpicture of a javelina and the and
attractions stem from
way
gate.
javelina
is
one
of
caption:
-The pig poked its head record albums and that two inthe fiercest animals of the
through the slats and bit me volve dramatizations of short
Southwest. He is vicious,' fast,
twice. She really held on. I had stories.
fearless and can be stopped
to force her jaws open with my
Recordings inspired both
only by death. Armed with a
hands," he said.
"Jesus Christ Superstar," which
fighting heart and almost
Shaw suffered cuts on his has become a sell-out at the
razor-sharp tusks, he has been
eight Mark Hettinger Theater, and
known to attack and literally hands which required
stitches. He's more careful 'Ain't Supposed to Die a Natutear a man to shreds."
now, but still doesn't go along ral Death' at the Ethel 13arFor
many
years
the
withithe notion that the pig is rymore. The latter is based on
reputation was kept alive by
basically
vicious. "You can't two albums made by Melvin
tourists, newcomers and even
trust a wild animal in cap- Van Peebles of his own sop,
some natives. Out-of-state
tivity," Shaw says. "I've never both of which sold well. The
hunters take home hair-raising
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Lobsters, once thought to do
little ocean traveling, drift hundreds of miles as tiny spiderlike
lobsterlings before settling
down to the sea bottom.
Beavers cut their winter supply of wood in the fall. An early
cutting generally means an early winter.

What women should know about wills
Ever since she was a young
bride, Eleanor Ryerson has had a
precious Limoges china service.
Mrs. Ryerson, a widow with two
grownup sons in Australia, had
always meant to leave the Limoges
china to a niece who used to help
her out with shopping and entertaining whenever the Ryersons had
guests. Maw. gysolion died recently
and because she made no will, her
niece never received the china service.
The case of Eleanor Ryerson—
not her real name—is unfortunately typical of many women,
widowed, married and single, who
failed to make a will and so deprived themselves of an opportunity to dispose of their property as
they might have wished to.
Why do so many married women
neglect to make wills'? Much of the
problem, it would seem, stems
from a mistaken belief that one will
—the husband's—is entirely sufficient per family. Also, some feel
that their property is "just not
worth" drawing up a will. This despite the fact that many a woman's
estate—real and personal,property
—may include valuable jewelry,
furs, paintings and heirlooms, as
well as life insurance policies,
stocks, bonds and real estate.
What some married women fail
to realize is that in the event of
the husband's death, their own
passing away without a will could
thwart any joint plans the couple
might have had for the distribution of their property. It also means
leaving property for disposal by a
court-appointed administrator, according to state law. In the circumstances, the property might not
be distributed according to the
owner's wishes, but on top of that,
there are usually probate and administrative expenses, leaving if reduced estate.
A particular advantage of a wife
making a will while her husband
is still alive, advises the Institute
of Life Insurance; is that she can
benefit by their diScussing the subject jointly as well as participate
in joint planning for children and
grandchildren:. A woman who
waits toanake a will until she be-

'Ihis facilitate.
property would revert automati- included in wills.
which are usucally to relations, however distant payment of benefits
ally neded by the survivors for
and perhaps totalIV unknown.
immediate 'mon*. The Institute
Should there be considerable urges both husbands and wives to
assets, additional professional help talk over the family life insurance
may be needed when making a and settlement arrangements so
will. Depending on the kinds of that both understand what policies
assets involved —a trust officer, ac- exist, why they were bought, what
countant and a life insurance agent they will do for husband and wife
along with the lawyer may make in later years, or for the family in
up an estate planning team.
case of death. Knowing the answers
1)elps make sure that best possible
l.ife insurance policies where use is made of policies intended
the beneficiary is named are not to protect the family's security.

PARIS STORES
ARE NOW OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.
For Your Shopping Convenience
PARIS RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOC.
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coitus widowed may find .that decision-making comes harder.
The absence of a will can cause
unavoidable hardships. What if a
husband were to die leaving a will
in which the wife receives everything and then she dies shortly
afterwards? If there are young children, the consequences might be
extremely serious unless their
mother has left a will naming a
person specifically responsible for
their care. The children's guardianship might be left for strangers to
decide on.
In the case of an unmarried
woman with'no dependents, a will
assilres that her estate will go to
where she feels it will do the most
good. This can mean named relatives, friends, schools, a religious
group or charities. Otherwise her
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